Solutions to many pressing economic and societal challenges lie in better understanding
data. New tools for analyzing disparate information sets, called Big Data, have
revolutionized our ability to find signals amongst the noise. Big Data techniques hold
promise for breakthroughs ranging from better health care, a cleaner environment, safer
cities, and more effective marketing. Yet, privacy advocates are concerned that the same
advances will upend the power relationships between government, business and
individuals, and lead to prosecutorial abuse, racial or other profiling, discrimination,
redlining, overcriminalization, and other restricted freedoms.
On Tuesday, September 10th, 2013, the Future of Privacy Forum joined with the Center
for Internet and Society at Stanford Law School to present a full-day workshop on
questions surrounding Big Data and privacy. The event was preceded by a call for
papers discussing the legal, technological, social, and policy implications of Big Data. A
selection of papers was published in a special issue of the Stanford Law Review Online
and others were presented at the workshop. This volume collects these papers and
others in a single collection.
These essays address the following questions: Does Big Data present new challenges or
is it simply the latest incarnation of the data regulation debate? Does Big Data create
fundamentally novel opportunities that civil liberties concerns need to accommodate? Can
de-identification sufficiently minimize privacy risks? What roles should fundamental data
privacy concepts such as consent, context, and data minimization play in a Big Data
world? What lessons can be applied from other fields?
We hope the following papers will foster more discussion about the benefits and
challenges presented by Big Data—and help bring together the value of data and privacy,
as well.
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INTRODUCTION*
How should privacy risks be weighed against big
data rewards? The recent controversy over leaked
documents revealing the massive scope of data
collection, analysis, and use by the NSA and
possibly other national security organizations has
hurled to the forefront of public attention the
delicate balance between privacy risks and big
data
opportunities.1 The
NSA
revelations
crystalized privacy advocates’ concerns of
“sleepwalking into a surveillance society” even as
decisionmakers remain loath to curb government
powers for fear of terrorist or cybersecurity
attacks.
Big data creates tremendous opportunity for the
world economy not only in the field of national
security, but also in areas ranging from marketing
and credit risk analysis to medical research and
urban planning. At the same time, the
extraordinary benefits of big data are tempered by
concerns over privacy and data protection. Privacy
advocates are concerned that the advances of the
data ecosystem will upend the power relationships
between government, business, and individuals,
and lead to racial or other profiling, discrimination,
over-criminalization, and other restricted freedoms.
Finding the right balance between privacy risks
and big data rewards may very well be the biggest
public policy challenge of our time.2 It calls for
momentous choices to be made between weighty
policy concerns such as scientific research, public
health, national security, law enforcement, and
*
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efficient use of resources, on the one hand, and
individuals’ rights to privacy, fairness, equality, and
freedom of speech, on the other hand. It requires
deciding whether efforts to cure fatal disease or
eviscerate terrorism are worth subjecting human
individuality to omniscient surveillance and
algorithmic decisionmaking.3
Unfortunately, the discussion progresses crisis by
crisis, often focusing on legalistic formalities while
the bigger policy choices are avoided. Moreover,
the debate has become increasingly polarized, with
each cohort fully discounting the concerns of the
other. For example, in the context of government
surveillance,
civil
libertarians
depict
the
government as pursuing absolute power, while law
enforcement officials blame privacy for child
pornography and airplanes falling out of the sky. It
seems that for privacy hawks, no benefit no
matter how compelling is large enough to offset
privacy costs, while for data enthusiasts, privacy
risks are no more than an afterthought in the
pursuit of complete information.
This Essay suggests that while the current privacy
debate
methodologically
explores
the risks presented by big data, it fails to untangle
commensurate benefits, treating them as a
hodgepodge
of
individual,
business,
and
government interests. Detailed frameworks have
developed to help decisionmakers understand and
quantify privacy risk, with privacy impact
assessments now increasingly common for
government and business undertakings.4 Yet
accounting for costs is only part of a balanced
value equation. In order to complete a cost-benefit
analysis, privacy professionals need to have at
their disposal tools to assess, prioritize, and to the
extent possible, quantify a project’s rewards. To be
sure, in recent years there have been thorough
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expositions of big data benefits.5 But the societal
value of these benefits may depend on their
nature, on whether they are certain or speculative,
and on whether they flow to individuals,
communities, businesses, or society at large.
The integration of benefit considerations into
privacy analysis is not without basis in current law.
In fact, it fits neatly within existing privacy doctrine
under both the FTC’s authority to prohibit “unfair
trade practices” in the United States6 as well as the
“legitimate interests of the controller” clause in the
European Union data protection directive.7 Over
the past few years, the FTC has carefully
recalibrated its section 5 powers to focus on
“unfair” as opposed to “deceptive” trade practices.
An “unfair” trade practice is one that “causes or is
likely to cause substantial injury to consumers
which is not reasonably avoidable by consumers
themselves
and is
not
outweighed
by
countervailing
benefits to
consumers
or
competition.”8 Clearly, benefit considerations fit
squarely within the legal analysis. Moreover, in
determining whether an injury is outweighed by
countervailing benefits, the FTC typically considers
not only the impact on specific consumers but also
on society at large.9
In the European Union, organizations are
authorized to process personal data without an
individual’s consent based on such organizations’
“legitimate interests” as balanced against
individuals’ privacy rights. In such cases,
individuals have a right to object to processing
based
“on
compelling
legitimate
grounds.”10 Similar to the FTC’s “unfairness”
doctrine, legitimate interest analysis is inexorably
linked to a benefit assessment.
This Essay proposes parameters for a newly
conceptualized
cost-benefit
equation
that
incorporates both the sizable benefits of big data
as well as its attendant costs. Specifically, it
suggests focusing on who are the beneficiaries of
big data analysis, what is the nature of the
perceived benefits, and with what level
of certainty can those benefits be realized. In
doing so, it offers ways to take account of benefits
that accrue not only to businesses but also to
individuals and to society at large.
1. BENEFICIARIES
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Who benefits from big data? In examining the
value of big data, we start by evaluating who is
affected by the relevant breakthrough. In some
cases, the individual whose data is processed
directly receives a benefit. In other cases, the
benefit to the individual is indirect. And in many
other cases, the relevant individual receives no
attributable benefit, with big data value reaped by
business, government, or society at large.
A. INDIVIDUALS
In certain cases, big data analysis provides a direct
benefit to those individuals whose information is
being used. This provides strong impetus for
organizations to argue the merits of their use
based on their returning value to affected
individuals. In a previous article, we argued that in
many such cases, relying on individuals’ choices to
legitimize data use rings hollow given welldocumented biases in their decisionmaking
processes.11 In some cases, a particular practice
may be difficult to explain within the brief
opportunity that an individual pays attention, while
in others, individuals may decline despite their best
interests. Yet it would be unfortunate if failure to
obtain meaningful consent would automatically
discredit an information practice that directly
benefits individuals.
Consider the high degree of customization pursued
by Netflix and Amazon, which recommend films
and products to consumers based on analysis of
their previous interactions. Such data analysis
directly benefits consumers and has been justified
even without solicitation of explicit consent.
Similarly, Comcast’s decision in 2010 to proactively
monitor its customers’ computers to detect
malware,12 and more recent decisions by Internet
service providers including Comcast, AT&T, and
Verizon to reach out to consumers to report
potential malware infections, were intended to
directly
benefit
consumers.13 Google’s
autocomplete and translate functions are based on
comprehensive data collection and real time
keystroke-by-keystroke analysis. The value
proposition to consumers is clear and compelling.
In contrast, just arguing that data use benefits
consumers will not carry the day. Consider the
challenges that proponents of behavioral
advertising have faced in persuading regulators
that personalized ads deliver direct benefits to
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individuals. Behavioral ads are served by grouping
audiences with specific web surfing histories or
data attributes into categories, which are then sold
to advertisers using algorithms designed to
maximize revenue. Consumers may or may not
perceive the resulting ads as relevant, and even if
they do, they may not appreciate the benefit of
being targeted with relevant ads.
B. COMMUNITY
In certain cases, the collection and use of an
individual’s data benefits not only that individual,
but also members of a proximate class, such as
users of a similar product or residents of a
geographical area. Consider Internet browser
crash reports, which very few users opt into not so
much because of real privacy concerns but rather
due to a (misplaced) belief that others will do the
job for them. Those users who do agree to send
crash reports benefit not only themselves, but also
other users of the same product. Similarly,
individuals who report drug side effects confer a
benefit to other existing and prospective users.14
C. ORGANIZATIONS
Big data analysis often benefits those
organizations that collect and harness the data.
Data-driven profits may be viewed as enhancing
allocative efficiency by facilitating the “free”
economy.15 The emergence, expansion, and
widespread use of innovative products and
services at decreasing marginal costs have
revolutionized global economies and societal
structures, facilitating access to technology and
knowledge16 and fomenting social change.17 With
more data, businesses can optimize distribution
methods, efficiently allocate credit, and robustly
combat fraud, benefitting consumers as a
whole.18 But in the absence of individual value or
broader societal gain, others may consider
enhanced business profits to be a mere value
transfer from individuals whose data is being
exploited. In economic terms, such profits create
distributional gains to some actors (and may in
fact be socially regressive) as opposed to driving
allocative efficiency.
D. SOCIETY
Finally, some data uses benefit society at large.
These include, for example, data mining for

purposes of national security. We do not claim that
such practices are always justified; rather, that
when weighing the benefits of national security
driven policies, the effects should be assessed at a
broad societal level. Similarly, data usage for fraud
detection in the payment card industry helps
facilitate safe, secure, and frictionless transactions,
benefiting society as a whole. And large-scale
analysis of geo-location data has been used for
urban
planning,
disaster
recovery,
and
optimization of energy consumption.
E. BENEFITS
Big data creates enormous value for the global
economy,
driving
innovation,
productivity,
efficiency, and growth. Data has become the
driving force behind almost every interaction
between
individuals,
businesses,
and
governments. The uses of big data can be
transformative and are sometimes difficult to
anticipate at the time of initial collection. And any
benefit analysis would be highly culture-specific.
For example, environmental protection may be
considered a matter of vital importance in the
United States, but less so in China.
In a recent article titled The Underwhelming
Benefits of Big Data, Paul Ohm critiques our
previous articles, arguing that “Big Data’s touted
benefits are often less significant than claimed and
less necessary than assumed.”19 He states that
while some benefits, such as medical research, are
compelling, others yield only “minimally interesting
results.”20 He adds, “Tene and Polonetsky seem to
understand the speciousness of some of the other
benefits they herald.”21
While we agree that society must come up with
criteria to evaluate the relative weight of different
benefits (or social values), we claim that such
decisions transcend privacy law. The social value
of energy conservation, law enforcement, or
economic efficiency is a meta-privacy issue that
requires debate by experts in the respective fields.
If privacy regulators were the sole decision-makers
determining the relative importance of values that
sometimes conflict with privacy, such as free
speech, environmental protection, public health, or
national security, they would become the de
facto regulators of all things commerce, research,
security, and speech.22 This would be a perverse
result, given that even where privacy constitutes a
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fundamental human right, it is not an “über-value”
that trumps every other social consideration.
This Essay does not provide a comprehensive
taxonomy of big data benefits. It would be
pretentious to do so, ranking the relative
importance of weighty social goals. Rather it posits
that such benefits must be accounted for by
rigorous analysis taking into account the priorities
of a nation, society, or culture. Only then can
benefits be assessed within the privacy framework.
Consider the following examples of countervailing
values (i.e., big data benefits) as they are
addressed, with little analytical rigor, by privacy
regulators. For example, despite intense pushback
from privacy advocates, legislative frameworks all
over the world give national security precedence
over privacy considerations.23 On the other hand,
although mandated by corporate governance
legislation in the United States, whistleblower
hotlines are not viewed by privacy regulators as
worthy of deference.
What is the doctrinal basis for accepting national
security as a benefit that legitimizes privacy costs,
while denying the same status to corporate
governance laws? Such selective, apparently
capricious enforcement is detrimental for privacy.
Regulators should pursue a more coherent
approach, recognizing the benefits of big data as
an integral part of the privacy framework through
legitimate interest analysis under the European
framework or unfairness doctrine applied by the
FTC.
F. CERTAINTY
The utility function of big data use depends not
only on absolute values, but also on
the probability of any expected benefits and costs.
Not every conceivable benefit, even if highly likely,
justifies a privacy loss. Legitimate interest analysis
should ensure that lack of certainty of expected
benefits is a discounting factor when weighing big
data value.
A given level of uncertainty may weigh differently
depending on the risk profile of a given culture or
society. The United States, for example,
established by explorers who pushed the frontier
in a lawless atmosphere, continues to highly
reward entrepreneurship, innovation, research,
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and discovery. The quintessential American hero is
the lone entrepreneur who against all odds weaves
straw into gold. This environment may—and to
this day in fact does—endorse practically
unfettered data innovation, except in certain
regulated areas such as health and financial
information, or in cases of demonstrable harm.
Failure is considered valuable experience and
entrepreneurs may be funded many times over
despite unsuccessful outcomes. Conversely, in
Europe, the departure point is diametrically
opposite, with data processing being prohibited
unless a legitimate legal basis is shown.
To critics on either side of the Atlantic, both the
U.S. and E.U. approaches have their shortcomings.
Taken to their extremes, the E.U. approach, with
its risk aversion and regulatory bureaucracy, could
stifle innovation and growth of a vibrant
technology sector, while the U.S. approach, with
its laissez faire ideology, risks a rude awakening to
a reality of eerie surveillance and technological
determinism.
CONCLUSION
This symposium issue sets the stage for a
discussion of big data that recognizes the weighty
considerations on both sides of the value scale.
The authors deploy different lenses to expose
diverse aspects of the big data privacy conundrum.
Some authors focus on the macro, debating broad
societal effects: Cynthia Dwork and Deirdre
Mulligan discuss the impact of big data on
classification,
discrimination,
and
social
stratification.24 Neil Richards and Jonathan King
uncover three paradoxes underlying the power
structure of the big data ecosystem.25 Joseph
Jerome warns that big data may be socially
regressive,
potentially
exacerbating
class
disparities.26 Jonas
Lerman
examines
the
overlooked costs of being excluded from big data
analysis, suffered by “[b]illions of people
worldwide [who] remain on big data’s
periphery.”27 Ian Kerr and Jessica Earle focus on
big data’s “preemptive predictions,” which could
reverse the presumption of innocence, upending
the power relationships between government and
individuals.28 Other authors concentrate on the
micro, focusing on interpersonal relationships in a
data-rich environment: Karen Levy argues that big
data has transcended the scope of organizational
behavior, entering the delicate domain of
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individual relationships.29 Woodrow Hartzog and
Evan Selinger predict that absent a robust concept
of obscurity, the “data-fication” of personal
relationships would strain the social fabric.30 Other
authors seek to harness technology to tame big
data effects. Jonathan Mayer and Arvind
Narayanan
advocate
privacy
enhancing
technologies.31 Ryan Calo supports organizational
measures, such as “consumer subject review
boards.”32 Yianni Lagos and Jules Polonetsky
stress the importance of a combination of
technological and organizational mechanisms to
achieve robust de-identification.33 We hope that
the following essays shift the discussion to a more
nuanced, balanced analysis of the fateful value
choices at hand.
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S-M-L-XL DATA:

BIG DATA AS
A NEW INFORMATIONAL PRIVACY PARADIGM
Michael Birnhack*
Can informational privacy law survive Big Data? A
few scholars have pointed to the inadequacy of
the current legal framework to Big Data, especially
the collapse of notice and consent, the principles
of data minimization and data specification.1
These are first steps, but more is needed.2 One
suggestion is to conceptualize Big Data in terms of
property:3 Perhaps data subjects should have a
property right in their data, so that when others
process it, subjects can share the wealth.
However, privacy has a complex relationship with
property. Lawrence Lessig's 1999 proposal to
propertize personal data, was criticized: instead of
more protection, said the critics, there will be more
commodification.4 Does Big Data render property
once again a viable option to save our privacy?*
To better understand the informational privacy
implications of Big Data and evaluate the property
option, this comment undertakes two paths. First,
I locate Big Data as the newest point on a
continuum of Small-Medium-Large-Extra Large
data situations. This path indicates that Big Data
is not just "more of the same", but a new
informational paradigm. Second, I begin a query
about the property/privacy relationship, by
juxtaposing informational privacy with property,
real and intangible, namely copyright. This path
indicates that current property law is unfit to
address Big Data.
S-M-L-XL
Context is a key term in current privacy studies.
Helen Nissenbaum suggested that in order to
*
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evaluate the privacy implications of sociotechnological systems, we should ask how these
systems affect the informational norms of a
given context.5
This notion fits within the
American reasonable expectations test, which
indicates whether the interest in a particular
context is worthy of legal protection. 6
Accordingly, I draw a continuum of data
contexts,
and
briefly
explore
several
parameters: the archetypical players, their
relationship, the volume, source and kind of
data, and the kind of privacy harm that is at
stake. For each situation, I note the current
legal response.
The continuum is not a neat or rigid
classification. The points are indicators of a
context.
The purpose is to show the
development of the contexts, culminating with
Big Data. Importantly, the appearance of a new
point does not negate or exclude previous
points. Big Data raises new challenges, but old
and familiar contexts have not elapsed.

Small.

The typical Small Data situation
assumes one party, usually and individual, that
harms
another
person
regarding
one
informational bit, such as disclosure of a private
fact. The data subject and the adversary, to
borrow computer scientists' parlance, might
have a prior relationship (e.g., family members,
neighbors, colleagues), or they are in close
proximity: physically (Peeping Tom), socially (a
Facebook friend's friend), or commercially (a
seller).
Privacy torts developed with small data in mind,
and form the common denominator of Warren
and Brandies' definition of privacy as the right to
be let alone,7 and Dean Prosser's privacy torts
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classification.8 The law attempts to prevent the
harm caused to one's need in having a
backstage, either physically or mentally. The
parties' proximity means that social norms might
also be effective.

Medium. Here too there are two parties. The

difference is the volume of the data and the
balance of power. Unlike the one-time intrusion
in the Small Data context, the adversary, now
called a data controller, accumulates data and
uses it over time. The result is a specified
database, created and managed for one
purpose, and not further transferred. Typically,
the controller is stronger than the subject.
Examples are a school that collects data about
students, an employer vs. employees, insurance
company vs. customers. The technology used
can be as simple as a sheet of paper.
In the United States, specific sector-based
federal laws apply, e.g., the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), regulating
students' records.9 The law attempts to assure
that the data is not misused.
The data
controller's legitimate interests are taken into
consideration. For example, in the workplace
context, the employer has an interest in
protecting trade secrets. Thus, the law carves
exceptions, limitations, and undertakes various
forms of balancing. When the controller is the
government, constitutional checks are in
operation, under the Fourth Amendment.

Large.

As of the 1970s, with technological
advancements, it is easier to collect separate
bits of data.
The volume is much larger,
controllers are no longer close to the subjects,
and the parties' inequality is enhanced. The
paradigmatic situation is a single data collector
that processes personal data of many subjects in
one database, uses it for multiple purposes, and
transfers it to third parties.
Social norms are no longer effective.
The
concern shifts from the bit to the byte, and then
to the megabyte, namely, the database. Once
personal data enters a database, the subject can
hardly control it.
The database contains
information without the subject knowing what
kinds of data are kept, or how it is used.
Moreover, databases may be maliciously abused
(nasty hackers, commercial rivals, or enemies),
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abused to discriminate (by the state, employers,
insurance companies, etc.), or reused for new
purposes, without the data subject's consent.
The legal response was a new body of law, now
called informational privacy or data protection.
It assumes that the concentration of the data is
dangerous per se.
Data protection law
originated in the 1970s, with the American Ware
Report and the Privacy Act of 1974 being an
important step,10 continuing with the influential
OECD Guidelines in 1980,11 and now carried
globally by the 1995 EU Data Protection
Directive.12 The common denominator is Fair
Information Privacy Principles (FIPPs) that
provide data subjects with some (limited) tools
to control personal data: notice, consent,
limitations on the use of the data, subjects'
rights of access and rectification, and the
controllers' obligations to confidentiality and
data security. In the United States there is a
series of sector-based and/or content-based
laws that regulate specific contexts. While much
of the law is phrased in technologically-neutral
language, a close reading reveals that it
assumes Large Data.13

Extra-Large.

Once megabytes turned into
terabytes, the risk to personal data shifted yet
again. This is Big Data. The volume staggers.
There are multiple adversaries. Personal data is
gathered from a variety of sources.
Data
subjects provide a constant stream of accurate,
tiny bits of everything they do. It is not always
clear who is the data controller. The kind of
control also changes. Under Large Data, the
way the database was structured mattered.
Sensitive kinds of data could be deleted,
anonymized, or not collected at all. In contrast,
under Big Data, every bit is welcome. The
controller does not need to arrange the data at
all: all bits are thrown together into one huge
bucket. The original context doesn't matter.
Bits are constantly collected, taken out of their
original context, and mixed.
Data is
decontextualized only to recontextualize it in a
different way. The notion of context-specific
laws collapses. Current (mostly European) rules
would simply prohibit much of XL databases that
contain data about identifiable people.14 Notice
and consent per-use are impossible; Big Data
operates under a maximization principle rather
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than a minimization principle. The law breaks
down.
PROPERTY/PRIVACY
The property option seems quite tempting. In
order to share the wealth, we should be able to
protect the wealth in the first place. However,
current property law that addresses intangible
assets, namely copyright law, does not provide
the answer.
Here is an outline of the
privacy/property juxtaposition along the S-M-LXL continuum.
S. Property and privacy may overlap. If my
home is mine, I can effectively exclude
unauthorized intruders and reasonably protect
my privacy.
The Supreme Court recently
concluded that the government's use of drugsniffing dogs is a "search" under the Fourth
Amendment. The Court conducted a property
analysis; Justice Kagan's concurrence reached
the same conclusion under a privacy analysis. 15
However, privacy and property do not always
overlap, as the law protects people, not places. 16
S., M. From a copyright perspective, for both
Small and Medium contexts, the single bit of
data does not qualify as proper subject matter.
It is an unprotected fact.17 Neither the data
subject nor the controller can rely on copyright
law. Without protected property, it is difficult to
share the wealth.
L. Real property is irrelevant here. Copyright
law may protect the database as a whole, if the
selection and arrangement of the facts are
original.18 The individual bits of data remain
unprotected. The subject has no property in her
personal data, but the data controller might
have a property right in the aggregated data.
Once the database is protected, there is a
reference point for sharing the wealth: it is
easier to track down how personal data is
processed and used.
XL. Copyright law does not provide the
controller with legal protection: the data is not
arranged in any particular form, let alone in any
original way.
Unstructured databases fall
outside copyright's subject matter.
The
controller should seek alternative ways for
effective control: the use of technological

protection measures is one possible avenue, and
to the extent that one undertakes reasonable
means to keep the data confidential, trade
secret law might be another avenue.19
*
The continuum of S-M-L-XL data highlights the
special characteristics of each data context, the
different legal answers, and the ultimate
collapse
of
context
under
Big
Data.
Nevertheless, the appearance of Big Data does
not mean that previous sizes are eliminated:
privacy law is still relevant for the other
contexts.
Property law, occasionally suggested as a
possible solution for the privacy concerns, is
unlikely to offer comfort. Copyright law does
not protect the data subject or the controller.
Trade secret law might enable the latter
effective control, but not assist the data subject.
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WHY SURVEILLANCE
MATTERS:

SURVEILLANCE AS A DE FACTO PRIVACY HARM
Justin Brookman & G.S. Hans*
Consumer privacy remains one of the most
pressing issues in technology policy. The
interactions between individuals and service
providers generate a great deal of data, much of
it personally identifiable and sensitive. Individual
users are transacting more and more data online
with each passing year, and companies have
begun exploring what insights and lessons they
can glean from consumer data, via storage,
processing, and analysis of exceedingly large
data sets. These practices, loosely described as
big data, have raised questions regarding the
appropriate balance of control between
individuals and companies, and how best to
protect personal privacy interests.*
In terms of privacy protection, some theorists
have insisted that advocates must articulate a
concrete harm as a prerequisite for legislated
rules, or even self-regulation. Others have
argued that privacy protections should focus
exclusively on curtailing controversial uses
rather than on the collection of personal
information.
This paper argues that consumers have a
legitimate interest in the mere collection of data
by third parties. That is, big data collection
practices per se, rather than bad uses or
outcomes, are sufficient to trigger an individual’s
privacy interests.1 Today, big data collection
practices are for the most part unregulated. As
collection, retention, and analysis practices
become increasingly sophisticated, these threats
*

Justin Brookman is Director of Consumer Privacy at the
Center for Democracy & Technology. G.S. Hans is the 201214 Ron Plesser Fellow at the Center for Democracy &
Technology.

will only increase in magnitude, with a
concomitant chilling effect on individual behavior
and free expression.
I. THE INTERESTS IMPLICATED BY DATA COLLECTION
Commercial collection of personal information
necessarily implicates a range of potential
threats that should be considered when
evaluating the need for collection limitations.
This paper focuses on five particular threat
models: data breach, internal misuse, unwanted
secondary use, government access, and chilling
effect on consumer behavior. These scenarios
are for the most part outside corporate control
— and indeed, contrary to corporate interest —
and can never be fully mitigated by internal
procedures. As big data becomes more
pervasive, the susceptibility of consumer data to
these threats will undoubtedly increase.
A. DATA BREACH
One of the most common threats that arise from
the mere collection of personal information is
data breach. Companies consistently experience
data breaches, either due to inadequate security
or aggressive external hacking. As companies
collect an increasing amount of data and retain
it for future uses, the consequences of a breach
become more severe — both for the company
and for consumers. Moreover, the more robust a
company’s database is, the more appealing it
may be for malicious actors. The risk of breach
will necessarily increase as companies collect
more data about their consumers.
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The consequences of data breach are obvious.
Personal information, including real name,
contact information, financial information, health
data, and other sensitive data, can fall into the
wrong hands. Consumers can therefore become
susceptible to financial fraud or inadvertent
identification by third parties. However, this
interest extends beyond the potential for
economic loss; data breach could also reveal
private, embarrassing information that a
consumer did not want shared with others or
published to the world. For this reason, the
Federal Trade Commission has increasingly
found substantial harm arising from less
sensitive disclosures, such as “revealing
potentially embarrassing or political images”2
“impair[ing consumers’] peaceful enjoyment of
their homes,”3 allowing hackers to “capture
private details of an individual’s life,” 4 and
“reduc[ing consumers’] ability to control the
dissemination of personal or proprietary
information (e.g., voice recordings or intimate
photographs).”5
B. INTERNAL MISUSE
Internal misuse by rogue employees — data
voyeurism — is another significant threat
implicated by commercial collection of personal
data. While the scale of such misuse of data
would probably be markedly smaller than a data
breach (which would likely be conducted by an
external party), employees may possess a more
focused desire to access individualized data than
external hackers. For example, in one prominent
case, an engineer spied on the user accounts of
multiple minors, including contact lists, chat
transcripts, and call logs, and used that
information to manipulate the users whose
accounts he had accessed.6 Consumer reliance
on cloud services to store and transmit their
personal communications necessarily involves an
opportunity for rogue individuals employed by
those cloud services to access such data, unless
the data is fully encrypted, and the companies
do not have access to the encryption keys.
C. UNWANTED SECONDARY USAGE AND CHANGES IN
COMPANY PRACTICES
Companies that collect personal information may
decide to use that information in ways that are
inimical to consumers’ interests. Such usage
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could range from the merely annoying (say,
retargeted advertising) to price discrimination to
selling the information to data brokers who
could then use the information to deny
consumers credit or employment.
Even if companies do not engage in such
unwanted uses right away, they may
subsequently change their minds. Although the
FTC has asserted for years that material
retroactive
changes
to
privacy
policies
constitutes deceptive and unfair business
practices,7 that legal theory has only rarely been
tested in court. Moreover, in the United States,
companies are not legally required to justify and
explain all data usage practices at the time of
collection. Companies could in a privacy policy
reserve broad rights to utilize data (or
potentially just remain silent on the issue), and
subsequently repurpose that information without
providing notice or an opportunity to opt out of
such usage to the user.
D. GOVERNMENT ACCESS
Government access without robust due process
protection is arguably the most significant threat
posed by the collection of personal information.
As
the
recent
NSA
revelations
aptly
demonstrate, much of the data that
governments collect about us derives not from
direct observation, but from access to
commercial stores of data. Even in so-called rule
of law jurisdictions such as the United States
and Europe, that data is often obtained without
transparent
process,
and
without
a
particularized showing of suspicion — let alone
probable cause as determined by an
independent judge. Unfortunately, there is
almost nothing that consumers can do to guard
against such access or in many cases even know
when it occurs.8
E. CHILLING EFFECTS
Finally, all these concerns together —along with
others, and even with an irrational or inchoately
realized dislike of being observed — has a
chilling effect on public participation and free
expression. Consumers who don’t want to be
monitored all the time may be resistant to
adopting new technologies; indeed, the Obama
administration used this as an explicit
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commercial justification in calling for the
enactment of comprehensive commercial privacy
protections.9
More fundamentally, however, citizens who fear
that they are being constantly observed may be
less likely to speak and act freely if they believe
that their actions are being surveilled. People will
feel constrained from experimenting with new
ideas or adopting controversial positions. In fact,
this constant threat of surveillance was the
fundamental conceit behind the development of
the Panopticon prison: if inmates had to worry all
the time that they were being observed, they
would be less likely to engage in problematic
behaviors.10 Big Data transposes this coercive
threat of constant observation to everyday
citizens.
The United States was founded on a tradition of
anonymous speech. In order to remain a vibrant
and innovative society, citizens need room for the
expression of controversial — and occasionally
wrong — ideas without worry that the ideas will be
attributable to them in perpetuity. In a world
where increasingly every action is monitored,
stored, and analyzed, people have a substantial
interest in finding some way to preserve a zone of
personal privacy that cannot be observed by
others.
II. INTERNAL CONTROLS ARE NECESSARY — BUT NOT
SUFFICIENT
When faced with these threat models, some have
argued that they can be sufficiently addressed by
internal organizational controls — such as privacy
by design, accountability mechanisms, and use
limitations. However, of the above threats, only
unwanted secondary usage can be fully solved by
internal controls, as deliberate secondary usage is
the only threat model fully within the control of the
organization. Even then, if the data is retained, the
organization could eventually change its mind if
the internal controls weaken, ownership is
transferred, or the organization is dissolved and its
assets liquidated.11
Data breach, internal misuse, and government
access all derive from extra-corporate motivations,
and cannot be definitively prevented so long as the
data remains within the company’s control.
Adherence to best practices and strict protections

can diminish the threat of data breach and internal
misuse, but cannot wholly prevent them. When it
comes to government access, internal controls are
even less effective. Companies may engage in
heroic efforts to prevent disclosure of customer
records, but ultimately they can be beholden by
law to comply.12
Empirically, internal privacy programs have proven
to be insufficient to prevent privacy violations.
Many of the companies cited to date by the FTC,
state Attorneys General, and private suits have
been large companies with mature and far-ranging
privacy compliance mechanisms in place. Despite
these state-of-the-art programs, those companies
either lost control of the data or internally justified
privacy-invasive practices.
Moreover, internal controls are completely opaque
and indistinguishable to the average user,
rendering them rather ineffective in diminishing
the chilling effect of surveillance. However, as
noted above, even if consumers could discern and
evaluate the full range of internal controls over
their data, their fears would not be assuaged.13
III. CONCLUSION
The ambition of this paper is deliberately modest.
We merely endeavor to articulate (beyond
allegations of creepiness) why consumers have a
privacy interest in controlling commercial collection
of their personal information, rather than relying
entirely on best practices in use limitations. We do
not mean to argue that this interest should always
outweigh legitimate commercial interests in that
same data, or that consumers’ interest always
necessitates express consent for all data collection.
However, it is an important interest, deserving of
consideration in evaluating the appropriate
framework for commercial data protection.
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Which is not to say that internal controls are not privacyenhacing, or indeed essential, to preserving data that has
been collected. Moreover, some internal controls are more
effective than others. Data deletion (and to a lesser extent
aggregation and anonymization) is almost certainly the most
effective internal control in eliminating the privacy threat
posed by static stores of consumer data. Even then,
consumers likely have imperfect visibility into internal
deletion practices, and may not fully trust in the adequacy of
companies’ deletion or deidentification techniques. That said,
strong data deletion policies are probably the most effective
way to address the harms of collection after the fact.
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The adequacy of consumer privacy law in America
is a constant topic of debate. The majority position
is that United States privacy law is a “patchwork,”
that the dominant model of notice and choice has
broken down,1 and that decades of self-regulation
have left the fox in charge of the henhouse.*

resulting asymmetry of information and control.
Part II explores how established ethical principles
governing biomedical and behavioral science might
interact with consumer privacy.

A minority position chronicles the sometimes
surprising efficacy of our current legal
infrastructure. Peter Swire describes how a muchmaligned disclosure law improved financial privacy
not by informing consumers, but by forcing firms
to take stock of their data practices.2 Deirdre
Mulligan and Kenneth Bamberger argue, in part,
that the emergence of the privacy professional has
translated into better privacy on the ground than
what you see on the books.3

There are only a handful of reasons to study
someone very closely. If you spot a tennis rival
filming your practice, you can be reasonably sure
that she is studying up on your style of play. Miss
too many backhands and guess what you will
encounter come match time. But not all careful
scrutiny is about taking advantage. Doctors study
patients to treat them. Good teachers follow
students to see if they are learning. Social
scientists study behavior in order to understand
and improve the quality of human life.

There is merit to each view. But the challenges
posed by big data to consumer protection feel
different. They seem to gesture beyond privacy’s
foundations
or
buzzwords,
beyond
“fair
information practice principles” or “privacy by
design.” The challenges of big data may take us
outside of privacy altogether into a more basic
discussion of the ethics of information.4 The good
news is that the scientific community has been
heading down this road for thirty years. I explore a
version of their approach here.
Part I discusses why corporations study consumers
so closely, and what harm may come of the
*
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I. RATIONALES FOR STUDYING BEHAVIOR

Why do corporations study consumers? An obvious
reason is to figure out what consumers want so as
to be in a position to deliver it—hopefully better
and cheaper than a competitor. I assume the
reason that Microsoft employs the second greatest
number of anthropologists in the world (after the
United States government)5 has to do with
designing intuitive and useful software. But is that
the only reason companies study consumers? And
if not, how should we think about consumers as
subjects of scientific scrutiny?
Were you to play the market equivalent of tennis
against a corporation, it seems fair to think you
would lose. They have several advantages. The
first advantage is superior information. The
websites and stores you visit gather whatever data
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they can about you and may supplement that
information with profiles they purchase from thirdparty data brokers.6 They also run data through
powerful algorithms in a constant quest for novel
insight.7 The second advantage is that firms tend
to control the circumstances of their transactions
with consumers, sometimes entirely. Apple does
not divulge its preferences and travel to a
website you created from scratch in order to sell
you music.8 Firms hire people with advanced
degrees and give them access to cutting-edge
technology and rich datasets. These people write
the legal terms and design the virtual and physical
spaces in which our interactions with the firms
occur.
Such advantages are fine in a win-win situation.
The truth, however, is that sometimes consumers
lose. The well-documented use of software by
banks to maximize consumer overdraft fees by
manipulating when ATM and debit transactions get
processed is a simple enough example.9 But pause
to consider the full universe of possibility. Recent
research suggests that willpower is a finite
resource that can be depleted or replenished over
time.10 Imagine that concerns about obesity lead a
consumer to try to hold out against her favorite
junk food. It turns out there are times and places
when she cannot. Big data can help marketers
understand exactly how and when to approach
this consumer at her most vulnerable—especially
in a world of constant screen time in which even
our appliances are capable of a sales pitch.11
If this sort of thing sounds far-fetched, consider
two recent stories published by the New York
Times. The first article—obligatory in any
discussion of big data and privacy—focuses on
how the retail giant Target used customer
purchase history to determine who among its
customers was pregnant, following which Target
added ads related to babies in their direct
marketing to those customers.12 A second article
describes the “extraordinary” lengths to which
food manufactures go to scientifically engineer
craving.13 Either story alone raises eyebrows. But
taken together they bring us closer than is
comfortable to the scenario described in the
previous paragraph.
writing project, Digital Market
discusses the incentives and
opportunities of firms to use data to exploit the
My

current

Manipulation,
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consumer of the future.14 But it is easy to take
such concerns too far. The ascendance of big data
will likely improve as many lives as it
impoverishes.15 The same techniques that can
figure out an individual consumer’s reservation
price or pinpoint a vulnerability to a demerit good
can filter spam, catch terrorists, conserve energy,
or spot a deadly drug interaction.16 And big data
may never deliver on its extraordinary promise.
Both its proponents and detractors have a
tendency to ascribe near magical powers to big
data. These powers may never materialize.17 Yet
the possibility that firms will abuse their
asymmetric access to and understanding of
consumer data should not be discounted. I believe
changes in this dynamic will prove the central
consumer protection issue of our age.18
II. ETHICAL PRINCIPLES
People have experimented on one another for
hundreds of years. America and Europe of the
twentieth century saw some particularly horrible
abuses. In the 1970s, the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare commissioned
twelve individuals, including two law professors, to
study the ethics of biomedical and behavioral
science and issue detailed recommendations. The
resulting Belmont Report—so named after an
intensive workshop at the Smithsonian Institute’s
Belmont Conference Center—is a statement of
principles that aims to assist researchers in
resolving ethical problems around human-subject
research.19
The Report emphasizes informed consent—already
a mainstay of consumer privacy law.20 In
recognition of the power dynamic between
experimenter and subject, however, the Report
highlights additional principles of “beneficence”
and “justice.” Beneficence refers to minimizing
harm to the subject and society while maximizing
benefit—a kind of ethical Learned Hand Formula.
Justice prohibits unfairness in distribution, defined
as the undue imposition of a burden or
withholding of a benefit. The Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare published the
Belmont Report verbatim in the Federal Register
and expressly adopted its principles as a statement
of Department policy.21
Today, any academic researcher who would
conduct experiments involving people is obligated
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to comply with robust ethical principles and
guidelines for the protection of human subjects,
even if the purpose of the experiment is to benefit
those people or society. The researcher must
justify her study in advance to an institutional,
human subject review board (IRB) comprised of
peers and structured according to specific federal
regulations.22 But a private company that would
conduct experiments involving thousands of
consumers using the same basic techniques,
facilities, and personnel faces no such obligations,
even where the purpose is to profit at the expense
of the research subject.23
Subjecting companies to the strictures of the
Belmont Report and academic institutional review
would not be appropriate. Firms must operate at
speed and scale, protect trade secrets, and satisfy
investors. Their motivations, cultures, and
responsibilities differ from one another, let alone
universities. And that is setting aside the many
criticisms of IRBs in their original context as
plodding or skewed.24 Still, companies interested in
staying clear of scandal, lawsuit, and regulatory
action could stand to take a page from biomedical
and behavioral science.
The thought experiment is simple enough: the
Federal Trade Commission, Department of
Commerce, or industry itself commissions an
interdisciplinary report on the ethics of consumer
research. The report is thoroughly vetted by key
stakeholders at an intensive conference in neutral
territory (say, the University of Washington). As
with the Belmont Report, the emphasis is on the
big picture, not any particular practice, effort, or
technology. The articulation of principles is
incorporated in its entirety in the Federal Register
or an equivalent. In addition, each company that
conducts consumer research at scale creates a
small internal committee comprised of employees
with diverse training (law, engineering) and
operated
according
to
predetermined
rules.25 Initiatives clearly intended to benefit
consumers could be fast-tracked whereas, say, an
investigation of how long moviegoers will sit
through commercials before demanding a refund
will be flagged for further review.
The result would not be IRBs applying the Belmont
Report. I suspect Consumer Subject Review
Boards (CSRBs) would be radically different. I am
not naïve enough to doubt that any such effort

would be rife with opportunities to pervert and
game the system. But the very process of
systematically thinking through ethical consumer
research and practice, coupled with a set of
principles and bylaws that help guide evaluation,
should enhance the salutary dynamics proposed
by Mulligan, Bamberger, Swire, and others.
Industry could see as great a benefit as
consumers. First, a CSRB could help unearth and
head off media fiascos before they materialize. No
company wants to be the subject of an article in a
leading newspaper with the title How Companies
Learn Your Secrets. Formalizing the review of new
initiatives involving consumer data could help
policy managers address risk. Second, CSRBs
could increase regulatory certainty, perhaps
forming the basis for an FTC safe harbor if
sufficiently robust and transparent. Third, and
most importantly, CSRBs could add a measure of
legitimacy to the study of consumers for profit.
Any consumer that is paying attention should feel
like a guinea pig, running blindly through the maze
of the market. And guinea pigs benefit from
guidelines for ethical conduct.26
I offer CSRBs as a thought experiment, not a
panacea. The accelerating asymmetries between
firms and consumers must be domesticated, and
the tools we have today feel ill suited. We need to
look at alternatives. No stone, particular one as old
and solid as research ethics, should go unturned.
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MO’ DATA, MO’ PROBLEMS?

PERSONAL DATA MINING AND THE CHALLENGE TO
THE DATA MINIMIZATION PRINCIPLE
Liane Colonna*

1. INTRODUCTION
Data minimization is a bedrock principle of data
protection law.
It is enshrined in privacy
regulations all around the world including the
OECD Guidelines, the EU Data Protection
Directive, the APEC Privacy Framework and even
the recent US Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights.
The principle requires that the only personal
data that should be collected and stored is that
data, which is necessary to obtain certain
specified and legitimate goals. It further requires
that the personal data should be destroyed as
soon as it is no longer relevant to the
achievement of these goals.*
Data minimization is a rather intuitive and
common sense practice: do not arbitrarily collect
and store data because this will only lead down
a road of trouble consisting of such things as
privacy and security breaches. It’s the analogue
to “mo’ money, mo’ problems.”1
The
predicament is, however, because of recent
advances in software development and
computer processing power, “mo’ data” often
means “mo’ knowledge” which, like money, can
arguably be used to solve many of life’s
problems.
This paper is about how the concept of personal
data mining, a term used to explain the
individual use of dynamic data processing
techniques to find hidden patterns and trends in
large amounts of personal data, challenges the
concept of data minimization.

*

Doctoral Candidate in Law and Informatics, Swedish Law
and Informatics. Research Institute, University of Stockholm.

It is an attempt to demonstrate that fair
information principles like data minimization,
while providing a useful starting point for data
protection laws, must give way to more nuanced
legal rules and models. It stresses that a shift
of paradigms from the current paternalistic
approach to handling personal towards an
empowered-user approach is needed in order to
better protect privacy in light of recent
advancements in technology.
The outline is as follows. First, the notion of
“data minimization” will be commented upon.
Second, the technology of data mining will be
explained, paying particular attention to a
subset of the field that has been dubbed
“personalized data mining.” Finally, the paper
will reflect upon how an unyielding commitment
to the principle of data minimization is
problematic in a world where the indiscriminate
collection and the ad hoc retention of data can
lead to many benefits for individuals and society
alike.
2. DATA MINIMIZATION
The principle of data minimization first emerged
during the 1970s at a time when there was
great concern over the large-scale collection and
processing of personal data in centralized,
stand-alone, governmental computer databases.
The idea was simple: limit the collection and
storage of personal data in order to prevent
powerful organizations from building giant
dossiers of innocent people which could be used
for purposes such as manipulation, profiling and
discrimination.
That is, minimizing data
collection and storage times, would help protect
the individual against privacy intrusions by the
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State or other puissant organizations. After all,
data cannot be lost, stolen or misused if it does
not exist.

because data mining can be used to explore the
dataset
and
generate
hypotheses
automatically.10

At that time the concept of data minimization
was first formulated individuals did not have the
software or the processing power to handle
large amounts of data themselves. Nor was
there a way for ordinary people to collect and
distribute limitless amounts of data via an
international super network. In other words,
while the concern to protect individuals from Big
Brother’s exploitation of large-scale personal
data repositories was palpable, there certainly
was little regard for the fact that individuals
could somehow benefit from an amassment of
their personal data. This is, however, no longer
the case.

In some respect, data mining can be thought of
as voodoo science.
According to the
conventional scientific method, a hypothesis is
built and then the data is carefully collected to
test the hypothesis.
Unlike with the
conventional scientific method, the data-mining
method involves an exploration of a dataset
without a hypothesis in order to discover hidden
patterns from data. Instead of being driven by
a hypothesis, the process is driven by the data
itself
and
therefore,
the
results
are
unanticipated and serendipitous.11 Here, the
concern is that scientific proposals that are
derived without a preconceived hypothesis
about the data are not valuable, reliable or
significant because correlations that appear in
the data could be totally random.12 As such, it is
important that data miners understand the risk
in the approach and take steps to evaluate the
reliability of their findings.13

3. THE TECHNOLOGY OF DATA MINING
3.1

DATA MINING IN GENERAL

Data mining is often thought to be the most
essential step in the process of “knowledge
discovery in databases”, which denotes the
entire process of using data to generate
information that is easy to use in a decisionmaking context.2 The data-mining step itself
consists of the application of particular
techniques to a large set of cleansed data in
order to identify certain previously unknown
characteristics of the data set.3 Data mining
techniques
can
include,
for
example,
classification analysis (takes data and places it
into an existing structure4), cluster analysis
(clumps together similar things, events or
people in order to create meaningful
subgroups5) or association analysis (captures
the co-occurrence of items or events in large
volumes of data6).
A key feature of data mining is that, unlike
earlier forms of data processing, it is usually
conducted on huge volumes of complex data
and it can extract value from such volume. 7
Data mining is also highly automated,
sometimes relying on “black boxes.”8 Another
interesting feature of data mining is that it
creates “new knowledge” such as an abstract
description or a useful prediction that did not
exist a priori.9 A final important feature about
data mining is that it is not necessarily limited
by the creativity of humans to create hypotheses
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3.2

PERSONALIZED DATA MINING

Individuals today collect and retain large
amounts of personal data through a multiplicity
of different channels. Through, for example,
participating in the so-called Web 2.0, a massive
amount of personal data is stored in emails,
blogs, Wikis, web browsing history and so on.
Social media, a Web 2.0 innovation that
introduced web-based sharing with the click of a
button, also provides for rich sources of personal
data. The information that a user puts onto
Twitter and Facebook, for example, can reveal a
tremendous amount about a person such as
individual’s speech patterns, the topics an
individual obsesses over and the identity of an
individual’s “real” friends.14
Likewise, individuals are generating a huge
amount of data about themselves through using
technologies that are embedded in everyday
objects that interact with the physical world.
Here, there is no need to press any buttons or
to self-report: the information is raw and
unfiltered. For example, an individual’s mobile
phone can be used to automatically track
location data or Nike+ can be used to record
every mile an individual runs.

Liane Colonna
One way of understanding all of these data is to
use the information for personal data mining.
That is, this information can be mined to cluster,
classify and discover rules in order to assist
individuals to extract important insights about
themselves and their worlds that might be
hidden within these large datasets.
For
example, if an individual gets frequent
headaches then he/she could use data mining to
look for patterns that suggest what food or
activity that seems to bring the headaches on. 15
Another example is using personal data mining
to identify factors that influence weight. 16
An interesting feature about personal data
mining is that the data can be mined either
alone or in conjunction with the data of others,
possibly collected on multiple platforms, in order
to reveal hidden information among the data
and the associated users.17 The question of
how precisely an individual shall gain access to
this “third-party data” is not straightforward or
obvious. For example, in some circumstances,
the individual may be able to purchase the data
from third parties and in other circumstances
the individual may be given free access to the
data in the interest of the collective good. The
individual is also likely to encounter denial of
access to data due to the nature and the value
of the information.
While, at first blush, individuals may not appear
to have the processing power or computer
software that is available to governments and
private companies, there are services being
offered, which would allow individuals to search
for novel and implicit information in large
datasets. For example, Google offers a data
mining service called Correlate that allows
individuals to search for trends by combining
individual data with Google’s computing
power.18 Likewise, Microsoft has been granted a
patent for personal data mining 19 and is
currently offering Lifebrowers as a tool “to assist
individuals to explore their own sets of personal
data including e-mails, Web browsing and
search history, calendar events, and other
documents stored on a person's computer.”20
4. PERSONAL DATA MINING AND THE CHALLENGE TO
THE NOTION OF DATA MINIMIZATION

Reconciling the principle of data minimization
and the notion of personal data mining is

difficult. This is because a perquisite to personal
data mining is the amassment of huge amounts
of data. It is also because the potential benefits
of mining this data are unpredictable and can
grow exponentially with time, which means
there is an interest in storing the data for an
indefinite period.
One way of addressing this reality is to focus
away from fair information principles such as
data minimization towards a misuse model of
data protection.21 That is, instead of the placing
the emphasis on limiting data collection, the
emphasis could be placed on limiting the misuse
of data. This, however, would require a more
substantive approach to data protection where
individuals can rely upon explicit remedies for
the misuse of their personal data.
The main point here is that it matters who uses
data and how they use the data and in what
context.22 The individual’s mining of personal
records in order to fulfill certain personal goals
such as becoming more efficient, healthy or
knowledgeable about his/her strengths and
weaknesses in the context of self-discovery,
requires a different reaction from, for example,
Facebook mining an individual’s personal data to
reveal his/her credit worthiness in the context of
a mortgage application.23 While the personal
data clearly has value to both the different
controllers, it is the way that the data is used
where it becomes obvious whether there has
been a privacy infraction.
5. CONCLUSION
It is true that limiting the collection and storage
of data could help safeguard privacy in certain
contexts by, for example, guarding against
security breaches. It is also true that the
unlimited collection and storage of data can give
rise to many individual and societal benefits.
Consequently, the current mechanical approach
to data protection that presupposes that the
haphazard collection of data is always bad for
individuals must give way to a more nuanced,
relevant and organic model that reflects the
recent and dramatic advancements in dynamic
data processing and storage techniques.
It is time to recognize that “mo’ data” does not
always mean “mo’ problems” and to create an
environment where individuals – and not just
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governments and big business – are able to
benefit from the analysis of large repositories of
personal data. It is time to pay closer attention
to the ways that individuals can be empowered
with tools to manage and understand their
personal data. The current paradigm of “data
protection” should be shifted towards “data
empowerment” to exhibit greater connection
with the technological reality.
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CLOUD COMPUTING AND TRANSBORDER LAW ENFORCEMENT
ACCESS TO PRIVATE SECTOR DATA
DATA CHALLENGES TO SOVEREIGNTY,
PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION.
Paul de Hert & Gertjan Boulet*
INTRODUCTION
The controversial PRISM programme has
uncovered a global reality of trans-border law
enforcement access to private sector data,
triggered by cloud computing. Law enforcement
agencies (LEAs) are indeed increasingly
targeting foreign cloud computing service
providers1* and, as put by Europol, cloud
computing “will continue to have a profound
impact on law enforcement investigations.” 2 This
reality poses challenges to both state interests
and individual rights, as it does not only disturb
the relations between sovereign states, 3 but also
causes legal uncertainty for the individual as
regards the applicable privacy and data
protection standards for law enforcement access
to personal data and metadata in the fight
against cybercrime.4 The distinction between
personal data and metadata becomes irrelevant
when cross-referencing several sources of data
about one individual. Moreover, metadata might
be even more revealing than content, 5 so that it
can be said that big data “exacerbate the

existing asymmetry of power between the state
and the people.”6
CHALLENGES TO SOVEREIGNTY

Technology allows state officials to gather
evidence and take actions outside their territorial
scope without permission from other states. Law
can and does acknowledge this either by
extending the scope of existing powers or by
*
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(Belgium) and the Tilburg University (The Netherlands).
Gertjan Boulet is a Doctoral Researcher at the Research
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creating new powers with an explicit
extraterritorial reach. In that regard, two Belgian
investigative measures are emblematic for a
global reality where sovereignty is affected by
the trans-border reach of national investigative
powers. First, the Belgian Supreme Court held
that Article 46bis of the Belgian Code of Criminal
Procedure (CCP) can also be applied to a foreign
provider of electronic communications services
(Yahoo!) to hand over identification data. 7
Secondly, the Belgian lawmaker created the
power of the network search (Article 88ter CCP)
allowing an investigative judge,8 when
performing a search on a computer system, to
extend this search to another computer system
even outside the Belgian borders and without
formal request for mutual legal assistance. The
extraterritorial reach of this network search has
been justified by considerations of time and risk
of evidence loss in cases of serious crime, but
backed by principles of necessity, proportionality
and a posteriori notification.9
The Belgian Yahoo case and the network search
powers raise questions about the scope of
territorial jurisdiction, respectively the legality of
international
hacking
and
extraterritorial
jurisdiction in cyberspace. In that respect,
Hildebrandt rightly posits that “[t]he fact that
the Internet facilitates remote control across
national borders at low costs basically means
that the fundamental assumptions of territorial
criminal jurisdiction will increasingly fail to
describe accurately what is a stake”.10
Considering the lack of any effective
international
initiatives
for
trans-border
investigations on the Internet, it would be
unrealistic to prohibit national extraterritorial
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initiatives for trans-border access.11 Moreover,
current discussions on the international level
even seem to endorse such practices.
First, at the invitation of the NATO Cooperative
Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence, an
International Group of Experts prepared an
unofficial (draft) “Tallinn Manual on the

International
Law
Applicable
to
Cyber
Warfare”.12 The Manual provides that without

prejudice to applicable international obligations,
a
State
may
exercise
its
jurisdiction
extraterritorially,
in
accordance
with
international law. The Manual further recognizes
the impact of cloud computing on jurisdiction,
but provides that “[a] State shall not knowingly

allow the cyber infrastructure located in its
territory or under its exclusive governmental
control to be used for acts that adversely and
unlawfully affect other States.”13 This raises
questions about the legality of international
hacking, and the role of a posteriori notification
duties.

Secondly, the Cybercrime Convention Committee
(T-CY) of the Council of Europe has been
discussing the development of an Additional
Protocol to the Cybercrime Convention on transborder acces. In a discussion paper of December
6, 2012, the T-CY put that “the Belgian solution

offers great opportunities to handle data stored
in ‘the cloud’. [...] [and] makes clear that it is
not important to know where the data is stored,
but from where it is accessible.”14 This could

mean that the T-CY considers the Belgian
network search as an exceptional circumstance
under which it would allow hacking. 15 In a
guidance note of February 19th, 2013, the T-CY
underlined that Parties “may need to evaluate

themselves the legitimacy of a search or other
type of [trans-border] access in the light of
domestic law, relevant international law
principles or considerations of international
relations.”16 In the recent draft elements for an

Additional Protocol of April 9th, 2013, the T-CY
recalled to avoid international hacking, but at
the same time proposed far-reaching options for
trans-border access.17
Model provisions on notification duties can be
found in the Convention on Mutual Assistance in
Criminal Matters between the Member States of
the European Union18 which contains a section
on the “Interception of telecommunications
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without the technical assistance of another
Member State” (MS). The intercepting MS shall
inform the notified MS of the interception prior
or after the interception depending on whether
it knows when ordering or becomes aware after
the interception that the subject of the
interception is on the territory of the notified
MS. Until the notified MS decides if the
interception can be carried out or continued, the
intercepting MS may continue the interception
and use the material already intercepted for
taking urgent measures to prevent an
immediate and serious threat to public security.

In these documents we see a first set of good
ideas about regulating trans-border law
enforcement. ‘It can be done’ and ‘it has
advantages’, the documents seem to suggest,
but sovereignty needs to be protected as much
as possible, through creating some sort of
transparency before or after interventions by the
law enforcing state.
We now turn to the challenges that trans-border
law enforcement access to private sector data
poses to the rights to privacy and data
protection.
CHALLENGES TO THE RIGHTS TO PRIVACY AND DATA
PROTECTION

A cybercrime report of the United Nations Office
on Drugs and Crime contains a section on
“extra-territorial evidence from clouds and
service providers”, which provides that the
Cybercrime Convention does not adequately
cover situations of trans-border access due to
provisions on consent of the person with lawful
authority to disclose the data.19 In its draft
elements of April 2013, the T-CY also moved
away from a strict condition of consent, but
which evoked criticism from academics, private
sector and civil society.20 Considering the
apparent lack of trust in the transparency and
accountability of governments, it can be said
that complementary private sector instruments
addressing their own transparency and
accountability in law enforcement, would give
the individual a least some parts of the puzzle
on his or her fundamental rights status on the
table. For instance, Google and Microsoft are
increasingly providing transparency about their
cooperation with LEAs.21 Moreover, Microsoft
hosted a series of five privacy dialogues to
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discuss “the role of individual control and notice
and consent in data protection today, as well as
alternative models that might better protect
both information privacy and valuable data flows
in the emerging world of Big Data and cloud
computing.”22 The final Global Privacy Summit
yielded a report underpinned by a respect for
information privacy principles.
CONCLUSION
The global reality of trans-border law
enforcement access to private sector data,
triggered by cloud computing, undermines both
state interests and the rights to privacy and data
protection. Challenges to sovereignty relate to
the scope of territorial jurisdiction, and to the
legality
of
international
hacking
and
extraterritorial
jurisdiction
in
cyberspace.
Challenges to the rights to privacy and data
protection relate to the existing legal uncertainty
for the individual as regards the application of
privacy and data protection standards, including
the role of individual consent, for law
enforcement access to personal data and
metadata in the fight against cybercrime.
Current international documents seem to
suggest full protection of sovereignty, through a
priori or a posteriori notification duties for the
law enforcing state. Yet, considering the
apparent lack of trust in the transparency and
accountability of governments, complementary
private sector instruments addressing their own
transparency and accountability in law
enforcement could arguably give the individual a
least some parts of the puzzle on his or her
fundamental rights status on the table. Although
the challenges at stake still need to be
addressed in the greatest detail, current
documents can and should already be critically
assessed in that respect.
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TAMING THE BEAST:
BIG DATA AND THE ROLE OF LAW

Patrick Eggimann & Aurelia Tamò*
MAPPING THE PROBLEM
The term big data has become omnipresent –
journalists, privacy scholars and politicians are
becoming aware of its importance. The benefits
as well as concerns that big data is linked to, are
not fundamentally new to privacy advocates.
The root and rationale behind big data had
earlier been debated under the term data
mining or data warehousing. Yet, big data goes
beyond the known: with the increased velocity
of data processing, the immense volume of
generated data and potential to combine a
variety of data sets, the so far undeveloped
predictive element in our digital world has been
released.1*
Until now, «datafication», or the quantification
of information about all things happening, has
shifted the focus away from the search for
causality. In order to reduce complexity,
correlations within big data sets are analyzed.
Based on these correlations, predictions are
made.2 A future dimension of big data could well
shift the focus of analytics back to causality
once again. Overall, the high level of complexity
for analyzing the “what or the why” requires
complex, autonomous processes which are often
opaque for users. Accordingly, the human
capacity for understanding how data is being
processed within the system, and on what
grounds the outcomes are being justified, is
seriously challenged.
The user’s loss of control over and ignorance of
how the data and information is handled and in
what ways the resulting knowledge is used,
leads to civil liberties concerns. Knowledge
extracted from the information provided in the
*

Patrick Eggimann, Executive Manager, Research Center for
Information Law (FIR-HSG); Aurelia Tamò, Researcher,
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big data sets is in fact the “key to power in the
information age”.3 Even if the search for
knowledge is in general to be considered a
positive goal of the big data phenomenon,
knowledge can turn out to be destructive
depending on how it is used (a fact that Albert
Einstein already recognized). From a social and
democratic perspective, the concentration of
knowledge as power in the hands of a few
together with its potential misuse would
represent such a destructive force. Moreover, an
increased fear of being observed and analyzed
could result in a threat not only to the freedom
of speech or freedom of information, but more
broadly to the individuals’ willingness to
participate in public and democratic debates, or
even in social interactions on an individual
level.4
THE ROLE OF DATA PROTECTION LAW IN A BIG DATA AGE
In Europe, the European Convention for Human
Rights (ECHR) as well as the Charter for
Fundamental Rights (EUCFR) protects the
individual’s private and family life (Art. 8 ECHR,
Art. 7 EUCFR) as well as his or her personal data
(Art. 8 EUCFR). These fundamental rights are
incorporated into European data protection law
(Directive 95/46/EC), which on the basis of the
protection of the individual’s right to personality,
is the main approach when dealing with (big)
data processing. In particular, the fundamental
principles of consent, transparency, purpose
limitation, data minimization, security and
proportionality are key to restricting the
processing and evaluation of big (personal 5)
data sets.
When talking today about the limitations of data
processing the focus lies primarily on private
companies, such as Google, Facebook or
Amazon. This fact is of special interest because
the ratio legis behind the introduction of data
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protection law in Europe was the protection of
the individual against the superiority of
governmental bodies and the potential misuse of
citizens’ data and census databases rather than
the threats from private entities. 6 This scope is
also
reflected
in
the
famous
Volkszählungsentscheid of the German Supreme
Court of 1983 which is seen as the fundament
for the right of informational self-determination.7
Even though, the data protection principles in
Europe are applicable to both, governmental
bodies and private parties that are processing
data, the trend that private companies possess
and handle a great deal of valuable information
about individuals has shifted the balance of
knowledge. The recent PRISM and Tempora
affairs illustrate the fact that governments want
to have what Silicon Valley has: vast amounts of
private data and the most sophisticated
technology to harvest it.8
Distinguishing the actors that interplay in
informational relationships is crucial, since the
founding rationales governing the relationship
are converse: When the government is
processing the personal data of citizens, its
actions must be democratically legitimized by
legal norms, whereas the informational
relationships between private entities and
consumers are governed by the freedom of
contract.
Against this backdrop and in light of big data
processing, the principle of purpose limitation is
of particular interest. This principle, also referred
to in the US as purpose specification, 9 stands in
contrast to the mechanism of big data. A
rigorous enforcement of purpose limitation
would preclude big data since it lies in its logic
to evaluate more data for purposes unknown at
the moment of collection. The question remains
therefore,
whether
this
democratically
legitimized principle stands above consent, i.e.
the parties’ agreements on data processing.
Such an extensive application is suggested by
the European Data Protection Authority, socalled Working Party 29.10
Restrictions among private parties were not
conceived within the original purpose of data
protection law in Europe. Even if it can be argued
that the principle of consent is currently applied in
a problematic way,11 there is no mandate for a
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state authority to narrow the scope of private
consensus by restrictively applying data protection
principles. Such an approach results in a hybrid
understanding of data protection regulation, which
collides with the underlying ratio legis of data
protection law. By protecting the specified raison
d’être of data processing, data protection
authorities in Europe use a questionable
paternalistic approach to overcome the information
asymmetry between the data controller and the
data subject. State interventions in general, and
legal provisions that are protecting the weaker
party in particular, are by no means reprehensible
and are usefully adopted in many areas of the
law.12 Nevertheless, when it comes to data
protection in a big data world such an approach
reaches its limits.
OVERCOMING THE BIG CHALLENGES
Different approaches toward overcoming the
challenges arising out of big data have been
discussed by legal scholars.13 We argue that
taking an approach based on consent when
personal data is being processed by private
entities is not totally amiss. In theory, contract
law has the advantage of offering greater
flexibility and respects considered, selfdetermined consumer choices.14 In practice
however, the downside remains the information
asymmetry, which in our highly technologized
world of big data is increasingly challenging. In
addition, the option of negotiation as a vital
element of a contract, is underdeveloped and in
peril when agreement is already considered to
be reached by the mere usage of a service. 15
The question is how to overcome these practical
obstacles by other means than strict regulatory
intervention.
Overcoming information asymmetries (rather
than the superiority of the state as rooted in
data protection law outlined above) and creating
options for successful negotiations are not
singular problems of big data. However, big data
accentuates asymmetries due to its complexity,
unpredictability and individuals’ lack of
awareness that data is being processed.
Contractual law has already established counter
mechanisms to overcome these challenges, such
as the principle of culpa in contrahendo
regarding negotiations or the principle of good
faith. Also the courts in civil law countries play
an important role in concretizing such principles.
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In Switzerland for instance, a court ruling
obliged banks to disclose relevant information to
its clients in order for them to be able to
contractually waive the profits out of
retrocession payments by third parties.16

as disconnect, which graphically captures the
potential big data processors. In relation to the
government, trust entails the expectation that
the former will not fall short on its promise to
enforce its laws.

Solutions to enhance negotiation between
private parties should be centered on improving
the choices of the individuals. Here the option to
choose the private entity that is processing the
personal data is key. Already today, a variety of
private entities lure users to their services by
providing them with what they need without the
exchange of personal information. The search
engine duckduckgo, whose increasing user
number was further boosted with the PRISM
affair, or the software disconnect, as an
example for a privacy by design solution
provided by a third party, are two examples of
how competition and innovation can lead to a
more diverse field of options for consumers. Also
mechanisms such as labeling could be
implemented
in
an
online
world
to
counterbalance the information gap and
facilitate more informed consumer choices. 17
Governments then have the responsibility to
ensure market conditions that enhance such
innovation through appropriate regulation.

Taking a step back, we believe it is important
not to forget the social changes resulting out of
the evolving consolidation of the digital and nondigital spheres. As a recent study of onlinebehavior on social networking sites by the Pew
Research Center has shown, adolescents are
adapting to the new privacy conditions online.
This adaptation is in our opinion an important
factor as it reflects an individual change of
attitude19 that has not yet been integrated
enough into debates between politicians,
industry
representatives
and
consumer
protection organizations. We see here the
potential for academia to provide further
insights into the understanding of the
relationship of society, law and technology.

As the argument laid out here shows, we are
not claiming that governments should not play a
role in the current debates on how to regulate
our big data world. On the contrary,
governments play a crucial role not only in the
education of their citizens, but also in setting the
underlying structures in which technology can
and will flourish. Transparency and choice play
an important role in this context: informed
individuals should be put in the position to
decide what they are willing to give up in order
to gain new possibilities and make use of the
latest technological advancements.
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MANAGING THE MUDDLED
MASS OF BIG DATA
Susan Freiwald*
At the same time that Big Data promises
previously unobtainable insights, its use places
significant pressure on three significant methods
of legal regulation to protect privacy. First,
because Big Data merges data from different
sources, it makes ineffective legal regulation
targeted to the method of data collection.
Second, Big Data renders obsolete regulation
that relies on identifying a particular data
holder. Third, Big Data makes it more difficult
to keep data of one type segregated from data
of another type and weakens regulations that
depend on information segregation.*
Managing the muddled mass of Big Data
requires law makers to focus not only on how
the data got to where it is but also on how it is
being used. It requires an evaluation of the
value versus the risk of having large databases,
which depend on the quality and security of
their data, and the dangers from data
disclosure. Whenever Big Data projects involve
risks to privacy and civil liberties, trustworthy
experts should assess the value of the analytics
they use in a transparent manner, and those
results should be regularly reassessed.
WHAT IS NEW ABOUT BIG DATA?
Prior to the era of Big Data, databases1 held
discrete sets of data, whose collection we could
regulate, which were stored by an identifiable
and stable source. In the private context,
companies that sold goods and services
recorded information electronically about their
customers, as did health care providers, banks,
and credit card companies.
Even online
companies kept information about our web
browsing, our searching, and our “likes” in their
own proprietary databases. Law enforcement
*
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agents gathered information about a particular
target, using a particular technique, such as an
electronic pen register or a request for stored
emails, and stored those records in a database.2
Big Data projects merge data from multiple
places, which is how they get to be “Big”. In
the government context, the perceived need to
find potential terrorists in our midst has led to
the merger of data from multiple sources in
fusion centers3 and to the FBI joining forces
with the NSA to gather up huge quantities of
information from multiple sources. Big Data
projects in the private sector involve data
brokers pulling data from multiple sources to
create behavioral profiles to yield the most
effective targeted marketing. 4 While Big Data
projects need good analytical tools based on
sound logic, they work best, at least in theory,
when they have the richest and deepest data to
mine.
The depth of the data in Big Data comes from
its myriad sources. To visualize, think of a Big
Data database that has more information about
a particular person (or entry) as adding to its
length, in the sense that it spans a longer period
(i.e., 5 years of John Doe’s email records rather
than 6 months). Adding entries for more people
(e.g., adding in the emails of John Doe’s wife
and kids) increases its width. But Big Data has
greater depth as well, in the sense that it can
also analyze John Doe’s web browsing data and
his tweets. Because Big Data information comes
from multiple sources, the entity who analyzes it
is quite likely not the one who gathered it.5
REGULATION BASED ON COLLECTION
In each of the commercial, law enforcement,
and national security contexts, we have
traditionally regulated at the point of data
collection.
Any data that has become
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untethered from its collector and the method by
which it was collected moves beyond the reach
of those laws.6
Sectoral privacy laws place limits on what data
may be collected, requiring that some personally
identifiable data, in some contexts, be gathered
only after data subjects give some kind of
consent.
The Children’s Online Privacy
Protection Act (COPPA),7 which regulates the
acquisition of information for marketing
purposes about those under 13, provides
perhaps the most rigorous regime, but
regulations in the health care, financial, and
cable context provide other examples. 8 Terms
of service in the online context also permit, in
varying degrees, those who contract with online
companies to limit the extent to which those
companies may collect and store information.
Those mechanisms are of limited use for those
entities that operate outside of the specific
parameters of the statutory definitions or
outside of the contracts that terms of service
arguably create. No sectoral law yet covers data
brokers, for example, so their collection
practices face no statutory regulation. And
those who are covered by either statutory or
contractual limits generally find ways to transfer
information to third parties who are free of
those limits. Once data ends up in the hands of
Big Data processors, it has often become free of
legal constraints based on collection.

Even though the statute requires that
information be gathered only when it is
“relevant” to “protect against international
terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities” 10
the executive branch has admitted to collecting
all
telephony
metadata
(non-content
information) for calls within the United States
and storing the data for five years; apparently it
does not query the database without some
suspicion of wrongdoing.11 By avoiding the
statutory collection limit, the executive has
apparently been subjecting been itself to its own
discretionary limits on its data access. The
danger to civil liberties is obvious; through its
almost certainly unconstitutional practices, the
executive has amassed a gigantic database filled
with all of our personal communication
information.
REGULATION BASED ON IDENTIFICATION
Big Data also renders ineffective those privacy
protections that depend on the identification of
a stable data collector.
When someone
becomes the target of inappropriate or unlawful
data collection, she needs to be able to identify
the data holder to have that holder purge the
improperly collected data.
That may be
impossible with Big Data.

Data Privacy protections in the law enforcement
context reside in controls over how law
enforcement may conduct surveillance. The
Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)
imposes procedural safeguards before agents
may use electronic devices to gather up
information (email intercepts or modern pen
registers) or compel the disclosure of electronic
and related communications information from
service providers.9 But ECPA places no limits on
buying data in bulk from commercial vendors, or
amassing it in fusion centers, both of which
enable the use of Big Data analysis for
preventative law enforcement.

In the commercial context, for example, COPPA
requires that website operators accede to
demands by parents to purge their databases of
information about their children.12 From the
recently decided Maryland v. King case, we
know that, under the state statute whose
constitutionality the Supreme Court upheld,
authorities destroy the DNA information of any
arrestee subsequently found to be not guilty. 13
The minimization provisions of the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) purport to
get rid of (some of the) improperly intercepted
communications of U.S. persons as soon as it is
determined that they are not relevant to foreign
intelligence. For all of these mechanisms to
work effectively, however, the data holder has
to be stable and identifiable, and the data has to
remain with that entity.

The recent revelations about Section 215 of the
USA PATRIOT Act illustrate the executive
branch’s use of a terrorism-prevention rationale
to avoid regulations geared towards collection.

After data has been copied and sold to other
entities, having it purged by the original
collector does no good. If fusion centers merge
data from private and public sources into one
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master database, they presumably would not
indicate that to the original subject so that
person
could
bring
claims
based
on
inappropriate use. Maryland may purge its own
DNA database, but if the defendant’s DNA has
already been transferred to a central repository,
it is unlikely to be purged after the defendant’s
acquittal. And of the many revelations that have
come to light about the FISA minimization
procedures, one indicates that the inadvertently
collected communications of U.S. persons may
be forwarded to the FBI for any law
enforcement purpose.14

ordinary crime fighting.
Recent disclosures
indicate that the FBI and the NSA have been
working closely together to gather up the giant
metadata database described above. The NSA
apparently uses metadata databases (of both
telephony and internet data) to hone its foreign
intelligence queries. These actions mandate
reform because it seems clear that the executive
is operating under the weaker foreign
intelligence standards to further ordinary law
enforcement goals. Big Data should be the
focus of some reform.
HANDLING THE MUDDY MASS

REGULATION BASED ON SEGREGATION
The merger of information in the foreign
intelligence and law enforcement context
illustrates another method of privacy protection
that Big Data renders ineffective. Historically,
the law has distinguished between data held by
private entities from data held by government
entities. It has also treated surveillance for law
enforcement purposes under an entirely
different set of rules than surveillance for
foreign intelligence gathering. Big Data has
merged all data together.
Traditionally, we have been more concerned
about private data in the hands of the
government than we have been about private
data in private hands. That is why the Privacy
Act15 regulates government data collection only
and does not address private collection. It is
also
why
ECPA
permits
electronic
communications services providers (those who
provide email, cell phone services, etc.) to
voluntarily divulge records of those services to
any non-government entity but not to
governmental
entities.16
Once
private
intermediaries acquire such records, however,
they are free to sell or give them to the
government, which undoubtedly contributes to
how fusion center databases become populated
with information.
In the past, we erected virtual walls between
the workings of domestic law enforcement and
foreign intelligence agents.
The former
operated under much stricter standards,
because citizens have constitutional rights that
foreigners lack, and because protecting the
nation’s security carries more weight than

With recognition of the problem the first step
towards solving it, the next step does not
require reinventing the wheel. Academics17 and
expert commissions18 have studied data mining
at some length and come to several conclusions
about how to minimize harm. Those insights
themselves need to be mined as we supplement
our ineffective legal approaches with ones that
are effective for Big Data.
Those who have studied the issue agree on
several key principles. Importantly, we must not
be intimidated by the technically sophisticated
nature of Big Data analysis. Even if we have to
engage independent experts to do it, we should
subject our data queries to oversight for
effectiveness, and make sure we do not
attribute unwarranted legitimacy to the results
of Big Data queries.19 Big Data programs must
be much more transparent than they now are,
so that the efficacy and fairness of their use can
be monitored.
In addition, we must better appreciate that the
mere accumulation of data in one place creates
a risk both from insiders who abuse their access
and outsiders who gain access. Because of
those risks, data security, immutable audit trails,
and meaningful accountability are also crucial
features of effective Big Data regulations.
CONCLUSION
Big Data’s depth represents its value and its
challenge. By pulling data from a variety of
sources into a single source, Big Data promises
new answers to questions we may never have
thought to ask.
But it also fundamentally
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challenges regulations based on collection,
identification, and segregation. Instead, we
need to focus on transparency, expert review,
efficacy, security, audit and accountability to
reap the benefits of Big Data while minimizing
the costs.
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REGULATING THE MAN
BEHIND THE CURTAIN
Christina Gagnier, Esq.
“Pay no attention to the man behind the
curtain!”
- Frank L. Baum, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Frank L. Baum’s famed novel, The Wonderful
Wizard of Oz, has been noted as a political
allegory for the gold standard amongst other
speculation as to Baum’s intentions when
penning the beloved children’s tale. While the
early twentieth century novel was written at a
time when the conception of privacy itself was
nascent, with Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis’
often-cited The Right to Privacy being written for
Harvard Law Review a mere ten years before, the
title character, the Wizard of Oz, the “man behind
the curtain,” serves as an appropriate analogy for
exploring the practice employed by many of the
world’s most famous brands today of managing
Internet user data through the use of third-party
“social network intermediary” systems.1
The Wizard of Oz is an unknown entity for much
of the 1900 novel: he appears in multiple
incarnations, but his true nature does not become
clear until near the end of the story. He is simply
a “man behind the curtain,” using machines,
illusions and gadgetry unknown to the public on
the other side. Despite the illusion, many of the
world’s most popular brands are not directly
interacting with Internet users through their own
means on social networks like Twitter, Facebook
and YouTube. Their communication is powered
by the use of social network intermediaries, third
party systems that allow for brands to manage all
communications about or with them on multiple
social network services across the social Web.
While these brands may be using these third
party services, the Internet user has no clue as to
their existence: these services are a hidden party
unknown to the Internet user.
While these social network intermediaries operate
legally under arguably some of the strictest

standards, such as the 1995 European Privacy
Directive, those who constructed this regulation
could not have envisioned their existence.2
Today, as the “right to be forgotten” online is
being debated in the European Union, the
existence of these social network intermediaries,
these “man behind the curtain” systems, may
threaten the ability of Internet users to fully
preserve their rights.
Why should we care that third parties are
processing data that has already been made
publicly available by Internet users? It cannot be
overlooked
that
these
social
network
intermediaries do not merely “process” and
“store” data. Their systems take publicly available
data, and by aggregating Internet users activity
across multiple social networks, they enable
brands to create a profile of these Internet users
and all of their interactions. While the original
data may be publicly available, these systems
allow for aggregation, commentary, campaigns
and brand interactions that form an entirely new
set of data that the brand gets to leverage and
the intermediary has to store.
The unsettling legal existence of the social
network intermediary should be examined in
three ways: 1) the ability of the social network
intermediary to give meaningful notice to the
Internet user whose data is being processed; 2)
the ability of the social network intermediary to
gain meaningful consent from the Internet user;
and 3) the ability of the social network
intermediary to engage in data deletion for those
Internet users who wish to “be forgotten.”
GIVING MEANINGFUL NOTICE AND GAINING MEANINGFUL
CONSENT
Much like the man behind the curtain, the social
network intermediary’s intent is to remain
unknown: their business purpose is to empower
brands to look like they are masters of social
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media and public relations in this digital age. This
invisibility to the Internet user, however, smacks
against society’s notions, regulatory and
normative, of meaningful notice and consent
when it comes to the collection, management
and storage of data.
The classic method of notice, the privacy policy,
is rendered wholly ineffective since the Internet
user does not know where to go to even find it.
Alternate notice mechanisms, as discussed in the
literature regarding notice, may also be
ineffective for the same reason since the Internet
user is likely unaware the third party even exists.3
The consent problem is relatively straightforward:
I cannot say “yes” or “ no” if I do not know that
you exist.
These social network intermediaries have the
same obligations as any other company to
comport with domestic and international privacy
laws. Many of the companies that operate as
social network intermediaries, in fact, do have
privacy policies and comply with international
privacy standards. In searching the Department
of Commerce’s EU-US Safe Harbor database of
companies that are certified as complying with
the 1995 EU Privacy Directive, you can find many
of these U.S.-based companies listed as being
Safe Harbor compliant.4 While these companies
may have done what they needed to do to
comply with the letter of existing laws, the spirit
of these laws is not honored since the Internet
user does not know the social network
intermediary is operating with their information,
even if it is publicly available.
The EU Data Privacy Directive appears to account
for this relationship between the brand and the
social network intermediary: it has set out
requirements and obligations for data controllers,
those who may be the original source of data
input, and companies who act as data
processors, merely providing the vehicle for the
data to be manipulated within.5 There is a
meaningful distinction when it comes to social
network intermediaries between the entity that
controls the data in question and the entity that
merely processes it. Practically, when the social
network intermediary’s relationship is executed
with the brand, through a vendor contract,
normally a licensing agreement of some sort for
platform use, it is usually accompanied by a Data
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Transfer Agreement (DTA) that is executed with
provisions known as the Standard Contractual
Clauses.6 These clauses painfully detail the
obligation of the data controller and the data
processor as well as what types of information
are applicable to cross-border transfer in that
particular situation.
While the obligations may be clear to the parties
involved in the contractual relationship, the
public’s inability to know of the existence of all
parties strips them of their rights to voice
concerns or file grievances with the appropriate
authorities under these agreements, such as the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the European
data protection authorities (DPAs) or the Swiss
Federal Data Protection and Information
Commissioner
(FDPIC).
The
reasonable
expectation of the data subjects, the Internet
user, has received limited treatment as to the
liability assigned between the controller and the
processor vis-à-vis one another, but this
reasonable expectation must also be considered
generally in terms of the public’s ability to
understand the relationship of all companies
involved with their data, public or private.7
TO BE FORGOTTEN: ADVANCES IN THE EUROPEAN
UNION’S APPROACH TO DATA PRIVACY
The ultimate form of “opting out” of a platform or
online system is currently being debated in
Europe: data deletion. The European Commission
has been exploring comprehensive reform of the
EU data protection rules, incorporating the
inclusion of the “right to be forgotten.”
If such regulation came to pass, data controllers
and processors would likely be required to delete
the information of users who no longer desired to
have their information stored. Spain is already
enforcing the “right to be forgotten” when it
comes to data that is publicly available through
search engines.8 Spain’s Data Protection Agency
has ordered search engine Google to delete links
and information on nearly ninety people, action
that Google continues to challenge. Artemi Rallo,
the Director of the Spanish Data Protection
Agency makes a fair point: "Google is just 15
years old, the Internet is barely a generation old
and they are beginning to detect problems that
affect privacy. More and more people are going
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to see things on the Internet that they don't want
to be there."9
All of the cases involving Google share the same
genesis – the individuals petitioned the Spanish
agency to have the information removed from
Google’s index. While it is apparent in the case of
Google that it was Google that had the power to
remove the information about the individuals
(after all, they did “google” to find the
information about themselves), the data deletion
involved in the “right to be forgotten” is
contingent upon a party having knowledge of all
parties involved in controlling the destiny of their
data.
In the case of the social network intermediary,
enforcement of data deletion would be reliant on
the data controller communicating to the data
processor that a particular individual’s data must
be deleted. The Internet user would be counting
on the brand to communicate to the social
network intermediary to delete the information.
While this obligation is something that could
arguably be embedded into the amended
regulatory framework, its’ practical application is
something else altogether. It assumes that the
brand companies have invested in robust privacy
practices and training practices for their
employees who are on the front lines managing
these requests. It also assumes that the social
network intermediary has done the same.
The right to be forgotten currently faces a variety
of challenges, but its adoption, which may take
place in 2014, would pose issue for the
uncomfortable existence of the intermediary and
their responsibility to the Internet user.10
WHAT TO DO WITH THAT WHICH IS ALREADY PUBLIC

“Oh, no my dear. I'm a very good man. I'm just a
very bad Wizard.”
-

Frank L. Baum, The Wonderful Wizard of

Oz

The world’s greatest brands utilize social network
intermediaries to remain the world’s greatest
brands. They seek to have relationships and a
level of responsiveness to the would-be consumer
or fan that would not be possible without the
existence of the social network intermediary’s

powerful “social” platform. Is it that big of a deal
that brands want avenues to connect to their
most loyal fans on the Web?
Society’s privacy debate, as its core, is about
trust in relationships. Internet users want to be
able to know that the data they put out about
themselves online is only being used by parties
that they have given consent to and is not being
used in a manner or by a party they are unaware
of.
Brands using social network intermediaries are
hiding something: they are concealing the fact
that a third party is involved in the relationship,
the man behind curtain. Their privacy policies, if
they even exist, may give notice that they are
using “third party services” to effectuate their
relationship with their consumers and the general
public, but most often they do not disclaim who
these third parties are.
It must not be forgotten that the data being
discussed as subject to protection has already
been made public. It is data that is already out in
the wild and voluntarily so. Is it not just waiting
to be reined in?
The privacy we hope to enjoy is in the
perception. We believe these interactions are
happening directly with the brands we Like and
Tweet, not the “man behind the curtain.” We
believe that our favorite brands have a Twitter
account, and, perhaps these interactions are
being stored by Twitter, but that is where it ends.
Twitter has a data deletion policy; these social
network intermediaries may not. In the civil law
world where privacy is based on norms,
perception is everything. If we look behind the
curtain, we might not like what we see.
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“Big data” can be defined as a problem-solving
philosophy that leverages massive datasets and
algorithmic
analysis
to
extract
“hidden
information and surprising correlations.”1 Not
only does big data pose a threat to traditional
notions of privacy, but it also compromises
socially shared information. This point remains
underappreciated because our so-called public
disclosures are not nearly as public as courts
and policymakers have argued—at least, not
yet. That is subject to change once big data
becomes user friendly.*

special kind—ever-diminishing “obscurity.” Third,
we show how central common law concepts might
be threatened by eroding obscurity and the
resulting difficulty individuals have gauging
whether social disclosures in a big data context will
sow the seeds of forthcoming injury. Finally, we
suggest that one way to stop big data from
causing big, unredressed privacy problems is to
update the common law with obscurity-sensitive
considerations.

Most social disclosures and details of our
everyday lives are meant to be known only to a
select group of people.2 Until now, technological
constraints have favored that norm, limiting the
circle of communication by imposing transaction
costs—which can range from effort to money—
onto prying eyes. Unfortunately, big data
threatens to erode these structural protections,
and the common law, which is the traditional
legal regime for helping individuals seek redress
for privacy harms, has some catching up to do.3

For good reason, the threat big data poses to
social interaction has not been given its due.
Privacy debates have primarily focused on the
scale of big data and concentrations of power—
what big corporations and big governments can
do with large amounts of finely analyzed
information. There are legitimate and pressing
concerns here, which is why scholars and
policymakers focus on Fair Information Practice
Principles (FIPPs), deidentification techniques,
sectoral
legislation
protecting
particular
datasets, and regulatory efforts to improve data
security and safe international data transfers. 5

To make our case that the legal community is
under-theorizing the effect big data will have on
an individual’s socialization and day-to-day
activities, we will proceed in four steps.4 First, we
explain why big data presents a bigger threat to
social relationships than privacy advocates
acknowledge, and construct a vivid hypothetical
case that illustrates how democratized big data
can turn seemingly harmless disclosures into
potent privacy problems. Second, we argue that
the harm democratized big data can inflict is
exacerbated by decreasing privacy protections of a
*
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I. BIG, SOCIAL DATA

This trajectory fails to address the full scope of
big data as a disruptive force in nearly every
sector of the patchwork approach to privacy
protection in the United States. Individuals
eventually will be able to harness big datasets,
tools, and techniques to expand dramatically the
number and magnitude of privacy harms to
themselves and others, perhaps without even
realizing it.6 This is problematic in an age when
so many aspects of our social relationships with
others are turned into data.
Consider web-scraping companies that dig up
old mugshots and showcase them online, hoping
embarrassed or anxious citizens will pay to have
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their images taken down. It isn’t hard to imagine
that the next generation of this business will
cast a wider net, capitalizing on stockpiles of
aggregated and filtered data derived from
diverse public disclosures. Besides presenting
new, unsettling detail about behavior and
proclivities, they might even display predictive
inferences couched within litigation-buttressing
weasel wording—e.g., “correlations between X
and Y have been known to indicate Z.”
Everyone, then, will be at greater risk of
unintentionally leaking sensitive personal details.
Everyone will be more susceptible to providing
information that gets taken out of its original
context, becomes integrated into a new profile,
and subsequently harms a friend, family
member, or colleague.
Inevitably, those extracting personal details
from big data will argue that the information
was always apparent and the law should not
protect information that exists in plain
sight.7 The law has struggled with protecting
privacy in public long before big data. However,
we envision a tipping point occurring whereby
some pro-publicity precedent appears more old
than wise.
II. MORE DATA, LESS OBSCURITY
Socialization and related daily public disclosures
have always been protected by varying layers of
obscurity, a concept that we previously defined
as follows:
Obscurity is the idea that when
information is hard to obtain or
understand, it is, to some degree, safe.
Safety, here, doesn’t mean inaccessible.
Competent and determined data hunters
armed with the right tools can always find
a way to get it. Less committed folks,
however, experience great effort as a
deterrent.
Online, obscurity is created through a
combination of factors. Being invisible to
search engines increases obscurity. So
does
using
privacy
settings
and
pseudonyms. Disclosing information in
coded ways that only a limited audience
will grasp enhances obscurity, too. Since
few
online
disclosures
are
truly
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confidential or highly publicized, the lion’s
share of communication on the social web
falls along the expansive continuum of
obscurity: a range that runs from
completely hidden to totally obvious.8
In the past, individuals have been able to
roughly gauge whether aspects of their daily
routines and personal disclosures of information
would be safeguarded at any appropriate level
of privacy protection by (sometimes implicitly)
guessing the likelihood their information would
be discovered or understood by third parties
who have exploitative or undesirable interests.
In the age of big data, however, the confidence
level associated with privacy prognostication has
decreased
considerably,
even
when
conscientious people exhibit due diligence.
Increasingly powerful and often secretive
(proprietary and governmental) algorithms
combined with numerous and massive datasets
are eroding the structural and contextual
protections that imposed high transactional
costs
on
finding,
understanding,
and
aggregating that information. Consumers got a
taste of both the ease and power in which these
processes can occur when Facebook rolled out
Graph Search, denied it had privacy implications,
then also revealed how readily what we “like”
gets translated into who we are.
Maintaining obscurity will be even more difficult
once big data tools, techniques, and datasets
become further democratized and made
available to the non-data-scientist masses for
free or at low cost. Given recent technological
trends, this outcome seems to be gradually
approaching inevitability. At the touch of a
button, Google’s search engine can already
unearth an immense amount of information that
not too long ago took considerable effort to
locate. Looking ahead, companies like Intel are
not shy about letting the public know they
believe “data democratization is a good bet.”9
Decreasing confidence in our ability to judge the
privacy value of disclosures puts us on a
collision course for deepening the problem of
“bounded rationality” and, relatedly, what Daniel
Solove recognized as the problems of scale,
aggregation, and assessing harm.10 It appears
that the courts will need to grapple with a new
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wave of allegations of harms arising from
behavior
that
yielded
unintended
and
unforeseeable consequences.
As a thought experiment that crystalizes our
guiding intuitions, consider a big data update to
the problems that occurred when college
students were revealed to be gay to their
disapproving parents after a third party added
them as members to Facebook’s Queer Chorus
group.11 In the original instance, the salient
tension was between how Facebook described
its privacy settings and what users expected
when utilizing the service. But what if someday
a parent, teacher, or other authority figure
wanted to take active steps to determine if their
child, student, or employee was gay? Using
democratized big data, a range of individually
trivial, but collectively potent, information could
be canvassed. Geolocation data conveyed when
the child, or, crucially, his or her friends, used
services like Foursquare combined with
increasingly sophisticated analytical tools could
lead to a quick transition from checking in to
being outed. People-search services like Spokeo
are well positioned to offer such user-friendly
big data services.
III. THE COMMON LAW PRIVACY IMPLICATIONS OF BIG
DATA FOR EVERYONE
Once big data is democratized and obscurity
protections are further minimized, peer-to-peer
interactions are poised to challenge many
traditional common law concepts. Because the
courts already make inconsistent rulings on
matters
pertaining
to
what
reasonable
expectations of privacy are, tort law is especially
vulnerable.12
Here are a few of the fundamental questions we
expect the courts will struggle to answer:

What Constitutes a Privacy Interest? A crucial
question for both the tort of public disclosure of
private facts and the tort of intrusion upon
seclusion is whether the plaintiff had a privacy
interest in a certain piece of information or
context. This determination has varied wildly
among the courts, and it is unclear how
ubiquitous big data will alter this. For example,
some courts have found that a privacy interest
exists in involuntary exposure in public.13 Other

courts have found that overzealous surveillance
in public that reveals confidential data can be
seen to violate a privacy interest.14 Will invasive
“dataveillance”
trigger
the
same
protections?15 Finally, courts have found, albeit
inconsistently, a privacy interest in information
known only to, and likely to stay within, a
certain social group.16 Does an increased
likelihood that such information might be
ascertained by outsiders destroy the privacy
interest in information shared discreetly in small
groups?17

What Actions Are Highly Offensive? Directly

revealing or gaining access to certain kinds of
information has been found to be highly
offensive for purposes of the disclosure,
intrusion, and false light torts.18 In an age of
predictions based upon data, would indirect
disclosures of private information also be
considered highly offensive? If not, does the law
need to better articulate these limits? Does it
matter if the eventual revelation of certain kinds
of information that is highly offensive was
predictable? Regarding the intrusion tort, can
information gleaned from “public” big datasets
ever be considered “secluded” and, if so, would
using tools to unearth such data ever be
considered highly offensive to a reasonable
person?19

What Kinds of Disclosures Breach a
Confidence? When has a confidant disclosed

enough indirect information effectively to breach
a confidence? If revealing a friend’s location
more than once a week allows others to
determine that he is visiting a doctor for
treatment of a communicable disease—a secret
you promised to keep confidential—have you
breached your promise? Courts would likely be
hesitant to find a breach if the link between the
disclosure and revealed confidential information
were speculative, though inevitably some
indirect disclosures will be so likely to
compromise the confidentiality of other pieces of
information so as to result in a de
facto disclosure of the information itself. Should
contracts with privacy-protective terms between
individuals and small groups contemplate
potential uses in big data? What lengths must
confidants go to protect facts from being
uncovered via big data techniques?
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IV. REGULATING THE BIG IMPACT OF SMALL DECISIONS
Given the powerful debate over large-scale
regulation of big data, safeguarding smaller, peerto-peer interaction may prove to be the most
feasible and significant privacy-related protection
against big data.20 The concept of obscurity might
be useful in guiding the common law’s evolution. If
embraced as part of the disclosure and intrusion
privacy torts, obscurity would allow socially shared
information to fall within the ambit of “private
facts” and “secluded” contexts. Contracts could
also be used to protect the obscurity of individuals
by targeting big data analysis designed to reveal
socially shared but largely hidden information.
Those charged with interpreting broad privacyrelated terms should keep in mind structural and
contextual protections that might have been relied
upon by those whose privacy was to be protected.
Those forming the common law can now choose
one of two paths. They can cling to increasingly
ineffective and strained doctrines that were
created when structural and contextual
protections were sufficient for most of our
socialization and obscure activities in public. Or
they can recognize the debilitating effect big
data has on an individual’s ability to gauge
whether social disclosures and public activity will
later harm themselves and others, and evolve
the common law to keep small acts of
socialization and our day-to-day activities from
becoming big problems.
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THE GLASS HOUSE EFFECT:
WHY BIG DATA IS THE NEW OIL,
AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT
Dennis Hirsch*
“Data is the new oil,” Clive Humbly announced
in 2006.1 More recently, IBM CEO Virginia
Rometty updated the phrase, explaining that
“big data” is the new oil.2
The analogy
resonates. Data flows like oil. One must “drill
down” into data to extract value from it. Data is
an essential resource that powers the
information economy in much the way that oil
has fueled the industrial economy. Data
promises a plethora of new uses – diagnosis of
diseases, direction of traffic patterns, etc. – just
as
oil
has
produced
useful
plastics,
petrochemicals, lubricants, gasoline, and home
heating. “Big data is the new oil” has not only
become a popular meme; it is a banner behind
which we can march, an optimistic declaration of
the way forward.*
Such comparisons ignore oil’s negative side.
Tankers run aground and spill their deadly black
cargo.
The Deepwater Horizon platform
collapses in flames and raw oil gushes into the
Gulf for weeks. This too must be included in the
analogy. Data spills occur with the regularity of
oil spills. The victim of identity theft, bogged
down in unwanted credit cards and bills, is just
as trapped and unable to fly as the bird caught
in the oil slick, its wings coated with a glossy
substance from which it struggles to free itself.
As the data sets get bigger the threat, too,
grows. Big data is like a massive oil tanker
navigating the shoals of computer-savvy
criminals and human error. Yes, big data make
us smarter and wealthier and our lives better.
But that dream has a dark, viscous underside

*

Geraldine W. Howell Professor of Law, Capital University
Law School. The author would like to thank Professor Paul
Ohm for suggesting the idea for this paper, and for early
discussions that helped to shape it. Unless otherwise
indicated, the author alone is responsible for the paper’s
content.
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How to proceed? Environmental law reduces oil
pollution without undermining the fossil fuelbased economy. Can we look to it for strategies
that will allow us to reap big data’s many
benefits, while reducing its negative impacts?
The history of oil pollution law is highly
instructive. In the 19th Century, judges and
legislators shaped the law to encourage the
production and transportation of oil. Maritime
tort law recognized property damage from oil
spills, but not injuries to fishing, tourism and
other such affected industries. Traditional tort
doctrines
required
plaintiffs
to
show
negligence—a difficult task in a risky field where
even the careful could spill their cargo.
Collective action and free rider problems further
reduced the incentives to bring such a suit since,
when many suffer a small harm, no single
person has the incentive to bring the suit or to
organize the group to do so. Finally, as if tort
liability were not yet sufficiently constrained,
Congress passed the Limited Liability Act of
1851 which capped oil spill damages at the
value of the vessel and freight remaining after
the accident.3
This statute, whose original
purpose was to facilitate the transportation of
otherwise uninsurable cargo, came to produce
absurd results. The 1967 wreck of the Torrey
Canyon oil tanker, which spilled over 100,000
tons of crude oil into the English channel and
despoiled 100 miles of French and British coasts,
resulted in only $50 in damages—the value of
the sole remaining lifeboat.4 Clearly, something
needed to be done.
Congress gave its answer in the 1970 Clean
Water Act5 and, responding to the massive
Exxon Valdez oil spill, the 1990 Oil Pollution
Act.6
Together, these statutes re-write oil
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pollution law. They allow the government to
clean up an oil spill and then bring an action
against the responsible party to recoup the
clean-up costs.7 This overcomes the collective
action and free rider problems that undermine
private tort actions. The Oil Pollution Act
recognizes new causes of action for damage to
economic, as opposed to property, interests. 8
The statutes provide for strict liability, thereby
relieving plaintiffs of the difficult task of
demonstrating negligence.
They greatly
increase the liability limits.9 Finally, the Oil
Pollution Act requires all new oil transportation
vessels operating in U.S. waters to employ
double hull technology that greatly reduces the
chance of an oil spill.10 The statutory scheme
has reduced spills by oil-transporting vessels.
This environmental law success story offers
important lessons for big data. Like the early
laws governing the oil industry, today’s doctrines
appear designed to encourage the production
and transfer of the “new oil.” Following a data
spill, courts generally allow damages only for the
concrete economic injuries associated with
identity theft. They refuse to recognize the
other, non-economic damages that data spills
create – the increased risk of identity theft and
the anxiety that that risk produces; the sense of
violation and exposure that comes from release
of one’s personal data.11 As in the oil pollution
context, negligence is difficult to prove in the
complex area of data security. Collective action
and free-rider problems abound. Why should
any individual bring the suit that requires a
company to provide increased data security for
all its customers? Data breach notification
statutes require firms to bear the cost of
providing notice to affected persons, but not the
full cost of the injuries that their breach has
caused. While these laws provide a notice and
deterrent function that makes them far more
useful than the 1851 Limited Liability Act, the
liability that they create is limited. Why should
we wait for the big data equivalent of the Exxon
Valdez spill to change this system and require
companies to internalize the full costs of their
data security breaches? Big data has arrived.
We no longer need to design the law to
subsidize it. Rather, we need laws that require
big data to internalize its externalities and so
make the information economy sustainable in
the long term.

Environmental law provides a possible model for
doing this. As with the Clean Water Act and Oil
Pollution Act, Congress could pass legislation
that authorizes, and provides funding for, a
government agency to clean up after data spills
(e.g. to identify root causes, assess the extent
of the breach, and provide credit monitoring and
identity theft recovery services to consumers).
The agency could then seek reimbursement
from the responsible party. This would
overcome the collective action and free-rider
problems that would otherwise inhibit private
lawsuits. Like the Oil Pollution Act, such
legislation could also expand tort liability and
require courts to recognize the non-economic
damages that data spills create. It could
establish strict liability for data spills and so
eliminate the need to prove defendant’s
negligence. Just as the OPA requires ships to
adopt an environmentally-protective design, so
the legislation could require firms to adopt
privacy by design. If oil tankers must use double
hulls, perhaps data security systems should have
to employ two-factor identification.12 Taken
together, these measures could reduce data
spills significantly just as the Oil Pollution Act
has lessened oil spills.
While such measures would be productive, they
will address only part of the problem. A further
exploration of the environmental analogy
suggests why this is so. Oil does not only lead
to oil spills. It also produces carbon emissions
that accumulate in the atmosphere and
contribute to the greenhouse effect.
This
warms the earth, disturbs ecosystems, and
makes the world less hospitable to humans and
other species.13 In much the same way, big
data is generating layers upon layers of personal
information at an extraordinarily rapid pace. 14
This creates, not a greenhouse effect, but a
glass house effect.
It is as if we were
increasingly living in a glass house whose
transparent walls allowed the hot glare of public
scrutiny to reach in and scorch our most private
selves. What else can we call it when companies
store and mine our search queries, e-mail
messages and web activity and share them with
each other, or with the National Security Agency
(NSA)? Climate change acts on the physical
world. The glass house effect acts on our inner
lives. It focuses too much hot light on us and, in
so doing, stunts the growth of the “inviolate
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personality”15 which requires shade and shelter
in which to flourish. Like the greenhouse effect,
the glass house effect produces conditions that
are less favorable to life – to a full, human life.
If the growth of big data continues on its
current track we will pass on to our children a
depleted ecosystem for the cultivation of the
human personality.
The environmental analogy can point us towards
solutions to this problem. The long-term solution
to climate change is the development of clean
energy technologies—solar, wind, hydro and
geothermal power--that can substitute for oil
and produce far smaller environmental impacts.
The same should be true for big data. The
answer is not simply to punish those who spill
data. It is to prevent such spills, and reduce the
glass house effect, through new “clean data”
technologies and privacy-protective business
models. Recently, the United States and other
countries have engaged in a massive push to
develop clean energy technologies. They know
that these innovations are needed, not only for
preserving health and quality of life at home,
but for economic competitiveness in the global
marketplace. As data sets grow larger and
larger, could the desire for privacy and
consumer trust ramp up demand for clean data
technologies? Could these innovations, too, be
technologies of the future that form the basis,
not only of better data security and privacy
protection, but also of a “clean data” sector that
makes us more competitive? Should we fund a
push for innovation with respect to encryption,
data anonymization and other clean data
technologies?16 Should venture capitalists look
to this new field as an important investment
opportunity?
The optimistic claim that “big data is the new
oil” is indeed helpful. It both shows us the
tremendous upside of this new phenomenon,
and points to the threats that big data, like oil,
poses. It should motivate us to find sustainable
ways to utilize this highly valuable new
resource—methods that allow us to enjoy the
benefits of big data, while preserving fertile
ground
for
personal
development.
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HOW THE FAIR CREDIT
REPORTING ACT
REGULATES BIG DATA
Chris Jay Hoofnagle*
INTRODUCTION
This short essay makes two observations
concerning "big data." First, big data is not
new.
Consumer reporting, a field where
information about individuals is aggregated and
used to assess credit, tenancy, and employment
risks, achieved the status of big data in the
1960s. Second, the Fair Credit Reporting Act of
1970 (FCRA) provides rich lessons concerning
possible regulatory approaches for big data.*
Some say that "big data" requires policymakers
to rethink the very nature of privacy laws. They
urge policymakers to shift to an approach where
governance focuses upon "the usage of data
rather than the data itself."1
Consumer
reporting shows us that while use-based
regulations of big data provided more
transparency and due process, they did not
create adequate accountability. Indeed, despite
the interventions of the FCRA, consumer
reporting agencies (CRAs) remain notoriously
unresponsive and unaccountable bureaucracies.
Like today's big data firms, CRAs lacked a direct
relationship with the consumer, and this led to a
set of predictable pathologies and externalities.
CRAs have used messy data and fuzzy logic in
ways that produce error costly to consumers.
CRAs play a central role in both preventing and
causing identity fraud, and have turned this
problem into a business opportunity in the form
of credit monitoring. Despite the legislative
bargain created by the FCRA, which insulated
CRAs from defamation suits, CRAs have argued
that use restrictions are unconstitutional.

*
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Big data is said to represent a powerful set of
technologies. Yet, proposals for its regulation
are weaker than the FCRA. Calls for a pure usebased regulatory regime, especially for
companies lacking the discipline imposed by a
consumer relationship, should be viewed with
skepticism.
ORIGINS
Consumer reporting is over a century old. 2
Starting with local efforts to share information
about credit risks, consumer reporting agencies
began operating regionally in the 1950s and
1960s. Even then, consumer reporting would
certainly qualify under any definition of "big
data." The volume of data and the increasingly
nationwide operations of CRAs necessitated a
move from paper records to computers.
Computing also enabled deeper analysis of
credit risks, enabled the emergence of credit
scoring, and created business models around
fine-tuned credit offers, extending even into the
subprime market.
Consumer reporting is essential to a modern
economy. Consumer reporting can reduce credit
discrimination, by focusing lenders' attention
away from moral considerations to more
objective financial risk factors.
It reduces
transaction costs for consumers, who can shop
around for credit without having to establish a
deep relationship with each potential creditor.
At the same time, such reporting must be
performed fairly for all to enjoy the benefits of
credit. Prior to the passage of the FCRA, Robert
Ellis Smith recounts that CRAs collected
information about sexual orientation, couples
that lived out of wedlock, alcohol-consumption
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habits, and rumors of encounters with the
police. Investigators even fabricated derogatory
information about individuals.3
Congress
recognized that absent a direct relationship with
consumers, CRAs had inadequate incentives to
treat individuals fairly. A primary purpose thus of
the FCRA was to end the collection of
"irrelevant" information.4
The FCRA is a complex statute that has been
amended multiple times. Its primary provisions
concern "permissible uses" of consumer credit
information, requirements that data be
verifiable, and access and correction rights. By
complying with these safeguards, CRAs were
shielded from defamation suits.
A. PERMISSIBLE USES OF CONSUMER REPORTS
The FCRA's primary regulation comes in the
form of "permissible" uses of consumer reports.
15 USC § 1681b specifies a range of uses,
including for issuing credit, evaluating a
prospective
employee,
underwriting
an
insurance policy, and a catch all "legitimate
business purpose" exception for transactions
initiated by the consumer. Non-enumerated
uses are impermissible, thus the FCRA
essentially whitelists the scope of permissible
uses of data. The FCRA approach is thus very
different from proposals for big data, which lean
towards permitting any kind of analysis using
data, and instead limiting certain decision
making from analyses.
B. MAXIMUM POSSIBLE ACCURACY: A FORM OF
COLLECTION LIMITATION
In preparing a consumer report, a CRA must,
"follow reasonable procedures to assure
maximum possible accuracy of the information
concerning the individual about whom the report
relates."5 This standard presumably becomes
more stringent with time, as data collection and
reporting systems improve.
It is also
supplemented with the duty of a CRA to verify
disputed information, and in cases where data
are "inaccurate or incomplete or cannot be
verified," the CRA must promptly delete the
disputed item.6
In effect, the interplay between maximum
possible accuracy and the duty to verify and
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delete embeds a collection limitation rule in the
FCRA. As noted above, prior to passage of the
FCRA, embarrassing and irrelevant derogatory
information was collected or fabricated by
investigators.
After passage of the FCRA,
consumer reporting agencies were more
restrained in collecting irrelevant information,
because this information inherently cannot be
verified.
The requirement shifted consumer
reporting agencies focus to verifiable creditrelated information.7
C. TRANSPARENCY AND CORRECTION PROVISIONS
Consumers are probably most familiar with the
FCRA's transparency provisions, which entitle
individuals to obtain a free copy of their
consumer report from each nationwide agency
once a year. Additionally, consumers have the
right to dispute errors on reports; this requires
CRAs to conduct a "reasonable" investigation
into the disputed item or delete it within thirty
days.
ACCOUNTABILITY AND THE FCRA
Despite the duties imposed by the FCRA, the
accountability of CRAs to data subjects may
charitably be described as problematic. Gone
are the days where CRAs reported on couples
living in various states of sin. But freed from
the discipline created by the threat of
defamation liability, and freed from limits upon
collection of data, CRA's incentives are to
minimize the costs associated with user rights to
access and correction or to turn them into profit
centers. For instance, after Congress imposed
the responsibility to provide free consumer
reports, Experian drew consumers away from
the free service (annualcreditreport.com) by
operating
a
misleadingly
named
site
(freecreditreport.com) that sold expensive credit
monitoring.8
The consumer reporting agencies are frequent
targets of consumer suits (Westlaw produces
over 1,400 suits with CRAs' names in case
captions), but the systematic lack of
accountability is summarized well by the
following survey of Federal Trade Commission
litigation against these companies.
A. UNANSWERED PHONES
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On the most basic level, it is notoriously difficult
to interact with CRAs. The FTC sued all three
major CRAs in 2000 because they did not
answer their phones and when they did, some
consumers were placed on unreasonably long
holds. According to the FTC complaints, over
one million calls to Experian and Trans Union
went unanswered; Equifax neglected "hundreds
of thousands of calls."9 The companies paid
fines and agreed to auditing to ensure adequate
call availability. But a year later, Equifax paid
additional fines for not answering phone calls.
B. A FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHT TO IGNORE USE
RESTRICTIONS
More fundamentally, CRAs have flouted the use
restrictions imposed by the FCRA.
Equifax
recently settled a FTC case alleging that the
company sold data in violation of use restrictions
to a company that resold the data to "third
parties that then used it to market products to
consumers in financial distress, including
companies that have been the subject of law
enforcement investigations."10
Even more problematic and relevant to the
current debate surrounding big data is the
rationale for violating use restrictions—the first
amendment. For instance, Trans Union was
unwilling to follow use restrictions upon its data,
and sold it to create target marketing lists. The
company challenged use restrictions as an
impingement upon its first amendment rights. 11
C. INACCURACY
Big data enthusiasts have argued that
companies should embrace "messy" data;12 that
errors in databases actually help enhance
knowledge discovery.13
In the consumer
reporting context, fuzzy matching and errors
have nearly wrecked individuals' lives. One wellknown anecdote concerns Judy Thomas, who
sued Trans Union for regularly mixing her report
with a Judith Upton. As FCRA expert Evan
Hendricks explained, "Upton's Social Security
number was only one digit different than
Thomas' SSN. That, combined with three
common letters in the first name, was sufficient
to cause a regular merging of the two women's
credit histories."14

But this problem is not just anecdotal; it is
structural. In a landmark and labor intensive
study, academics working in conjunction with
the FTC studied almost 3,000 credit reports
belonging to 1,000 consumers and found that 26
percent had "material" errors—problems serious
enough to affect the consumers' credit scores.15
Under the most conservative definition of error,
this means that 23 million Americans have
material errors on a consumer report. These
errors matter: five percent of the study
participants had errors that once corrected,
improved their credit score such that they could
obtain credit at a lower price.
D. THE EXTERNALITY OF IDENTITY THEFT
The sine qua non of identity theft is the release
of a consumer's report, through the trickery of
an impostor.
While most identity theft
narratives frame this as the wrongdoing of a
particular bad actor, a more nuanced look
surfaces business incentives that fuel the
problem.16 Simply put, CRAs forgo revenue
when they tighten security and sell fewer
reports. The lost time and money paid out of
pocket to resolve identity theft are externalities
imposed upon consumers by CRAs and creditor
grantors incentives. CRAs have capitalized on
this problem by selling credit monitoring.
CONCLUSION
Big data enthusiasts argue that data collection
rules are antiquated and that future business
models should be bound mainly by use
restrictions. These arguments ignore our history
with FCRA, with its decades-old application of
use restrictions to big data.
In the FCRA
context, use based approaches produced
systemic unaccountability, errors that cause
people financial harm, and business externalities
passed off as crimes.
Like modern big data firms, consumers have no
direct relationship with CRAs and no ability to
limit CRAs' collection of data. Such a structure
gives the individual no exit from odious practices
and inadequate accountability.
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Big data is transforming individual privacy—and
not in equal ways for all. We are increasingly
dependent upon technologies, which in turn need
our personal information in order to function. This
reciprocal relationship has made it incredibly difficult
for individuals to make informed decisions about
what to keep private. Perhaps more important, the
privacy considerations at stake will not be the same
for everyone: they will vary depending upon one’s
socioeconomic status. It is essential for society and
particularly policymakers to recognize the different
burdens placed on individuals to protect their data.
I. THE VALUE OF PRIVACY
Privacy norms can play an important role defining
social and individual life for rich and poor. In his
essay on the social foundations of privacy law, the
dean of Yale Law School, Robert Post, argued that
privacy upholds social “rules of civility” that create
“a certain kind of human dignity and autonomy
which can exist only within the embrace of
community norms.”1 He cautioned that these
benefits would be threatened when social and
communal relationships were replaced by individual
interactions with “large scale surveillance
organizations.”2*
Today, privacy has become a commodity that can
be bought and sold. While many would view privacy
as a constitutional right or even a fundamental
human right,3 our age of big data has reduced
privacy to a dollar figure. There have been efforts—
both serious and silly—to quantify the value of
privacy. Browser add-ons such as Privacyfix try to
show users their value to companies,4 and a recent
study suggested that free Internet services offer
$2,600 in value to users in exchange for their
*

data.5 Curiously, this number tracks closely with a
claim by Chief Judge Alex Kozinski that he would be
willing to pay up to $2,400 per year to protect his
family’s online privacy.6 In an interesting Kickstarter
campaign, Federico Zannier decided to mine his
own data to see how much he was worth. He
recorded all of his online activity, including the
position of his mouse pointer and a webcam image
of where he was looking, along with his GPS
location data for $2 a day and raised over $2,700.7
“Monetizing privacy” has become something of a
holy grail in today’s data economy. We have seen
efforts to establish social networks where users join
for a fee and the rise of reputation vendors that
protect users’ privacy online, but these services are
luxuries. And when it comes to our privacy, price
sensitivity often dictates individual privacy choices.
Because the “price” an individual assigns to protect
a piece of information is very different from the
price she assigns to sell that same piece of
information, individuals may have a difficult time
protecting their privacy.8 Privacy clearly has financial
value, but in the end there are fewer people in a
position to pay to secure their privacy than there
are individuals willing to sell it for anything it’s
worth.
A recent study by the European Network and
Information Security Agency discovered that most
consumers will buy from a more privacy-invasive
provider if that provider charges a lower price.9 The
study also noted that when two companies offered
a product for the same price, the more privacyfriendly provider won out. This was hailed as
evidence that a pro-privacy business model could
succeed, but this also anticipates that, all things
being equal, one company would choose not to
collect as much information as a competitor just to
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be seen as “privacy friendly.” This defeats much of
the benefit that a big data economy promises.
II. THE BIG DATA CHALLENGE
The foundations of big data rest on collecting as
much raw information as possible before we even
begin to understand what insight can be deduced
from the data. As a result, long-standing Fair
Information Practices like collection limits and
purpose limitations are increasingly viewed as
anachronistic,10 and a number of organizations and
business associations have called for privacy
protections to focus more on how data might be
used rather than limit which data can be
collected.11 The conversation has moved away from
structural limitations toward how organizations and
businesses can build “trust” with users by offering
transparency.12 Another suggestion is to develop
business models that will share the benefits of data
more directly with individuals. Online data vaults are
one potential example, while the Harvard Berkman
Center’s “Project VRM” proposes to rethink how to
empower users to harness their data and control
access to it.13 In the meantime, this change in how
we understand individual privacy may be
inevitable—it may be beneficial—but we need to be
clear about how it will impact average individuals.
recent piece in the Harvard Business
Review posits that individuals should only “sell
A

[their] privacy when the value is clear,”
explaining that “[t]his is where the homework
needs to be done. You need to understand the
motives of the party you’re trading with and
what [he] ha[s] to gain. These need to align
with your expectations and the degree to which
you feel comfortable giving up your privacy.”14 It
could be possible to better align the interests of
data holders and their customers, processing
and monetizing data both for business and
individual ends. However, the big challenge
presented by big data is that the value may not
be clear, the motives let alone the identity of the
data collector may be hidden, and individual
expectations may be confused. Moreover, even
basic reputation-management and data-privacy
tools require either users’ time or money, which
may price out average consumers and the poor.
III. BIG DATA AND CLASS
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Ever-increasing data collection and analysis have
the potential to exacerbate class disparities.
They will improve market efficiency, and market
efficiency favors the wealthy, established
classes. While the benefits of the data economy
will accrue across society, the wealthy, better
educated are in a better position to become the
type of sophisticated consumer that can take
advantage of big data.15 They possess the
excellent credit and ideal consumer profile to
ensure that any invasion of their privacy will be
to their benefit; thus, they have much less to
hide and no reason to fear the intentions of data
collectors. And should the well-to-do desire to
maintain a sphere of privacy, they will also be in
the best position to harness privacy-protection
tools and reputation-management services that
will cater to their needs. As a practical matter, a
monthly privacy-protection fee will be easier for
the wealthy to pay as a matter of course. Judge
Kozinski may be willing and able to pay $200 a
month to protect his privacy, but the average
consumer might have little understanding what
this surcharge is getting him.
The lower classes are likely to feel the biggest
negative impact from big data. Historically, the poor
have had little expectation of privacy—castles and
high walls were for the elite, after all. Even today,
however, the poor are the first to be stripped of
fundamental
privacy
protections.
Professor
Christopher Slobogin has noted what he calls a
“poverty exception” to the Fourth Amendment,
suggesting that our expectations of privacy have
been defined in ways that make the less well-off
more susceptible to experience warrantless
government intrusions into their privacy and
autonomy.16 Big data worsens this problem. Most of
the biggest concerns we have about big data—
discrimination, profiling, tracking, exclusion—
threaten the self-determination and personal
autonomy of the poor more than any other class.
Even assuming they can be informed about the
value of their privacy, the poor are not in a position
to pay for their privacy or to value it over a pricing
discount, even if this places them into an ill-favored
category.
And big data is all about categorization. Any
given individual’s data only becomes useful
when it is aggregated together to be exploited
for good or ill. Data analytics harness vast pools
of data in order to develop elaborate
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mechanisms to categorize and organize. In the
end, the worry may not be so much about
having information gathered about us, but
rather being sorted into the wrong or disfavored
bucket.17 Take the example of an Atlanta man
who returned from his honeymoon to find his
credit limit slashed from $10,800 to $3,800
simply because he had used his credit card at
places where other people were likely to have a
poor repayment history.18
Once everyone is categorized into granular
socioeconomic buckets, we are on our way to a
transparent society. Social rules of civility are
replaced by information efficiencies. While this
dynamic may produce a number of very
significant societal and communal benefits,
these benefits will not fall evenly on all people.
As Helen Nissenbaum has explained, “the needs
of wealthy government actors and business
enterprises are far more salient drivers of their
information offerings, resulting in a playing field
that is far from even.”19 Big data could
effectuate a democratization of information but,
generally, information is a more potent tool in
the hands of the powerful.
Thus, categorization and classification threaten to
place a privacy squeeze on the middle class as
well as the poor. Increasingly large swaths of
people have little recourse or ability to manage
how their data is used. Encouraging people to
contemplate how their information can be used—
and how best to protect their privacy—is a
positive step, but a public education campaign,
while laudable, may be unrealistic. Social
networks, cellular phones, and credit cards—the
lifeblood of the big data economy—are
necessities of modern life, and assuming it was
either realistic or beneficial to get average people
to unplug, an overworked, economically insecure
middle class does not have the time or energy to
prioritize what is left of their privacy.
At present, the alternative to monetizing privacy is
to offer individuals the right to make money off
their information. Michael Fertik, who runs the
online privacy management site, Reputation.com,
sees a bright future in allowing companies to
“unlock huge value in collaboration with their end
users” by monetizing “the latent value of their
data.”20 Startups like Personal have tried to set
themselves up as individually tailored information

warehouses where people can mete out their
information to businesses in exchange for
discounts.21 These are projects worth pursuing,
but the degree of trust and alignment between
corporate and individual interests they will require
are significant. Still, it is unlikely we can ever
develop a one-to-one data exchange. Federico
Zannier sold his personal data at a rate of $2 per
day to anyone who would take it as an
experiment, but average individuals will likely
never be in a position to truly get their money’s
worth from their personal data. Bits of personal
information sell for a fraction of a penny,22 and no
one’s individual profile is worth anything until it is
collected and aggregated with the profiles of
similar socioeconomic categories.
CONCLUSION
While
data
protection
and
privacy
entrepreneurship
should
be
encouraged,
individuals should not have to pay up to protect
their privacy or receive coupons as compensation.
If we intend for our economic and legal
frameworks to shift from data collection to use, it
is essential to begin the conversation about what
sort of uses we want to take off the table. Certain
instances of price discrimination or adverse
employment decisions are an easy place to start,
but we ought to also focus on how data uses will
impact different social classes. Our big data
economy needs to be developed such that it
promotes not only a sphere of privacy, but also the
rules of civility that are essential for social cohesion
and broad-based equality.
If the practical challenges facing average people
are not considered, big data will push against
efforts to promote social equality. Instead, we
will be categorized and classified every which
way, and only the highest high value of those
categories will experience the best benefits that
data can provide.
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Big data’s big utopia was personified towards
the end of 2012.*
In perhaps the most underplayed tech moment
in the first dozen years of the new millennium,
Google brought The Singularity nearer,1 hiring
Ray Kurzweil not as its chief futurist but as its
director of engineering. The man the Wall Street
Journal dubbed a restless genius announced his
new post rather quietly in mid-December,
without so much as an official press release
from Google.2 This is remarkable when one
considers exactly what Google hired him to do.
Kurzweil and his team will try to create a mind—
an artificial intellect capable of predicting on a
“semantically deep level what you are interested
in.”3 With easy access to the search giant’s
enormous user base and the potential to scour
all Google-mediated content, Kurzweil (and
apparently Google) aims to turn the very
meaning of “search” on its head: instead of
people using search engines to better
understand information, search engines will use
big data to better understand people. As
Kurzweil has characterized it, intelligent search
will provide information to users before they
even know they desire it. This accords precisely
with Larry Page’s longstanding vision: intelligent
search “understands exactly what you mean and
gives you back exactly what you want.”4
Kurzweil’s new project reifies society’s increasing
optimism in harnessing the utility of big data’s
predictive algorithms—the formulaic use of

zetabytes of data to anticipate everything from
consumer
preferences
and
customer
creditworthiness to fraud detection, health risks,
and crime prevention. Through the predictive
power of these algorithms, big data promises
opportunities like never before to anticipate
future needs and concerns, plan strategically,
avoid loss, and manage risk. Big data’s
predictive tool kit clearly offers many important
social benefits.5 At the same time, its underlying
ideology also threatens fundamental legal tenets
such as privacy and due process.
Contrary to the received view, our central
concern about big data is not about the data. It
is about big data’s power to enable a dangerous
new philosophy of preemption. In this Essay, we
focus on the social impact of what we call
“preemptive predictions.” Our concern is that big
data’s promise of increased efficiency, reliability,
utility, profit, and pleasure might be seen as the
justification for a fundamental jurisprudential
shift from our current ex post facto system of
penalties and punishments to ex ante
preventative measures that are increasingly
being adopted across various sectors of society.
It is our contention that big data’s predictive
benefits belie an important insight historically
represented in the presumption of innocence
and associated privacy and due process values—
namely, that there is wisdom in setting
boundaries around the kinds of assumptions
that can and cannot be made about people.6
I. PREDICTION
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Since much of the big data utopia is premised
on prediction, it is important to understand the
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different purposes that big data predictions
serve. This Part offers a quick typology.
The nature of all prediction is anticipatory. To
predict is to “state or estimate . . . that an
action or event will happen in the future or will
be a consequence of something.”7 For example,
when a lawyer predicts “what the courts will do
in fact,”8 she anticipates the legal consequences
of future courses of conduct in order to advise
clients whether it is feasible to avoid the risk of
state sanction. We call predictions that attempt
to anticipate the likely consequences of a
person’s action consequential predictions. As
doctors, lawyers, accountants, and other
professional advisors are well aware, the ability
to make reliable consequential predictions can
be profitable—especially in a society increasingly
preoccupied with risk. The recent development
of anticipatory algorithms within these fields is
generally client centered.9 The aim of these
prediction services is to allow individuals to
eschew risk by choosing future courses of action
that best align with their own self-interest,
forestalling unfavorable outcomes.
Of course, not all of big data’s predictions are
quite so lofty. When you permit iTunes Genius
to anticipate which songs you will like or
Amazon’s recommendation system to predict
what books you will find interesting, these
systems are not generating predictions about
your conduct or its likely consequences. Rather,
they are trying to stroke your preferences in
order to sell goods and services. Many of today’s
big data industries are focused on projections of
this material sort, which we refer to
as preferential predictions. Google’s bid to
create personalized search engines is a prime
example of society’s increasing reliance on
preferential predictions. The company’s current
interface already uses anticipatory algorithms to
predict what information users want based on a
combination of data like website popularity,
location, and prior search history.
There is a third form of prediction exemplified
by a number of emerging players in big data
markets. Unlike consequential and preferential
predictions, preemptive
predictions are
intentionally used to diminish a person’s range
of future options. Preemptive predictions assess
the likely consequences of allowing or
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disallowing a person to act in a certain way. In
contrast to consequential or preferential
predictions, preemptive predictions do not
usually adopt the perspective of the actor.
Preemptive predictions are mostly made from
the standpoint of the state, a corporation, or
anyone who wishes to prevent or forestall
certain types of action. Preemptive predictions
are not concerned with an individual’s actions
but with whether an individual or group should
be permitted to act in a certain way. Examples
of this technique include a no-fly list used to
preclude possible terrorist activity on an
airplane, or analytics software used to determine
how much supervision parolees should have
based on predictions of future behavior. 10 The
private sector is also embracing this approach.
For example, companies are increasingly
combing through big data to find their job
candidates, rather than looking to the traditional
format of resumes and interviews.11
These three types of prediction—consequential,
preferential, and preemptive—are not meant to
provide an exhaustive list of all possible
predictive purposes. But, as the following
section reveals, understanding the different
predictive purposes will help locate the potential
threats of big data. To date, much of the
academic focus on big data and privacy
investigates what we have called consequential
and preferential predictions in the context of
data protection frameworks.12 In this Essay, we
focus on the less understood category of
preemptive prediction and its potential impact
on privacy and due process values.
II. PREEMPTION
The power of big data’s preemptive predictions
and its potential for harm must be carefully
understood alongside the concept of risk. When
sociologist Ulrich Beck coined the term risk
society in the 1990s, he was not suggesting that
society is riskier or more dangerous nowadays
than before; rather, he argued that society is
reorganizing itself in response to risk. Beck
believes that in modern society, “the social
production
of
wealth
is
systematically
accompanied by the social production of risks,”
and that, accordingly, “the problems and
conflicts relating to distribution in a society of
scarcity overlap with the problems and conflicts
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that arise from the production, definition, and
distribution of techno-scientifically produced
risks.”13
On Beck’s account, prediction and risk are
interrelated concepts. He subsequently describes
risk as “the modern approach to foresee and
control the future consequences of human
action . . . .”14 This helps to demonstrate the link
between prediction and preemption. Prediction
industries flourish in a society where anyone and
anything can be perceived as a potential threat,
because it is lucrative to exploit risk that can
later be avoided. In such cases, prediction often
precipitates the attempt to preempt risk.
With this insight, an important concern arises.
Big data’s escalating interest in and successful
use of preemptive predictions as a means of
avoiding risk becomes a catalyst for various new
forms of social preemption. More and more,
governments, corporations, and individuals will
use big data to preempt or forestall activities
perceived to generate social risk. Often, this will
be done with little or no transparency or
accountability. Some loan companies, for
example, are beginning to use algorithms to
determine interest rates for clients with little to
no credit history, and to decide who is at high
risk for default. Thousands of indicators are
analyzed, ranging from the presence of
financially secure friends on Facebook to time
spent on websites and apps installed on various
data devices. Governments, in the meantime,
are using this technique in a variety of fields in
order to determine the distribution of scarce
resources such as social workers for at-risk
youth or entitlement to Medicaid, food stamps,
and welfare compensation.15
Of course, the preemption strategy comes at a
significant social cost. As an illustration, consider
the practice of using predictive algorithms to
generate no-fly lists. Before the development of
many such lists in various countries, high-risk
individuals were generally at liberty to travel—
unless the government had a sufficient reason
to believe that such individuals were in the
process of committing an offense. In addition to
curtailing liberty, a no-fly list that employs
predictive algorithms preempts the need for any
evidence or constitutional safeguards. Prediction
simply replaces the need for proof.

Taken to its logical extreme, the preemption
philosophy is not merely proactive—it is
aggressive. As President George W. Bush
famously argued:
If we wait for threats to fully materialize,
we will have waited too long. . . . We must
take the battle to the enemy, disrupt his
plans, and confront the worst threats
before they emerge. . . . [O]ur security will
require all Americans to be forward-looking
and resolute, to be ready for preemptive
action when necessary . . . .16
Proponents of this approach argue there is a
“duty to prevent,” which means the responsible
choice requires use of predictive tools to
mitigate future risk.17 But with this, we see that
a universalized preemption strategy could
challenge some of our most fundamental
jurisprudential commitments, including the
presumption of innocence. In the following Part,
we seek to demonstrate that even more
mundane forms of preemption generated by big
data can also threaten privacy and due process
values.
III. PRESUMPTION
To date, much of the best work on the
implications of big data tends to treat the
privacy worry as though it were somehow
contained within the minutiae of the data itself.
As Tene and Polonetsky have meticulously
argued: “Information regarding individuals’
health, location, electricity use, and online
activity is exposed to scrutiny, raising concerns
about profiling, discrimination, exclusion, and
loss of control.”18 Through the fine-tuned
microscope of data privacy frameworks, the
central issues tend to be the definition of
personally identifiable information, the prospect
of de-identifying the data, the nature of consent
to the collection, use, or disclosure of the data,
and a range of other data privacy rules such as
purpose limitation and data minimization.
Our approach examines the privacy issue with a
telescope rather than a microscope.
If the legal universe has a prime directive, it is
probably the shared understanding that
everyone is presumed innocent until proven
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guilty. In legal discourse, the presumption of
innocence is usually construed, narrowly, as a
procedural safeguard enshrined within a bundle
of “due process” rights in criminal and
constitutional law. These include the right to a
fair and impartial hearing, an ability to question
those seeking to make a case against you;
access to legal counsel, a public record of the
proceedings, published reasons for the decision,
and, in some cases, an ability to appeal the
decision or seek judicial review.19 Likewise, a
corollary set of duties exists in the private
sector. Although such duties are not
constitutionally enshrined, companies do owe
employees and customers the right to full
information, the right to be heard, the right to
ask questions and receive answers, and the
right of redress.20 Gazing at the bigger picture,
the presumption of innocence and related
private sector due process values can be seen
as wider moral claims that overlap and
interrelate with core privacy values.
Taken together, privacy and due process values
seek to limit what the government (and, to
some extent, the private sector) is permitted to
presume about individuals absent evidence that
is tested in the individuals’ presence, with their
participation. As such, these values aim to
provide fair and equal treatment to all by setting
boundaries around the kinds of assumptions
that can and cannot be made about people. This
is wholly consistent with privacy’s general
commitment to regulating what other people,
governments, and organizations are permitted
to know about us. Among other things, the aim
is to prevent certain forms of unwarranted social
exclusion.21
With all of this, we are finally able to locate the
threat that big data poses. Big data enables a
universalizable strategy of preemptive social
decisionmaking. Such a strategy renders
individuals unable to observe, understand,
participate in, or respond to information
gathered or assumptions made about them.
When one considers that big data can be used
to make important decisions that implicate us
without our even knowing it, preemptive social
decision making is antithetical to privacy and
due process values.
CONCLUSION
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The nexus between big data and privacy is not a
simple story about how to tweak existing data
protection regimes in order to “make ends
meet”; big data raises a number of foundational
issues. Since predictability is itself an essential
element of any just decisionmaking process, our
contention is that it must be possible for the
subjects of preemptive predictions to scrutinize
and contest projections and other categorical
assumptions at play within the decisionmaking
processes themselves. This is part of our
broader assertion that privacy and due process
values require setting boundaries around the
kinds of institutional assumptions that can and
cannot be made about people, particularly when
important life chances and opportunities hang in
the balance.
We believe that such considerations will become
increasingly significant in both public and private
sector settings, especially in light of the kinds of
big data prediction machines that Ray Kurzweil
and others want to build “to . . . Google
scale.”22 These projects must be kept in mind
given our emerging understanding that “some
uses of probability and statistics serve to
reproduce and reinforce disparities in the quality
of life that different sorts of people can hope to
enjoy.”23
While it is exciting to think about the power of
big data and the utopic allure of powerful
prediction machines that understand exactly
what we mean and tell us exactly what we want
to know about ourselves and others, we believe
that privacy values merit the further study and
development of potential limitations on how big
data is used. We need to ensure that the
convenience of useful prediction does not come
at too high a cost.
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This Essay attempts to frame the conversation
around de-identification. De-identification is a
process used to prevent a person’s identity from
being connected with information. Organizations
de-identify data for a range of reasons.
Companies may have promised “anonymity” to
individuals before collecting their personal
information, data protection laws may restrict
the sharing of personal data, and, perhaps most
importantly, companies de-identify data to
mitigate privacy threats from improper internal
access or from an external data breach. Hackers
and dishonest employees occasionally uncover
and publicly disclose the confidential information
of individuals. Such disclosures could prove
disastrous,
as
public
dissemination
of
stigmatizing or embarrassing information, such
as a medical condition, could negatively affect
an individual’s employment, family life, and
general reputation. Given these negative
consequences, industries and regulators often
rely on de-identification to reduce the
occurrence and harm of data breaches.*
Regulators have justifiably concluded that strong
de-identification techniques are needed to
protect privacy before publicly releasing
sensitive information. With publicly released
datasets, experts agree that weak technical deidentification creates an unacceptably high risk
to privacy.1 For example, statisticians have reidentified some individuals in publicly released
datasets.
None of these publicized attacks, however, have
occurred using nonpublic databases. Experts
also agree that organizations reduce privacy risk
*
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by restricting access to a de-identified dataset to
only trusted parties.2 This Essay builds on this
consensus to conclude that de-identification
standards should vary depending on whether
the dataset is released publicly or kept
confidential.
This Essay first describes only technical deidentification (DeID-T) and how policymakers
have recognized the benefits of de-identifying
data before publicly disclosing a dataset.
Second, this Essay discusses how administrative
safeguards provide an additional layer of
protection to DeID-T that reduces the risk of a
data breach. Third, this Essay analyzes the use
of de-identification in conjunction with
administrative safeguards (DeID-AT). DeID-AT
minimizes privacy risks to individuals when
compared to using DeID-T or administrative
safeguards in isolation. Fourth, this Essay
discusses how the different privacy risk profiles
between DeID-AT and DeID-T may justify using
a reasonably good de-identification standard—as
opposed to extremely strict de-identification
measures—for non-publicly disclosed databases.
I. TECHNICAL DE-IDENTIFICATION (DEID-T)
DeID-T is a process through which organizations
remove or obscure links between an individual’s
identity
and
the
individual’s
personal
information. This process involves deleting or
masking personal identifiers, such as names and
social security numbers, and suppressing or
generalizing quasi-identifiers, such as dates of
birth and zip codes. By using technical deidentification, organizations can transform
sensitive information from being fully individually
identifiable to being unconnected to any
particular person. With publicly disclosed
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datasets, DeID-T provides the sole line of
defense protecting individual privacy.
Policymakers have recognized the benefits of
DeID-T by providing regulatory inducements to
companies that de-identify publicly disclosed
databases. For example, if a company
adequately anonymizes a dataset under the
1995 E.U. Data Protection Directive (E.U.
Directive), de-identification allows for public
disclosure of data without violating individual
privacy.3 Following the E.U. Directive and the
U.K. Data Protection Act, the United Kingdom’s
Information
Commissioner’s
Office
(ICO)
expressed support for de-identification: “[T]he
effective anonymization of personal data is
possible, desirable and can help society to make
rich data resources available whilst protecting
individuals’ privacy.”4 The U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) similarly
recognized the benefits of de-identifying health
data: “The process of de-identification, by which
identifiers are removed from health information,
mitigates privacy risks to individuals and thereby
supports the secondary use of data . . . .”5
There are, however, limits to the protections
provided by DeID-T. Two different threat
models create a risk of re-identification—i.e.,
reconnecting an individual with what is usually
called “personal data” in the European Union
and “personally identifiable information” (PII) in
the United States.6 First, outsiders can
potentially re-identify an individual by comparing
quasi-identifiers in a de-identified database with
an identified database, such as a voter
registration list. Outsider attacks can come from
bad actors or academics, attempting to exploit
or show weaknesses in DeID-T protections. In
fact, the highest profile re-identification attacks
have come from academics attempting to reidentify individuals in publicly disclosed
databases.7 Second, insiders can potentially reidentify an individual by using knowledge that is
not generally known. For instance, a Facebook
friend, acquaintance, or “skillful Googler” might
exploit information that only a limited set of
people know, such as a Facebook post
mentioning a hospital visit.8 Similarly, an
employee might be able to search through other
information held by the organization to reidentify a person.

The threats posed by outsiders, and insiders
with restricted access to information, vary
significantly depending on whether the deidentified data is publicly disclosed or kept
confidential within an organization. When
organizations publicly disclose a dataset, every
academic, bad actor, and friend can attempt to
re-identify the data with DeID-T providing the
sole protection. When organizations keep
datasets confidential, in contrast, the risk of
potential attackers having access to the deidentified data is minimized due to the additional
defense of administrative safeguards.
II. ADMINISTRATIVE SAFEGUARDS
This Essay uses the term administrative
safeguards to mean all non-technical data
protection tools that help prevent confidential
data from becoming publicly released or
improperly used. In the E.U. Directive, these
safeguards are referred to as organizational
measures. Non-technical protections include two
broad categories: 1) internal administrative and
physical controls (internal controls) and 2)
external contractual and legal protections
(external controls).9 Internal controls encompass
security policies, access limits, employee
training, data segregation guidelines, and data
deletion practices that aim to stop confidential
information from being exploited or leaked to
the public. External controls involve contractual
terms that restrict how partners use and share
information, and the corresponding remedies
and auditing rights to ensure compliance.
By implementing administrative safeguards,
organizations
provide
important
privacy
protections independent of DeID-T. A dentist’s
office, for instance, does not routinely deidentify patient records to protect a person’s
privacy, which could negatively impact patient
care. Instead, privacy law recognizes that a
dental office can hold fully identifiable
information if it uses appropriate administrative
safeguards, such as performing pre-hire
background checks on employees, physically
locking drawers with patient records, limiting the
information on forms to only needed data, and
training employees regarding appropriate
access, handling, and disposal of patient files.
No privacy breach occurs as long as the
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confidential patient records do not become
disclosed.
The use of administrative safeguards as an
additional data protection tool along with DeIDT is consistent with both E.U. and U.S. privacy
law. Article 17 of the E.U. Directive requires
organizations
to
“implement
appropriate
technical and organizational measures to protect
personal data against accidental or unlawful
destruction or accidental loss, alteration,
unauthorized disclosure or access . . . .”10 The
General Data Protection Regulation extends the
Directive’s existing support for using both
technical and organizational measures by
incorporating those safeguards into a variety of
data protection processes, and by granting the
European Commission the power to specify “the
criteria and conditions for the technical and
organizational measures.”11
U.S. law similarly requires the use of administrative
and technical safeguards. The U.S. Privacy Act of
1974 requires federal agencies to “establish
appropriate administrative, technical and physical
safeguards to insure the security and
confidentiality of records and to protect against
any anticipated threats or hazards to their security
or integrity.”12 The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
mandates that financial agencies establish
“administrative,
technical,
and
physical
safeguards”
for
financial
institutions.13 Policymakers have thus given value
to administrative (or organizational) safeguards as
a privacy tool separate from DeID-T that
organizations can use to enhance data protection.
Similar appreciation for administrative safeguards
may be appropriate when applied in the deidentification sphere.
III. ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL DEIDENTIFICATION

Organizations who use DeID-AT build a twotiered barrier that significantly enhances
individual privacy protections compared with a
single
layer.
One
layer,
administrative
safeguards, reduces the likelihood of personal
data being accessed without authorization. If an
insider or outsider does get unauthorized
access, another layer, technical de-identification,
acts as an additional fortification to minimize
potential privacy harms. The two-layered
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defense provided by DeID-AT means that
potential bad actors must not only circumvent
administrative measures to gain access to data,
but also must re-identify that data before
getting any value from their malfeasance. Both
are low probability events that together greatly
reduce privacy risks. Hence, organizations that
implement DeID-AT improve individual privacy.
Policymakers have recognized the distinction
between DeID-AT and DeID-T. The ICO drew a
line of demarcation between public and
nonpublic databases: “We also draw a
distinction between publication to the world at
large and the disclosure on a more limited
basis—for example to a particular research
establishment with conditions attached.” 14 The
Canadian De-Identification Working Group also
voiced its belief: “Mitigating controls work in
conjunction with de-ID techniques to minimize
the re-ID risk.”15 These statements appear to
support the proposition that DeID-AT provides a
different level of privacy protection than when
DeID-T is the sole defensive tool used in publicly
disclosed databases.
The heightened privacy protection provided by
adding
de-identification
to
administrative
safeguards is best demonstrated by using simple
statistics. Suppose, for example, the probability
of a technical attack on a database gives a one
percent chance of re-identification. Suppose as
well that the probability of a breach of
administrative safeguards is also one percent.
(In practice, the likelihood of each is generally
much lower.) With both technical and
administrative protections, the probability of reidentifying data is thus one percent of one
percent, or one in 10,000.16 This simple
statistical example shows that the risk of reidentification with DeID-AT may well be orders
of magnitude lower than using only technical
safeguards in isolation.
IV. POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The additional protections provided by DeID-AT
compared with DeID-T suggest a different risk
profile that may justify the use of fairly strong
technical measures, combined with effective
administrative safeguards. The Federal Trade
Commission recognized this fact when it called
in its 2012 report for technical measures that
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made
a
dataset
“not
reasonably
identifiable.”17 The combination of reasonably
good technical measures, as well as good
administrative measures, likely leads to a lower
risk of re-identification than stronger technical
measures acting alone. The HIPAA deidentification standard that requires a “very
small” risk of re-identification before publicly
releasing health data is an example of a
relatively strict standard for re-identification,
designed for datasets that can be made fully
public.18 A less strict standard, however,
achieves a similar or stronger level of protection
for non-publicly available databases.
Giving credit to the use of administrative
controls also helps prevent an illogical outcome:
greater data restrictions for the original collector
of the data than downstream recipients or the
public. The original collector commonly has
more access to data on an individual than it
would disclose to another party. A separate
nonpublic database containing an individual’s
name or email address, for example, would
normally not be disclosed. That separate
database could potentially be used to re-identify
an individual, giving the original collector a reidentification advantage over any other
party.19 Thus, if administrative controls do not
receive regulatory recognition, the original data
collector would be subject to a steeper
regulatory burden than potential downstream
recipients.
Relying on the data protection benefits of using
DeID-AT to justify allowing reasonably strict deidentification comes with a caveat that it can be
difficult to assess the efficacy of administrative
safeguards. Privacy advocates and academics
can test DeID-T used in public data releases. In
fact, improvements in DeID-T can result from
privacy advocates and academics testing claims
of anonymization. Companies, however, keep
administrative
safeguards
proprietary
for
security purposes, and privacy advocates cannot
audit non-transparent privacy protections. The
use of third-party auditors is one approach for
ensuring
that
administrative
safeguards
effectively prevent privacy attacks, but without a
certain level of public transparency of such
measures, regulators and privacy advocates may
find it difficult to assess the exact benefits of
administrative safeguards.

CONCLUSION
Non-publicly disclosed datasets have a lessened
risk of re-identification than publicly disclosed
datasets due to the added protection of
administrative controls. The different risk
profiles suggest requiring different measures of
de-identification for publicly disclosed datasets
compared with confidential datasets. This Essay
urges regulators to recognize the heightened
individual privacy protections provided by DeIDAT compared with DeID-T when developing
privacy regulations.
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BIG DATA ANALYTICS:
EVOLVING BUSINESS MODELS
AND GLOBAL PRIVACY REGULATION
Peter Leonard*
At the heart of the current global debate as to
how privacy regulation should address big data
lie three questions:*


Can national privacy laws and regulation
facilitate socially beneficial uses and
applications of big data while also
precluding ‘Big Brother’, ‘spooky,
‘creepy’ or otherwise socially or
culturally
unacceptable
big
data
practices?



Can diverse national privacy laws and
regulation, including markedly different
constructs as to what is personally
identifying information and sensitive
information, be applied or adapted so as
to accommodate socially beneficial uses
and applications of big data, or is a
more fundamental overhaul of law and
regulation required?



If fundamental design precepts of
privacy regulation require adaptation or
supplementation to address big data,
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can those changes be made without
threatening broader consistency and
integrity of privacy protections for
individuals?
Can any adaptation or
changes be made quickly enough to
address growing citizen concerns about
unacceptable or hidden big data
practices?
From the summer of 2012 media and policy
attention in the United States as to privacy and
big data focussed on data analytics conducted
by offline (‘bricks and mortar’) businesses in
relation to their customers and on the nature
and range of analytics services offered by third
party providers collectively labelled ‘data
brokers’. Media reportage reinforced unease
and a perception of many people that business
data analytics principally involves hidden and
deliberatively
secretive
identification
and
targeting of individual consumers for tailoring of
‘one to one’ marketing material directed to
them, including targeting by marketers with
whom the individual has no prior customer
relationship. The fact that this has been a U.S.
led debate is of itself is not surprising, for at
least two reasons. First, in contrast to the
European Union and other advanced privacy
regulating jurisdictions such as Canada,
Australia and Hong Kong, the U.S.A. has not had
economy wide collection and notification
requirements in relation to PII or as to
notification to the data subject as to collection
and processing of PII collected about that data
subject other than directly from the data
subject. Second, the U.S. Do Not Track debate
has focussed consumer attention upon online
behavioural advertising and probably reinforced
perceptions that the dominant reason for offline
retailers implementing big data projects is for
‘one to one’ targeting and marketing.
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The European big data debate since early 2012
has been quite differently focussed. The debate
has included discussion of the long standing,
particularly European concern as to decisions
made by automated data processing without
significant human judgement – so called
‘automated individual decisions’, or ‘profiling’.
The European profiling debate has a
philosophical core: is the personal dignity and
integrity of individuals compromised by decisions
made by automated processes, as contrasted to
individual
decision
making
by
humans
constrained both by laws against discrimination
and also, perhaps, human empathy?
The
profiling debate in the United Kingdom has also
included a pragmatic, economic dimension. In
response to consumer advocate concerns as to
differential pricing online, the U.K. Office of Fair
Trading examined possibilities for geo-location
based and ‘personalised pricing’: that is, “the
possibility that businesses may use information
that is observed, volunteered, inferred, or
collected
about
individuals’
conduct
or
characteristics, such as information about a
particular user’s browsing or purchasing history
or the device the user uses, to set different
prices to different consumers (whether on an
individual or group basis) based on what the
business thinks they are willing to pay.”
The commonality of concerns around overly
intrusive or ‘bad’ big data practices has been
partially obscured by regional and national
differences in privacy regulation and in the detail
of technical legal analysis as to the
interpretation of privacy law.
There is an
engaged and continuing global debate as to how
fundamental privacy concepts of notice and
consent should be adapted to apply in a fully
networked world of individuals and of
interworking devices (the so called ‘internet of
things’). There has also been an active debate
as to the continuing differences in national
regulatory approaches to PII and particularly
sensitive information such as health data and
how
these
differences
may
affect
implementation of now common transnational
services such as global or regional data centres
and software applications delivered as cloud
services. Although the debate as to privacy
regulation of big data has usefully focussed
upon how the business practices of big data
analytics can be appropriately risk managed
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through adaption of regulation and application
of privacy by design principles, the discussion
has often failed to give due credence to the
depth of community concerns as to analytics
about individuals conducted by third parties that
do not have a direct business or other
relationship with the individual and analytics that
feel ‘spooky’ or ‘creepy’.
In advanced privacy law jurisdictions privacy
interests of individuals are often given effect
through privacy regulation and legal sanctions
and remedies (at least where these are available
and affordable) attaching to breach of collection
notices, privacy statements and customer terms.
However, citizen concerns are also given
practical
effect
through
the
significant
reputational damage, and in particular adverse
media coverage, suffered by governments and
businesses that misjudge consumer sentiments
and tolerance of perceived privacy invasive
practices, regardless of whether those practices
contravene laws. Lack of transparency as to
activities that may conform to present law can
create significant citizen concern, as most
recently illustrated in the debates as to
acceptable limits to alleged online metadata
mining conducted by US intelligence agencies in
the PRISM program and as to uses by journalists
employed by Bloomberg News of their privileged
access to information relating to Bloomberg
customers use of Bloomberg Finance services
and terminals. Sentiments expressed as dislike
of ‘creepiness’ or ‘spookiness’ often reflect
citizen concerns about lack of transparency and
lack of control or accountability of businesses
dealing with personal information about them.
These concerns are often not expressed in terms
of these basic privacy principles and often do
not map to existing laws. There is a growing
deficit of trust of many citizens in relation to
digital participation, as demonstrated by
pressure for expansion in profiling restrictions
under European privacy law, for ‘just in time’
notices as to use of cookies, enactment of Do
Not Track laws and laws restricting geo-tracking
and employers access to social media. That
deficit of trust threatens to spill-over to offline
data applications and by so doing endanger
socially beneficial applications of big data by
businesses and by government. The perception
of citizen unease has pushed some businesses
to be less transparent about their data analytics
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projects, which has reinforced the sense of a
growing climate of business and government
colluding in secrecy.
The counter-view is that a growing sector of the
public comfortably live their digital lives
reflecting the oft-quoted aphorism that ‘privacy
is dead’ and may therefore be expected to
become more accepting of privacy affecting big
data analytics as time goes by. However, there
is already compelling evidence that many
individuals presented with privacy choice will
display a more nuanced and contextual
evaluation as to what personal information they
particularly value or regard as sensitive, as to
particular entities with whom they will entrust
their personal information and as to the trades
that they are willing to make for use of that
information. As individuals come to understand
the economic value that increasingly accrues
around personal information, it is reasonable to
expect that these contextual judgements will
become even more nuanced and conditional. It
may be that the deficit of trust in digital
participation is growing and not merely a relic of
inter-generational differences.
Application of today’s privacy regulation to map
a course through big data implementation may
miss the mark of sufficiently addressing this
deficit of trust.
Not infrequently, business
customer analytics projects stall at a point
where a chief marketing officer has successfully
addressed the concerns of the chief information
officer, the chief privacy officer and the general
counsel, but the chief executive or a consumer
advocate within a corporation is then persuasive
with her or his view that customers will not trust
the business with the proposed implementation.
Moreover, the trust deficit can be highly
contextual to a particular transaction type, a
particular vendor-client relationship, a distinct
geography, or a particular culture.
Many
consumers understand that enabling geolocation on mobile devices for a particular app
enables the provider of that app to target
content of offers to them based upon that
location. Many consumers understand that they
derive a benefit from a loyalty card in a value
exchange with a vendor who will use that loyalty
card data for customer analytics to target offers
to that consumer.
A direct and proximate
vendor-client
relationship
promotes

accountability: consumers may vote with their
trade if the vendor betrays the customer’s
expectations, whether those expectations are
based on legal rights or not. A direct and
proximate
relationship
also
leads
to
accountability: many consumers will draw no
distinction between a vendor and the vendor’s
sub-contractors, such as external data analytics
providers, in relation to breaches of security or
uses or abuses of personal information given to
that vendor. By contrast, the term ‘data broker’
of itself conjures the sense of lack of
accountability and lack of transparency, in
addition to there being no value exchange
between the broker and the affected individual.
Engendering trust requires more than good
privacy compliance. Compliance is, of course, a
necessary component of responsible business
governance for using data about individuals for
marketing purposes, but it is only one
component. Responsible governance of data
analytics affecting citizens, whether by
businesses or government, requires a new
dialogue to be facilitated to build community
understanding as to appropriate transparency
and fair ethical boundaries to uses of data. This
requires both businesses and government to
acknowledge that there is both good big data
and bad big data and that transparency as to
data analytics practices is necessary for this
dialogue and community understanding.
Fundamental failings of many data analytics
projects today include unnecessary use of
personally identifying information in many
applications where anonymised or de-identified
transaction information would suffice and
omission
of
technical,
operational
and
contractual safeguards to ensure that risk of reidentification is appropriately risk managed.
Both good privacy compliance and sound
customer relations requires planning of
operational processes to embed, in particular,
safeguards
against
re-identification
of
anonymised information, in how an organisation
conducts its business, manages its contractors,
offers its products and services and engages
with customers. Privacy by design and security
by design is sometimes implemented through a
binary characterisation of data as personal and
therefore regulated, or not personally identifying
and therefore unregulated.
The developing
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privacy theory adopts a more nuanced,
graduated approach. This graduated approach
puts re-identification into a continuum between
certainty of complete anonymisation and
manifestly identifying information and then
seeks to answer four implementation questions:


Can this graduated or ‘differential’
approach be made to work within
diverse national current regulatory
regimes and varying definitions of
personal information and PII and
requirements as to notice and consent,
data minimisation and limits to data
retention?



How should a privacy impact assessor or
a privacy regulator assess the risk
mitigation value of stringent limited
access
and
other
administrative,
operational and legal safeguards? Are
these safeguards only relevant in
addition to high assurance of technical
de-identification?



Is there a subset of legal obligations
that should apply to users of deidentified datasets about individuals to
protect against re-identification risk?



How should citizens be informed about
customer data analytics so as to ensure
that notices are understandable and
user friendly? How can these notices
accommodate
the
dynamic
and
unpredictable manner in which business
insights may be discovered and then
given operation in production data
analytics?

Privacy theory meets the reality of business and
government big data analytics in the way that
these questions will be answered in business
practices. The last question must be answered
sufficiently
quickly
to
build
community
understanding and engagement as to ‘good big
data’ before concerns by privacy advocates and
concerned citizens as to ‘bad big data’ prompt
regulatory over-reach. Although these questions
have not been definitively answered by privacy
regulators, over the last year regulators in a
number of advanced privacy jurisdictions,
including the United Kingdom, Australia and
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Singapore, have published views that usefully
and constructively engage the debate.
What is striking from a comparison of these
regulatory views is the conceptual similarity
between the approach of these regulators in
answering the question as to when personal
information,
or
personally
identifying
information, as diversely defined and interpreted
under national laws, should be considered
sufficiently de-identified or anonymised as to
make re-identification unlikely. The conceptual
similarity is of itself is unusual: most areas of
national privacy regulation are characterised by
marked divergence in national or regional
privacy theory and practical application. Each
regulatory view requires assessment of the
sensitivity of the data, the context and limits of
its disclosure and implementation by the data
analytics provider of appropriate risk mitigation
measures. Once the first assessment has been
completed in terms of the possibilities and limits
of effective de-identification, the second step of
applying additional safeguards will often need to
follow. Although the standard for acceptable
risk is variously stated, the regulatory views are
not dissimilar - ‘low’, ‘remote’ or ‘trivial’. The
possibility of re-identification is contextually
assessed, or as the U.K. Information
Commissioner puts it, ‘in the round’.
Risk
mitigation measures – being appropriately
‘robust’ safeguards – are to be implemented
before purportedly anonymised data is made
available to others.
These risk mitigation
measures may be a combination of technical,
operational and contractual safeguards. The
regulatory views also converge in not being
prescriptive as to particular safeguards, instead
offering a menu board approach for
consideration in a privacy and security impact
assessment individual to that deployment as to
the safeguards appropriate for a particular data
analytics deployment.
The menu board of safeguards is relatively long.
It includes use of trusted third party
arrangements; use of pseudonymisation keys
and arrangements for separation and security of
decryption keys; contractual limitation of the use
of the data to a particular project or projects;
contractual purpose limitations, for example,
that the data can only be used by the recipient
for an agreed purpose or set of purposes;
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contractual restriction on the disclosure of the
data; limiting the copying of, or the number of
copies of, the data; required training of staff
with access to data, especially on security and
data
minimisation
principles;
personnel
background checks for those granted access to
data; controls over the ability to bring other data
into the environment (allowing the risk of reidentification by linkage or association to be
managed);
contractual prohibition on any
attempt at re-identification and measures for the
destruction of any accidentally re-identified
personal data; arrangements for technical and
organisational security, e.g. staff confidentiality
agreements; and arrangements for the
destruction or return of the data on completion
of the project.
While these regulatory views are being
developed and refined, the questions that the
regulators are tentatively answering are already
being addressed through business practices
that, if and when done well, deploy technical deidentification and also embed privacy impact
assessment, privacy by design and security by
design principles into other operational
(administrative, security and contractual)
safeguards within data analytics service
providers, governments and corporations. But
because this area is new, there is no common
industry practice as to such safeguards, and
sub-standard implementations continue and
threaten to further erode citizen trust as to big
data. If bad practices and bad media further
promote other businesses and government to be
less transparent about their data analytics
projects, public perception of business and
government colluding in secrecy will grow,
prompting more prescriptive regulation. Big
data and the privacy regulatory and compliance
response to it will be one of the most important
areas for development of operational privacy
compliance for the next five years.
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Legal debates over the “big data” revolution
currently focus on the risks of inclusion: the
privacy and civil liberties consequences of being
swept up in big data’s net. This Essay takes a
different approach, focusing on the risks of
exclusion: the threats big data poses to those
whom it overlooks. Billions of people worldwide
remain on big data’s periphery. Their
information is not regularly collected or
analyzed, because they do not routinely engage
in activities that big data is designed to capture.
Consequently, their preferences and needs risk
being routinely ignored when governments and
private industry use big data and advanced
analytics to shape public policy and the
marketplace. Because big data poses a unique
threat to equality, not just privacy, this Essay
argues that a new “data antisubordination”
doctrine may be needed.*
***
The big data revolution has arrived. Every day, a
new book or blog post, op-ed or white paper
surfaces casting big data,1 for better or worse,
as groundbreaking, transformational, and
“disruptive.” Big data, we are told, is reshaping
countless aspects of modern life, from medicine
to commerce to national security. It may even
change humanity’s conception of existence: in
the future, “we will no longer regard our world
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as a string of happenings that we explain as
natural or social phenomena, but as a universe
comprised essentially of information.”2
This revolution has its dissidents. Critics worry
the world’s increasing “datafication” ignores or
even
smothers
the
unquantifiable,
immeasurable, ineffable parts of human
experience.3 They warn of big data’s other dark
sides, too: potential government abuses of civil
liberties, erosion of long-held privacy norms, and
even environmental damage (the “server
farms” used to process big data consume huge
amounts of energy).
Legal debates over big data focus on the privacy
and civil liberties concerns of those people
swept up in its net, and on whether existing
safeguards—minimization,
notice,
consent,
anonymization, the Fourth Amendment, and so
on—offer sufficient protection. It is a perspective
of inclusion. And that perspective makes sense:
most people, at least in the industrialized world,
routinely contribute to and experience the
effects of big data. Under that conception, big
data is the whale, and we are all of us Jonah.
This Essay takes a different approach, exploring
big data instead from a perspective of exclusion.
Big data poses risks also to those persons who
arenot swallowed up by it—whose information is
not regularly harvested, farmed, or mined. (Pick
your
anachronistic
metaphor.)
Although
proponents and skeptics alike tend to view this
revolution as totalizing and universal, the reality
is that billions of people remain on its margins
because they do not routinely engage in
activities that big data and advanced analytics
are designed to capture.4
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Whom does big data exclude? What are the
consequences of exclusion for them, for big data
as a technology, and for societies? These are
underexplored questions that deserve more
attention than they receive in current debates
over big data. And because these technologies
pose unique dangers to equality, and not just
privacy, a new legal doctrine may be needed to
protect those persons whom the big data
revolution risks sidelining. I call it data
antisubordination.
***
Big data, for all its technical complexity, springs
from a simple idea: gather enough details about
the past, apply the right analytical tools, and
you can find unexpected connections and
correlations, which can help you make unusually
accurate predictions about the future—how
shoppers decide between products, how
terrorists operate, how diseases spread.
Predictions based on big data already inform
public- and private-sector decisions every day
around the globe. Experts project big data’s
influence only to grow in coming years.5
If big data, as both an epistemological
innovation and a new booming industry,
increasingly shapes government and corporate
decisionmaking, then one might assume much
attention is paid to who and what shapes big
data—the “input.” In general, however, experts
express a surprising nonchalance about the
precision or provenance of data. In fact, they
embrace “messiness” as a virtue.6 Datasets need
not be pristine; patterns and trends, not
granularity or exactness, are the goal. Big data
is so big—terabytes, petabytes, exabytes—that
the sources or reliability of particular data points
cease to matter.
Such sentiments presume that the inevitable
errors creeping into large datasets are random
and absorbable, and can be factored into the
ultimate analysis. But there is another type of
error that can infect datasets, too: the
nonrandom, systemic omission of people who
live on big data’s margins, whether due to
poverty, geography, or lifestyle, and whose lives
are less “datafied” than the general population’s.
In key sectors, their marginalization risks
distorting datasets and, consequently, skewing

the analysis on which private and public actors
increasingly depend. They are big data’s
exclusions.
Consider two hypothetical people.
The first is a thirty-year-old white-collar resident
of Manhattan. She participates in modern life in
all the ways typical of her demographic:
smartphone, Google, Gmail, Netflix, Spotify,
Amazon. She uses Facebook, with its default
privacy settings, to keep in touch with friends.
She dates through the website OkCupid. She
travels frequently, tweeting and posting
geotagged photos to Flickr and Instagram. Her
wallet holds a debit card, credit cards, and a
MetroCard for the subway and bus system. On
her keychain are plastic barcoded cards for the
“customer rewards” programs of her grocery
and drugstore. In her car, a GPS sits on the
dash, and an E-ZPass transponder (for bridge,
tunnel, and highway tolls) hangs from the
windshield.
The data that she generates every day—and
that governments and companies mine to learn
about her and people like her—are nearly
incalculable. In addition to information collected
by
companies
about
her
spending,
communications,
online
activities,
and
movement, government agencies (federal, state,
local) know her well: New York has transformed
itself in recent years into a supercharged
generator of big data.7 Indeed, for our
Manhattanite, avoiding capture by big data is
impossible. To begin even to limit her
exposure—to curb her contributions to the city’s
rushing data flows—she would need to
fundamentally reconstruct her everyday life. And
she would have to move, a fate anathema to
many New Yorkers. Thus, unless she takes
relatively drastic steps, she will continue to
generate a steady data flow for government and
corporate consumption.
Now consider a second person. He lives two
hours southwest of Manhattan, in Camden, New
Jersey, America’s poorest city. He is
underemployed, working part-time at a
restaurant, paid under the table in cash. He has
no cell phone, no computer, no cable. He rarely
travels and has no passport, car, or GPS. He
uses the Internet, but only at the local library on
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public terminals. When he rides the bus, he pays
the fare in cash.
Today, many of big data’s tools are calibrated
for our Manhattanite and people like her—those
who routinely generate large amounts of
electronically harvestable information. A world
shaped by big data will take into account her
habits and preferences; it will look like her
world. But big data currently overlooks our
Camden subject almost entirely. (And even he,
simply by living in a U.S. city, has a much larger
data footprint than someone in Eritrea, for
example.) In a future where big data, and the
predictions it makes possible, will fundamentally
reorder government and the marketplace, the
exclusion of poor and otherwise marginalized
people from datasets has troubling implications
for economic opportunity, social mobility, and
democratic participation. These technologies
may create a new kind of voicelessness, where
certain groups’ preferences and behaviors
receive little or no consideration when powerful
actors decide how to distribute goods and
services and how to reform public and private
institutions.
This might sound overheated. It is easy to
assume that exclusion from the big data
revolution is a trivial concern—a matter simply
of not having one’s Facebook “likes” or shopping
habits considered by, say, Walmart. But the
consequences of exclusion could be much more
profound than that.
First, those left out of the big data revolution
may suffer tangible economic harms. Businesses
may ignore or undervalue the preferences and
behaviors of consumers who do not shop in
ways that big data tools can easily capture,
aggregate, and analyze. Stores may not open in
their neighborhoods, denying them not just
shopping options, but also employment
opportunities; certain promotions may not be
offered to them; new products may not be
designed to meet their needs, or priced to meet
their budgets. Of course, poor people and
minority groups are in many ways already
marginalized in the marketplace. But big data
could reinforce and exacerbate existing
problems.
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Second, politicians and governments may come
to rely on big data to such a degree that
exclusion from data flows leads to exclusion
from civic and political life—a barrier to full
citizenship. Political campaigns already exploit
big data to raise money, plan voter-turnout
efforts, and shape their messaging. 8 And big
data is quickly making the leap from politics to
policy: the White House, for example, recently
launched a $200 million big data initiative to
improve federal agencies’ ability “to access,
organize, and glean discoveries from huge
volumes of digital data.”9
Just as U.S. election districts—and thus U.S.
democracy—depend on the accuracy of census
data, so too will policymaking increasingly
depend on the accuracy of big data and
advanced
analytics.
Exclusion
or
underrepresentation in government datasets,
then, could mean losing out on important
government services and public goods. The big
data revolution may create new forms of
inequality and subordination, and thus raises
broad democracy concerns.
***
“There is no caste here,” Justice Harlan said of
the United States, “no superior, dominant, ruling
class of citizens.”10 But big data has the
potential to solidify existing inequalities and
stratifications and to create new ones. It could
restructure societies so that the only people who
matter—quite literally the only ones who count—
are those who regularly contribute to the right
data flows.
Recently, some scholars have argued that
existing information privacy laws—whether the
U.S. patchwork quilt or Europe’s more
comprehensive approach—may be inadequate to
confront big data’s privacy risks. But big data
threatens more than just privacy. It could also
jeopardize political and social equality by
relegating vulnerable people to an inferior
status.
U.S. equal protection doctrine, however, is ill
suited to the task of policing the big data
revolution. For one thing, the poor are not a
protected class,11 and thus the doctrine would
do little to ensure, either substantively or
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procedurally, that they share in big data’s
benefits. And the doctrine is severely limited in
its ability to “address[] disadvantage that cannot
readily be traced to official design or that affects
a diffuse and amorphous class.”12 Moreover, it is
hard to imagine what formal equality or
“anticlassification” would even look like in the
context of big data.13
Because existing equality law will not adequately
curb big data’s potential for social stratification,
it may become necessary to develop a new
equality
doctrine—a
principle
of data
antisubordination.
Traditionally,
U.S.
antisubordination theorists have argued “that
guarantees of equal citizenship cannot be
realized under conditions of pervasive social
stratification,” and “that law should reform
institutions and practices that enforce the
secondary social status of historically oppressed
groups.”14 This antisubordination approach—
what
Owen
Fiss
called
the
“groupdisadvantaging principle”15—may need to be
revised, given big data’s potential to impose new
forms of stratification and to reinforce the status
of already-disadvantaged groups.16
A data antisubordination principle would, at
minimum, provide those who live outside or on
the margins of data flows some guarantee that
their status as persons with light data footprints
will not subject them to unequal treatment by
the state in the allocation of public goods or
services. Thus, in designing new public-safety
and job-training programs, forecasting future
housing and transportation needs, and allocating
funds for schools and medical research—to
name just a few examples—public institutions
could be required to consider, and perhaps work
to mitigate, the disparate impact that their use
of big data may have on persons who live
outside or on the margins of government
datasets. Similarly, public actors relying on big
data for policymaking, lawmaking, election
administration, and other core democratic
functions could be required to take steps to
ensure that big data’s marginalized groups
continue to have a voice in democratic
processes. That a person might make only
limited contributions to government data flows
should not relegate him to political irrelevance
or inferiority.

Data
antisubordination
could
also
(or
alternatively) provide a framework for judicial
review
of
congressional
and
executive
exploitation of big data and advanced
analytics.17 That framework could be modeled
on John Hart Ely’s “representation-reinforcing
approach” in U.S. constitutional law, 18 under
which “a court’s ability to override a legislative
judgment ought to be calibrated based on the
fairness of the political process that produced
the judgment.”19 In the context of big data,
rather than mandating any particular substantive
outcome, a representation-reinforcing approach
to judicial review could provide structural,
process-based safeguards and guarantees for
those people whom big data currently overlooks,
and who have had limited input in the political
process surrounding government use of big
data.
To be most effective, however, a data
antisubordination principle would need to extend
beyond state action. Big data’s largest private
players exert an influence on societies, and a
power over the aggregation and flow of
information, that in previous generations not
even governments enjoyed. Thus, a data
antisubordination principle would be incomplete
unless it extended, in some degree, to the
private sector, whether through laws, norms, or
standards.
Once fully developed as theory, a data
antisubordination principle—at least as it applies
to state action—could be enshrined in law by
statute. Like GINA,20 it would be a civil rights
law designed for potential threats to equal
citizenship
embedded
in powerful
new
technologies—threats that neither the Framers
nor past civil rights activists could have
envisioned.
As lines between the physical and datafied
worlds continue to blur, and as big data and
advanced
analytics
increasingly
shape
governmental and corporate decisionmaking
about the allocation of resources, equality and
privacy principles will grow more and more
intertwined. Law must keep pace. In “The Right
to
Privacy,”
their
1890 Harvard
Law
Review article, a young Louis Brandeis and coauthor Samuel Warren recognized that “[r]ecent
inventions and business methods call attention
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to the next step which must be taken for the
protection of the person.”21 The big data
revolution, too, demands “next steps,” and not
just in information privacy law. Brandeis and
Warren’s “right to be let alone”—which Brandeis,
as a Supreme Court justice, would later call the
“most comprehensive of rights and the right
most valued by civilized men”22 —has become
an obsolete and insufficient protector. 23 Even
more modern information privacy principles,
such as consent and the nascent “right to be
forgotten,”24 may turn out to have only limited
utility in an age of big data.
Surely revised privacy laws, rules, and norms
will be needed in this new era. But they are
insufficient. Ensuring that the big data revolution
is a just revolution, one whose benefits are
broadly and equitably shared, may also require,
paradoxically, a right not to be forgotten—a
right against exclusion.
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“Big Data” has attracted considerable public
attention of late, garnering press coverage both
optimistic and dystopian in tone. Some of the
stories we tell about big data treat it as a
computational panacea—a key to unlock the
mysteries of the human genome, to crunch
away the problems of urban living, or to
elucidate hidden patterns underlying our
friendships and cultural preferences.1 Others
describe big data as an invasive apparatus
through which governments keep close tabs on
citizens, while corporations compile detailed
dossiers about what we purchase and consume. 2
Like so many technological advances before it,
our stories about big data generate it as a twoheaded creature, the source of both tremendous
promise and disquieting surveillance. In reality,
like any complicated social phenomenon, big
data is both of these, a set of heterogeneous
resources and practices deployed in multiple
ways toward diverse ends.3*
I want to complicate matters further by
suggesting another way in which data has
become big: data now mediate our day-to-day
social relationships to an unprecedented degree.
This other big data revolution relies on the
proliferation of new data collection and analysis
tools that allow individuals to track easily,
quantify, and communicate information about
our own behaviors and those of others. This
type of big data arguably touches more of us
more directly than the big data practices more
commonly discussed, as it comes to reshape our
relationships across multiple domains of daily
life.

*

In this sense, data is big not because of the
number of points that comprise a particular
dataset, nor the statistical methods used to
analyze them, nor the computational power on
which such analysis relies. Instead, data is big
because of the depth to which it has come to
pervade our personal connections to one
another. A key characteristic of this flavor of big
data, which I term “relational”4 (more on this in
a moment) is who is doing the collection and
analysis. In most big data stories, both dreamy
and dystopian, collection and analysis are topdown, driven by corporations, governments, or
academic institutions. In contrast, relational big
data is collected and analyzed by individuals,
inhabiting social roles (as parents, friends,
etc.) as a means for negotiating social life. In
other words, we can understand big data not
simply as a methodological watershed, but as a
fundamental social shift in how people manage
relationships and make choices, with complex
implications for privacy, trust, and dynamics of
interpersonal control.
Another notable distinction is the multiplicity of
sources of relational big data. While most
analyses of social big data focus on a few
behemoth forums for online information-seeking
and interaction, what Zeynep Tufekci describes
as “large-scale aggregate databases of imprints
of online and social media activity” 5—Google,
Facebook, Twitter, and the like—I suggest that
“data-fication” extends well beyond these digital
presences, extending into diverse domains and
relying on multiple dispersed tools, some of
which are household names and some of which
never will be.
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In the rest of this Essay, I flesh out the idea of
relational big data by describing its conceptual
predecessor in economic sociology. I suggest a
few domains in which data mediate social
relationships and how interactions might change
around it. I then consider what analytical
purchase this flavor of big data gets us
regarding questions of policy in the age of
ubiquitous computing.
I. WHAT’S RELATIONAL ABOUT DATA?
To say that big data is relational borrows a page
from economic sociology, particularly from the
work of Viviana Zelizer.6 As its name implies,
economic sociology broadly examines the social
aspects of economic life, from how markets are
structured to the development of money. One of
Zelizer’s seminal contributions to the field is the
idea that economic exchanges do “relational
work” for people: through transactions, people
create and manage their interpersonal ties. For
example, individuals vary the features of
transactions (in search of what Zelizer calls
“viable matches” among interpersonal ties,
transactions, and media) in order to differentiate
social relationships and create boundaries that
establish what a relationship is and is not.
(Consider, for instance, why you might feel
more comfortable giving a coworker a gift
certificate as a birthday present rather than
cash.) Thus, to construe transactions merely as
trades of fungible goods and services misses a
good part of what’s interesting and important
about them.
I suggest that we should do for data practices
what Zelizer does for economic practices: we
should consider that people use data to create
and define relationships with one another.
Saying that data practices are relational does
more than simply observe that they occur
against a background of social networks; rather,
people constitute and enact their relations with
one another through the use and exchange of
data.7 Consider, for example, a person who
monitors the real-time location of her friends via
a smartphone app designed for this purpose. By
monitoring some friends but not others, she
differentiates among her relationships, defining
some as closer. By agreeing to share their
locations, her friends communicate that they
have no expectation of privacy (to her) as to

where they are, perhaps suggesting that they
trust her. The acts of sharing and monitoring
say a lot about the nature of the relationship;
focusing only on the locational data itself, as
much big data analysis does, ignores the social
negotiations taking place via data practices.
Big data is, at heart, a social phenomenon—but
many of the stories we tell about it reduce
people to mere data points to be acted upon. A
relational framework is appealing because it
puts people, their behaviors, and their
relationships at the center of the analysis as
active agents. Big data and its attendant
practices aren’t monoliths; they are diverse and
socially contingent, a fact which any policy
analysis of big data phenomena must consider.
II. BIG DATA DOMAINS
Data pervade all kinds of social contexts, and
the tools available to gather and use data vary
tremendously across them. In what types of
relationships do data circulate? I touch on a few
here.

Children and families. Technologies for data

gathering and surveillance within families are
proliferating rapidly. A number of these involve
monitoring the whereabouts of family members
(often, though not always, children). One such
product, LockDown GPS, transmits data about a
vehicle’s speed and location so parents can
easily monitor a teen’s driving habits. The
system can prevent a car from being restarted
after it’s been shut off, and parents are
immediately notified of rule violations by e-mail.
The system purports to “[put] the parent in the
driver’s seat 24 hours a day, from anywhere in
the world.”8
A number of other products and apps (like
FlexiSpy, Mamabear, My Mobile Watchdog, and
others) allow individuals to monitor data like the
calls a family member receives, the content of
texts and photos, real-time location, Facebook
activity, and the like, with or without the
monitored party being aware of it. And not all
intra-family monitoring is child-directed: a
number of products market themselves as tools
for tracking down untrustworthy spouses, 9 while
others detect such behaviors as whether an
elder parent has taken his or her medicine. 10
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Communities

and friendships. Jeffrey Lane’s
ethnographic account of three years spent living
with Harlem youth describes how they manage
diverse relationships with friends, rivals, and
authority figures using social media.11 An
abundance of other tools enable us to relate to
our communities through data by, for instance,
finding friends in physical space (Find My
Friends), selecting local businesses to patronize
(Yelp), or “checking in” to physical locations
(Foursquare).
The workplace. The use of productivity metrics

to manage employees is far from new, but the
proliferation of tools for doing so introduces
data
into
new
kinds
of
employment
relationships. Parents can monitor a caretaker’s
behavior via nanny cam. Fast-growing workplace
wellness monitoring programs frequently use
health indicators and behavioral data (derived,
for instance, from a digital pedometer) to let
employers and insurers keep tabs on the health
of their workforce.12 Highly mobile employees
like truck drivers, who traditionally are accorded
a good deal of occupational autonomy, are
increasingly monitored via fleet management
and dispatch systems that transmit data about
their driving habits, fuel usage, and location to a
central hub in real time—practices that have
engendered deep concerns about driver privacy
and harassment.13

Self-monitoring. Finally, individuals increasingly
use electronic data gathering systems to control
their own behavior.
The
Quantified
Self
“movement” is the most acute example of this—
Quantified Selfers monitor their own biophysical,
behavioral, and environmental markers in efforts
to measure progress toward health and other
goals.14 Even among those who would not
identify with such a movement, a number of
self-tracking systems have recently emerged on
the consumer electronics market (for example,
the FitBit and Nike FuelBand), while popular
services like 23AndMe, Mint, and Daytum
facilitate tracking of genetic information,
personal finance, and myriad other types of
data. Even when monitoring is self-directed,
however, these data can impact interpersonal
relationships (for example, by facilitating
comparison and competition within one’s
personal networks).15
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In many areas of life, then, individuals use data
gathering and analysis tools to manage their
relationships with one another in a variety of ways,
only a few of which I mention here. In some cases,
data help people to control the actions of others by
serving as a digital site of accountability for action,
potentially diminishing the need for social trust (for
instance, monitoring a teen’s car may effectively
undermine the need for parent-child trust by
creating a seemingly objective record of compliance
or noncompliance with parental rules). In others,
technologies facilitate competition in relationships:
employment metrics are commonly publicized to
encourage intra-workforce competition, and many
health-centric data services allow and encourage
users to compete with peers and strangers. Such
competition is not merely an externality of the use
of these devices, but a central reason why these
techniques can be effective. Third, data practices
may help individuals to distinguish between
relationships and send desired signals to one
another (e.g., as suggested earlier, adding certain
friends but not others to a find-my-friends service).
The meanings and effects of data practices vary
considerably within and across life domains.
III. POLICY, PRIVACY, IMPLICATIONS
Big data poses big problems for privacy, 16 which
are only compounded by the relational
framework I suggest. Top-down data collection
programs create the need for strong civil
liberties
protections,
due
process,
and
assurances of data integrity. But the privacy
interests implicated by relational big data are
bound up in particular social contexts;17 no
single piece of legislation or court ruling would
prove a useful tool to protect them.
Instead, it is likely that some privacy interests
implicated by relational big data may figure into
existing legal frameworks governing personal
relationships
(for
instance,
workplace
harassment, or tort claims like invasion of
privacy) or in some cases via domain-specific
rules, such as laws governing the use of medical
or genetic information.18 Gathered data may
also come to legal use as evidence,
substantiating an alibi or providing proof of a
fact like vehicle speed. But in most cases,
interpersonal privacy intrusions facilitated by
relational data-gathering tools fall outside the
realm of legal redress, precisely because the law
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is traditionally hesitant to get involved in the
minutiae of personal relationships.
Despite the fact that law doesn’t provide a clear
approach, policymakers and privacy scholars still
have much to gain from thinking about relational
data practices. The ubiquity of interpersonal
data-gathering activities helps us understand
people as both subjects and objects of big data
regimes, not just data points. When people
collect and use data to constitute their
relationships with one another, social norms
around accountability, privacy, veracity, and
trust are likely to evolve in complex ways.
In addition, thinking about individuals this way
may be instructive when considering public
responses to top-down surveillance. For
instance, although recent revelations about the
NSA’s PRISM surveillance program (in which
essentially every major technology provider
secretly supplied consumer communications to
the NSA) excited much outrage among
academics and civil libertarians, news of the
program’s
existence
engendered
a
comparatively tepid response from the general
public.19 Part of the reason may be that we have
become docile20 in light of the ubiquity and
pervasiveness of data gathering across domains
of daily life. Relational data practices may instill
in the public a tolerance for watching and being
watched, measuring and being measured, that
leads us to abide additional surveillance without
much complaint.
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INTRODUCTION
Debates over information privacy are often
framed as an inescapable conflict between
competing interests: a lucrative or beneficial
technology, as against privacy risks to
consumers. Policy remedies traditionally take the
rigid form of either a complete ban, no
regulation, or an intermediate zone of modest
notice and choice mechanisms.*
We believe these approaches are unnecessarily
constrained. There is often a spectrum of
technology
alternatives
that
trade
off
functionality and profit for consumer privacy. We
term these alternatives “privacy substitutes,”
and in this Essay we argue that public policy on
information privacy issues can and should be a
careful exercise in both selecting among, and
providing incentives for, privacy substitutes.1
I. DISCONNECTED POLICY AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
PERSPECTIVES
Policy
stakeholders
frequently
approach
information privacy through a simple balancing.
Consumer privacy interests rest on one side of
the scales, and commercial and social benefits
sit atop the other.2 Where privacy substantially
tips the balance, a practice warrants prohibition;
where privacy is significantly outweighed, no
restrictions are appropriate. When the scales
near
equipoise,
practices
merit
some
(questionably effective3) measure of mandatory
disclosure or consumer control.4

Computer science researchers, however, have
long recognized that technology can enable
tradeoffs between privacy and other interests.
For most areas of technology application, there
exists a spectrum of possible designs that vary
in their privacy and functionality5 characteristics.
Cast in economic terms, technology enables a
robust production-possibility frontier between
privacy and profit, public benefit, and other
values.
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The precise contours of the productionpossibility frontier vary by technology application
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area. In many areas, privacy substitutes afford a
potential Pareto improvement relative to naïve
or status quo designs. In some application
areas, privacy substitutes even offer a strict
Pareto improvement: privacy-preserving designs
can provide the exact same functionality as
intrusive alternatives. The following Subparts
review example designs for web advertising,
online identity, and transportation payment to
illustrate
how
clever
engineering
can
counterintuitively enable privacy tradeoffs.
A. WEB ADVERTISING
In the course of serving an advertisement,
dozens of third-party websites may set or
receive unique identifier cookies.6 The technical
design is roughly akin to labeling a user’s web
browser with a virtual barcode, then scanning
the code with every page view. All advertising
operations—from selecting which ad to display
through billing—can then occur on advertising
company backend services. Policymakers and
privacy advocates have criticized this status quo
approach as invasive since it incorporates
collection of a user’s browsing history.7 Privacy
researchers have responded with a wide range
of
technical
designs
for
advertising
functionality.8
Frequent buyer programs provide a helpful
analogy. Suppose a coffee shop offers a buyten-get-one-free promotion. One common
approach would be for the shop to provide a
swipe card that keeps track of a consumer’s
purchases, and dispenses rewards as earned. An
alternative approach would be to issue a punch
card that records the consumer’s progress
towards free coffee. The shop still operates its
incentive program, but note that it no longer
holds a record of precisely what was bought
when; the punch card keeps track of the
consumer’s behavior, and it only tells the shop
what it needs to know. This latter
implementation
roughly
parallels
privacy
substitutes in web advertising: common
elements include storing a user’s online habits
within the web browser itself, as well as
selectively parceling out information derived
from those habits.

Each design represents a point in the spectrum
of possible tradeoffs between privacy—here, the
information shared with advertising companies—
and other commercial and public values. Moving
from top to bottom, proposals become easier to
deploy, faster in delivery, and more accurate in
advertisement selection and reporting—in
exchange for diminished privacy guarantees.
B. ONLINE IDENTITY
Centralized online identity management benefits
consumers through both convenience and
increased security.9 Popular implementations of
these “single sign-on” or “federated identity”
systems include a sharp privacy drawback,
however: the identity provider learns about the
consumer’s activities. By way of rough analogy:
Imagine going to a bar, where the bouncer
phones the state DMV to check the authenticity
of your driver’s license. The bouncer gets
confirmation of your identity, but the DMV
learns where you are. Drawing on computer
security research, Mozilla has deployed a
privacy-preserving alternative, dubbed Persona.
Through the use of cryptographic attestation,
Persona
provides
centralized
identity
management without Mozilla learning the
consumer’s online activity. In the bar analogy,
instead of calling the DMV, the bouncer carefully
checks the driver’s license for official and
difficult-to-forge markings. The bouncer can still
be sure of your identity, but the DMV does not
learn of your drinking habits.
C. TRANSPORTATION PAYMENT
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Transportation fare cards and toll tags
commonly embed unique identifiers, facilitating
intrusive tracking of a consumer’s movements.
Intuitively, the alternative privacy-preserving
design would be to store the consumer’s balance
on the device, but this approach is vulnerable to
cards being hacked for free transportation. 10 An
area of cryptography called “secure multiparty
computation” provides a solution, allowing two
parties to transact while only learning as much
about each other as is strictly mathematically
necessary to complete the transaction. 11 A
secure multiparty computation approach would
enable the transportation provider to add
reliably and deduct credits from a card or tag—
without knowing the precise device or value
stored.
II. NONADOPTION OF PRIVACY SUBSTITUTES
Technology organizations have rarely deployed
privacy substitutes, despite their promise. A
variety of factors have effectively undercut
commercial implementation.

Engineering Conventions. Information technology

design traditionally emphasizes principles including
simplicity, readability, modifiability, maintainability,
robustness, and data hygiene. More recently,
overcollection has become a common practice—
designers gather information wherever feasible,
since it might be handy later. Privacy substitutes
often turn these norms on their head. Consider,
for example, “differential privacy” techniques for
protecting information within a dataset.12 The
notion is to intentionally introduce (tolerable)
errors into data, a practice that cuts deeply against
design intuition.13

Information Asymmetries. Technology organizations

may not understand the privacy properties of the
systems they deploy. For example, participants in
online advertising frequently claim that their
practices are anonymous—despite substantial
computer science research to the contrary.14 Firms
may also lack the expertise to be aware of privacy
substitutes; as the previous Part showed, privacy
substitutes often challenge intuitions and
assumptions about technical design.

Implementation

and

Switching

Costs. The

investments of labor, time, and capital
associated with researching and deploying a

privacy substitute may be significant. Startups
may be particularly resource constrained, while
mature firms face path-dependent switching
costs owing to past engineering decisions.

Diminished

Private Utility. Intrusive systems
often outperform privacy substitutes (e.g., in
speed, accuracy, and other aspects of
functionality), in some cases resulting in higher
private utility. Moreover, the potential for
presently unknown future uses of data counsels
in favor of overcollection wherever possible.
Inability to Internalize. In theory, consumers or

business partners might compensate a firm for
adopting privacy substitutes. In practice,
however, internalizing the value of pro-privacy
practices has proven challenging. Consumers are
frequently unaware of the systems that they
interact with, let alone the privacy properties of
those systems; informing users sufficiently to
exercise
market
pressure
may
be
impracticable.15 Moreover, even if a sizeable
share of consumers were aware, it may be
prohibitively burdensome to differentiate those
consumers who are willing and able to pay for
privacy. And even if those users could be
identified, it may not be feasible to transfer
small amounts of capital from those consumers.
As for business partners, they too may have
information asymmetries and reflect (indirectly)
lack of consumer pressure. Coordination failures
compound the difficulty of monetizing privacy:
without clear guidance on privacy best practices,
users, businesses, and policymakers have no
standard of conduct to which to request
adherence.

Organizational Divides. To the extent technology
firms do perceive pressure to adopt privacy
substitutes, it is often from government
relations, policymakers, and lawyers. In some
industries the motivation will be another step
removed, filtering through trade associations
and lobbying groups. These nontechnical
representatives often lack the expertise to
propose privacy alternatives themselves or
adequately solicit engineering input.16

Competition Barriers. Some technology sectors
reflect monopolistic or oligopolistic structures.
Even if users and businesses demanded
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improved privacy, there may
competitive pressure to respond.

be

little

III. POLICY PRESCRIPTIONS
Our lead recommendation for policymakers is
straightforward: understand and encourage the
use of privacy substitutes through ordinary
regulatory practices. When approaching a
consumer privacy problem, policymakers should
begin by exploring not only the relevant privacy
risks and competing values, but also the space
of possible privacy substitutes and their
associated tradeoffs. If policymakers are
sufficiently certain that socially beneficial privacy
substitutes
exist,17 they
should
turn
to
conventional regulatory tools to incentivize
deployment of those technologies. 18 For
example, a regulatory agency might provide an
enforcement safe harbor to companies that
deploy sufficiently rigorous privacy substitutes.
Policymakers should also target the market
failures that lead to nonadoption of privacy
substitutes. Engaging directly with industry
engineers, for example, may overcome
organizational
divides
and
information
asymmetries. Efforts at standardization of
privacy substitutes may be particularly effective;
information technology is often conducive to
design sharing and reuse. We are skeptical of
the efficacy of consumer education efforts, 19 but
informing business partners could alter
incentives.

cavalierly posit that information technology has
sounded the death knell for individual privacy.
We could not disagree more. Information
technology is poised to protect individual
privacy—if policymakers get the incentives right.
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CONCLUSION
This brief Essay is intended to begin reshaping
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nuanced tradeoffs. Much more remains to be
said: Can privacy substitutes also reconcile
individual privacy with government intrusions
(e.g.,
for
law
enforcement
or
intelligence)?20 How can policymakers recognize
privacy substitute pseudoscience?21 We leave
these and many more questions for another
day, and part ways on this note: pundits often
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REVISITING THE 2000
STANFORD SYMPOSIUM
IN LIGHT OF BIG DATA
William McGeveran*
On February 6, 2000, mere weeks into the 21st
Century, a collection of the brightest minds
considering the regulation of the digital world
gathered at Stanford Law School to discuss a
cutting-edge question: Cyberspace and Privacy:
A New Legal Paradigm? Soon after, I purchased
a copy of the Stanford Law Review containing
the writing that emerged from that symposium. 1
(How quaint! A bound volume, made of ink and
paper!) Today this remarkable collection
remains one of the most consulted books in my
collection, printed or digital. Even that early in
the internet era, the authors of those articles
had already identified the outlines of the crucial
issues that continue to occupy us today. (And,
indeed, continue to occupy them, since almost
all remain among the leading scholars
specializing in internet-related topics).*
Thirteen years later, questions about the
emergence of a “new paradigm” often relate to
“Big Data” methodologies – the analysis of huge
data sets to search for informative patterns that
might not have been derived from traditional
hypothesis-driven research. Big Data burst into
general public consciousness within the last
year, and so did its implications for privacy. But
the core practices of Big Data go back to 2000
and earlier, albeit at scales not quite as Big. By
2000, Google had already refined its search
algorithm by analyzing huge numbers of users’
queries. Transportation engineers already
planned road improvements by running
simulations based on numerous observations of
real traffic patterns. Epidemiological research
already relied on mass quantities of patient
data, including both health and demographic
*

Associate Professor, Vance Opperman Research Scholar,
University of Minnesota Law School.

information. And, as demonstrated by Michael
Froomkin’s inventory of “privacy-destroying
technologies” in the 2000 Symposium, we were
already experiencing massive data collection and
inevitable subsequent processing.2
Today’s Symposium, cosponsored by Stanford
once more, asks whether Big Data represents
something entirely new for privacy. Well, leafing
through the pages of the 2000 Stanford
Symposium, one encounters all the same
debates that are arising now in the context of
Big Data – perhaps with a few twists, but still
quite familiar. This brief essay offers some
examples.
I have now heard a number of smart people
suggest that treating personal information as a
species of property would address many
concerns about Big Data. After all, the insights
gleaned from Big Data analysis are valuable.
They think propertization would require those
analyzing data to internalize privacy costs
generated by their processing, give individuals
leverage, or ensure that resulting windfalls are
shared with the people whose information
contributed to the profit. We have had this
argument before. At the time of the 2000
Symposium, Pamela Samuelson aptly critiqued a
portion of the privacy debate as “a quasireligious war to resolve whether a person’s
interest in her personal data is a fundamental
civil liberty or commodity interest.”3 Up to that
point many commentators had similarly
suggested
that
conceiving
of
personal
information as one’s property would be an
attractive way to secure privacy. There is an
initial attraction to the idea. But at the 2000
Symposium and soon thereafter, a growing
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scholarly consensus joined Samuelson in
expressing great skepticism about that notion. 4
Mixing property concepts with privacy concepts
brought up doctrinal complications. To begin
with, IP regimes such as copyright exist to
encourage broad distribution of the underlying
content, the very opposite purpose of privacy
rules intended to limit the audience for
information.5 Further, complex adjustments to
preserve speech interests and the public domain
overwhelmed the simplicity of the property
model.6
At a deeper theoretical level, it wasn’t terribly
clear what a property rationale really
accomplished. The “quasi-religious” dispute
often turned on framing without affecting
substance. Certainly, as Julie Cohen pointed out
in the 2000 Symposium and in much of her later
work, the rhetoric of ownership has an effect. If
we talk about Big Data organizations “buying”
personal information from the willing sellers
depicted by that information, we will enshrine
assumptions about consent, knowledge, and
utility that merit closer inspection. 7 But as a
matter of legal design, merely calling an
entitlement “property” does not make it any
stronger. If the data subject can bargain the
right away, all that really matters is the
structure of that interaction – default rules,
disclosure obligations, imputed duties. Regimes
such as the European Union’s data protection
directive or the HIPAA privacy rules impose
significant privacy obligations on data processing
without calling the resulting individual rights
“property.” If I own my data but can sell it to a
data miner (Big or Small) by clicking an “I
agree” button at site registration, then what
difference does that ownership make on the
ground? I encourage those who would turn to
ownership as the silver-bullet response to Big
Data to read those 2000 Symposium articles
first.
Another renewed debate that was already in full
cry at the 2000 Symposium relates to
technological protections. Big Data is made
possible by rapid advances in computational
power and digital storage capacity. Why not,
smart people now ask, use these same features
to ensure that downstream Big Data entities
respect individuals’ preferences about the use of
their data? Ideas like persistent tagging of data

with expiration dates or use restrictions are in
vogue. Internet scholars such as Viktor MayerSchönberger and Jonathan Zittrain emphasize
the importance of curtailing data permanence
through a variety of measures including
technological ones.8 And developments like the
European Union’s deliberation over a “right to be
forgotten” and California’s “shine the light” law
might create incentives to design Big Data
mechanisms that allow individuals to inspect the
personal data entities hold about them, and to
delete it if they withdraw their consent for
processing.
Unlike the propertization strategy, I think this
approach has some potential merit, if it is
backed by legal rules ensuring adoption and
compliance. But nothing about Big Data makes
any of these new concepts. Zittrain certainly
recognizes this, because he was one of several
speakers at the Symposium debating the
potential of “trusted systems” to embed privacy
protection in the architecture of data systems. 9
And Lawrence Lessig’s notion that “code is law”
was a centerpiece of the debate by 2000. 10
Proposals for trusted intermediaries or data
brokers who handled information with a duty to
protect the data subject’s privacy interests were
already in wide circulation by 2000 as well.
These types of techno-architectural responses
should be guided by history, such as the failure
of P3P and the very slow uptake for other
privacy-enhancing technologies, all discussed in
the 2000 Symposium. As we already knew in
2000, technology can contribute greatly to
addressing privacy problems, but cannot solve
them on its own.
A third argument that has flared up with
renewed vigor, fueled by Big Data, asks how
much speech-related protection might apply to
processing of data.11 This discussion relates to
new regulatory proposals, particularly those that
advocate increased control at the processing
and storage phases of data handling. These
rules, it is said, contrast with the collectionfocused rules that now dominate privacy law,
especially in the US.
Once again, the seminal work was already
happening in the 2000 Symposium. In his
contribution,
Eugene
Volokh
memorably
characterized much of privacy law as “a right to
stop people from speaking about you.” 12 Others
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in the Symposium took up both sides of the
argument.13 The speech aspects of Big Data
activities resemble very much the speech
aspects of past data mining activities. While
downstream regulation may be more attractive,
there is still no real sea change in the
dissemination of personal information. Neither
its larger scale nor its lack of hypothesis should
influence application of First Amendment
principles to Big Data. There is no more
speaking in Big Data than there was in MediumSized Data, circa 2000.
Finally, some discussion of Big Data emphasizes
that, by its nature, the subsequent processing of
information is unpredictable. Smart people
wonder what this means for the consent that
was offered at the time of initial collection. If the
purposes for which data would be used later
could not be specified then, could there be true
consent from the data subject? In the European
Union, the answer to this question has long
been: no. But for a long time now, the U.S. has
embraced an increasingly farcical legal fiction
that detailed disclosures to data subjects
generated true informed consent. The empirical
silliness of this notion was brought home by a
recent study calculating that it would take the
average person 76 work days to read every
privacy policy that applied to her.14
Yet again, however, the 2000 Symposium
already understood the disconnection between
the complexities of data collection and
processing and the cognitive abilities of an
individual site user to offer meaningful
consent.15 Froomkin explained the economics of
“privacy myopia,” under which a consumer is
unable to perceive the slow aggregation of
information in a profile, and therefore its true
privacy costs.16 If Big Data processing might be
even more remote, then it might induce even
more myopia, but we would have the tools to
analyze it from the 2000 Symposium.17
Each of these four debates – propertization,
technological measures, speech protection, and
privacy myopia – takes on new salience because
of Big Data. But they are not fundamentally
different from the brilliant deliberations at the
2000 Symposium. To see how they apply today
one must substitute the names of some
companies and update some technological
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assumptions. But these cosmetic changes don’t
compromise their theoretical core.
In the end, what is different about Big Data?
Basically, that it is Big. The scale of information
collected and processed is considerably greater.
In addition, the ability to draw inferences from
data has become steadily more sophisticated. So
there is more data and it is more useful. But by
2000 we already surrendered vast quantities of
personal information in our everyday life. It was
already mined assiduously in search of insights
both aggregate and personalized. We were
already worried about all that, and already
considering how to respond. I don't mean to
suggest that the development of Big Data isn't
important. I only emphasize that the ways to
think about it, and the policy debates that it
generates, have been around for a long time.
The 2000 Symposium remains highly relevant
today – and that kind of longevity itself proves
the enduring value of the best privacy
scholarship.
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POLICY FRAMEWORKS TO
ENABLE BIG HEALTH DATA
Deven McGraw*
The latest hot topic in technology is “big data,”
with nearly everyone, from corporate executives
to academics to policy pundits, espousing its
transformative power to help address a broad
range of societal challenges.*
Big data is a particular focus of health care
policy conversations. We know already (from
data, of course) that the U.S. health care system
is plagued by overall poor outcomes, distressing
racial and ethnic health disparities, alarming
safety problems, and unsustainable costs. But
we know far less about how to effectively
address those issues.
Big data is seen as
crucial in reversing those trends.1
The term big data is used in many ways; for
some, big data actually must be “big” in terms
of the size of the database.2 In health care, the
term is frequently used to refer to analytics of
health data across multiple health care
databases, such as physician and hospital
medical records and insurance claims databases.
Whether the database qualifies as “big” by
technology standards is less important than
having
sufficient
information
to
draw
scientifically valid conclusions, which depends on
the question posed. Health big data is an
important component of the “learning health
care system,” which refers to leveraging health
information to improve the knowledge base
about effective prevention and treatment
strategies, and to disseminate that knowledge
more rapidly to improve the quality and
efficiency of health care.3
There is broad support for leveraging health
data for learning purposes. At the same time,
concerns have been raised about whether
current laws governing “learning” uses of health
data are up to the task. Some have questioned
*

Deven McGraw, Director, Health Privacy Project, Center for
Democracy & Technology.

whether those laws are sufficiently protective of
patient privacy, while others have charged that
the rules erect unnecessary and costly barriers. 4
Surveys show that a majority of the public
supports research uses of data; at the same
time, individuals consistently express concerns
about the privacy of their medical information. 5
At the end of the day, the public must trust a
vibrant and sustainable ecosystem for health big
data.
Are today’s debates about health big data just a
rehash of old (and still ongoing) debates about
policies governing research uses of health
information? The issues surrounding privacy
protections for research uses of data are not
new. But health big data is more than just a
new term for an old problem. The health data
environment today is vastly different and will
likely change more rapidly in the near future.
Until recently, researchers frequently needed to
extract clinical data from paper files in order to
do analytics. In addition, health data research
was customarily done by sophisticated academic
medical and research centers, health plans
(whose claims data has been digital for well over
a decade) and well-resourced data mining
companies.
But the Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
of 2009 (HITECH)6 is changing that dynamic.
Among those providers eligible for HITECH’s
electronic medical record incentive program,
more than half of clinicians and 80 percent of
hospitals are now capturing clinical data using
EMRs.7 More clinical data is available in digital
(and in some cases, standardized) form, due to
existing sources of research data going digital
and an increase in potential sources of clinical
research data.
In addition, digital health data is no longer
collected only by traditional health system
entities like health care providers and health
insurers. Consumers are increasingly collecting
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and sharing data on health and wellness using
personal health record tools, mobile health
applications, and social networking sites.
Individuals also can leave digital health
footprints when they conduct online searches for
health information. The health data shared by
consumers using such tools can range from
detailed clinical information, such as downloads
from an implantable device and details about
medication regimens, to data about weight,
caloric intake, and exercise logs.
The worlds of clinical and administrative claims
data and consumer health data today are largely
separate silos, but efforts to learn from
combined health datasets are increasing.
Beginning in 2014, patients will begin to have
direct access to their clinical health information
through portals to their provider’s electronic
medical records.8 Such access will include the
capability to download this data into tools of the
patient’s choosing, and to directly transmit this
data to other entities.9 Policymakers are also in
discussion
about
requiring
providers
participating the HITECH incentive program to
incorporate electronic data generated by
patients into their clinical workflows.10
Building and maintaining public trust in a
broader, robust, health big data ecosystem will
require the development and implementation of
comprehensive, adaptable policy and technology
frameworks. Such frameworks should:







provide protections for health data while
still enabling analytics to solve pressing
health challenges;
apply consistently to health data
regardless of the type of entity
collecting it (be it a hospital or a
commercial health app) and yet still be
flexible enough to respond to the
particular risks to privacy posed by
different health data sharing models;
include mechanisms to hold entities
collecting and analyzing health data
accountable for complying with rules
and best practices;
provide incentives for the adoption of
privacy-enhancing
technical
architectures/models for collecting and
sharing data; and



be based on thoughtful application of
the Fair Information Practice Principles
(FIPPs),
which
have
been
the
foundation for privacy laws and industry
best practices both in the U.S. and
internationally.
Although there are
many articulations of the FIPPs, the
Markle Foundation led a multistakeholder effort to create a version
tailored to health data that could be the
starting point for health big data
frameworks.11

Efforts to develop more effective ethical and
legal frameworks for learning uses of health
data have already begun, although they have
largely been focused on a re-consideration of
existing policies governing the traditional health
care system. For example, in a Hastings Center
special report, Ethical Oversight of Learning
Health Care Systems, renowned bioethicists
challenged the traditional treatment of research
uses of data as inherently more risky for
patients than treatment and called for a new
ethics framework for the learning health care
system
more
expressly
acknowledges
contributing to learning from data as an ethical
obligation of both providers and patients. 12 CDT
also has participated in discussions regarding
the policy and technology needs of a learning
health care system sponsored by the Institute of
Medicine, the Clinical Trials Transformation
Initiative, AcademyHealth, eHealth Initiative, the
Bipartisan Policy Center, and the American
Medical Informatics Association. Given broad
support for leveraging health data to reform
health care, there are likely other important
conversations taking place on these issues.
However, these efforts have not yet yielded
consensus on how to address health big data
issues and are not focusing (at least not yet) on
developing frameworks that also could apply to
health data outside of the traditional healthcare
ecosystem. CDT is beginning work to develop a
policy and technology framework for health big
data. We hope to be a catalyst for merged
conversations about consistent policies for
health data analytics regardless of the type of
entity collecting, sharing and analyzing the data.
Although this work is in the early stages, we
offer the following to jumpstart a richer
dialogue.
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Some consistency for policies governing
health big data is desirable, to create
predictability and reduce uncertainty.
But desire for consistency need not
(and probably should not) yield the
exact same rules for all circumstances.
For example, appropriate policies
governing how doctors and hospitals
use health data for learning purposes
will likely vary from those for a social
networking site. As noted above, the
FIPPs ideally should be applied
thoughtfully, considering the context of
a particular health data use (or uses)
and the potential “risk” to patients. 13
With respect to health data, the
concept of risk needs a broad frame,
beyond the typical tangible harms like
loss of employment or insurance
discrimination and encompassing risks
like stereotyping, harms to dignity and
harms to trust in the historic
confidentiality of the clinician-patient
relationship.



The rules under the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) and the Common Rule (which
governs federally funded health data
research) are the best place to start for
refining policy frameworks for big data
uses in the traditional health care
system.
However, those two legal
regimes should be more consistent;
efforts to do so have been launched
but
do
not
appear
close
to
completion.14 In addition, both regimes
rely disproportionately on patient
consent to govern learning uses of
data; yet consent shifts the burden of
protecting privacy to individuals and
may be less effective in protecting
privacy in big data analytics.15
A
thoughtful application of the FIPPs
should include consideration of whether
policies that enhance transparency to
individuals about big data uses, or that
enable more active engagement and
input of individuals in the research
enterprise, are more effective at
building public trust while facilitating
health big data analytics.
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Policies governing health data today
provide few, if any, incentives to
pursue data analytics using privacyenhancing technical architectures, such
as distributed data networks in lieu of
centralized collection of copies of data.
For example, in the Mini Sentinel
Distributed Database, which facilitates
safety surveillance on drugs approved
by the FDA, participating data sources
format their data into a Common Data
Model and perform the analytics;
aggregate results (not raw data) are
reported out and collectively produce
an answer to the research question
(sometimes referred to as “bringing the
questions to the data”).16
Other
models include pushing data to a
dedicated
edge
server,
enabling
analytics to be performed without
releasing the raw data (a model that
works particularly well for data sources
without the expertise to perform the
analytics). The technical model used for
research should address the particular
analytic needs, so there is no “one size
fits all.” Nevertheless, incentives to use
privacy-enhancing
technical
architectures (of which there are more
than the two examples listed here)
should be part of the discussion.



It’s not clear there are sufficient
incentives to pursue big data analytics
that address the nation’s most pressing
health care priorities. Within the
traditional health care system, rules
governing learning uses of health data
permit such uses but do not require
entities
to
undertake
them.
Consequently, entities that engage in
research are those whose missions
expressly incorporate research and/or
who are receiving some financial
support for it. With respect to health
data collected in the consumer-facing
or
commercial
space,
business
imperatives likely will drive big data
uses.
We need additional debate
regarding how to provide incentives for
big data uses that benefit the public. Of
course, the form of those incentives will
need to be carefully considered within
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the context of creating
framework for big data uses.


a

trust

Policies around de-identification of
health data also need reconsideration.
Much of health big data analytics will
take place using so-called “deidentified” data. However, there are no
standards for de-identification other
than those set forth in HIPAA, and noncovered entities are not required to use
them.
Questions have been raised
about
whether
one
of
the
methodologies for de-identification, the
safe harbor, is sufficiently rigorous; and
too few entities use the statistical
method,
which
provides
more
protection and yields greater data
utility.17
In addition, because deidentification does not eliminate risk of
re-identification, protections are still
needed for the residual re-identification
and other privacy risks that remain in
the data.18

The promise of health big data is clear but will
not be realized without the trust of the public.
Now is the time to accelerate the hard work of
developing
the
technology
and
policy
frameworks that will achieve that trust.
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Classification is the foundation of targeting and
tailoring information and experiences to
individuals. Big data promises—or threatens—to
bring classification to an increasing range of
human activity. While many companies and
government agencies foster an illusion that
classification is (or should be) an area of absolute
algorithmic rule—that decisions are neutral,
organic, and even automatically rendered without
human intervention—reality is a far messier mix of
technical and human curating. Both the datasets
and the algorithms reflect choices, among others,
about data, connections, inferences, interpretation,
and thresholds for inclusion that advance a specific
purpose. Like maps that represent the physical
environment in varied ways to serve different
needs—mountaineering,
sightseeing,
or
shopping—classification systems are neither
neutral nor objective, but are biased toward their
purposes. They reflect the explicit and implicit
values of their designers. Few designers “see them
as artifacts embodying moral and aesthetic
choices” or recognize the powerful role they play
in crafting “people’s identities, aspirations, and
dignity.”1 But increasingly, the subjects of
classification, as well as regulators, do.*
Today, the creation and consequences of some
classification systems, from determination of
tax-exempt status to predictive analytics in
health insurance, from targeting for surveillance
to systems for online behavioral advertising
(OBA), are under scrutiny by consumer and data
protection regulators, advocacy organizations
and even Congress. Every step in the big data
*
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pipeline is raising concerns: the privacy
implications of amassing, connecting, and using
personal information, the implicit and explicit
biases embedded in both datasets and
algorithms, and the individual and societal
consequences of the resulting classifications and
segmentation. Although the concerns are wide
ranging and complex, the discussion and
proposed solutions often loop back to privacy
and
transparency—specifically,
establishing
individual control over personal information, and
requiring entities to provide some transparency
into personal profiles and algorithms.2
The computer science community, while
acknowledging concerns about discrimination,
tends to position privacy as the dominant
concern.3
Privacy-preserving
advertising
schemes support the view that tracking,
auctioning, and optimizing done by the many
parties in the advertising ecosystem are
acceptable, as long as these parties don’t
“know” the identity of the target.4
Policy proposals are similarly narrow. They
include regulations requiring consent prior to
tracking individuals or prior to the collection of
“sensitive information,” and context-specific
codes respecting privacy expectations. 5 Bridging
the technical and policy arenas, the World Wide
Web
Consortium’s
draft
“do-not-track”
specification will allow users to signal a desire to
avoid OBA.6 These approaches involve greater
transparency.
Regrettably, privacy controls and increased
transparency fail to address concerns with the
classifications and segmentation produced by
big data analysis.
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At best, solutions that vest individuals with
control over personal data indirectly impact the
fairness of classifications and outcomes—
resulting in discrimination in the narrow legal
sense, or “cumulative disadvantage” fed by the
narrowing
of
possibilities.7 Whether
the
information used for classification is obtained
with or without permission is unrelated to the
production of disadvantage or discrimination.
Control-based solutions are a similarly poor
response to concerns about the social
fragmentation of “filter bubbles”8 that create
feedback loops reaffirming and narrowing
individuals’ worldviews, as these concerns exist
regardless of whether such bubbles are freely
chosen, imposed through classification, or, as is
often the case, some mix of the two.

it is unreasonable to expect transparency alone
to root out bias.

At worst, privacy solutions can hinder efforts to
identify classifications that unintentionally
produce objectionable outcomes—for example,
differential treatment that tracks race or
gender—by limiting the availability of data about
such attributes. For example, a system that
determined whether to offer individuals a
discount on a purchase based on a seemingly
innocuous array of variables being positive
(“shops for free weights and men’s shirts”)
would in fact routinely offer discounts to men
but not women. To avoid unintentionally
encoding such an outcome, one would need to
know that men and women arrayed differently
along this set of dimensions. Protecting against
this sort of discriminatory impact is advanced by
data about legally protected statuses, since the
ability to both build systems to avoid it and
detect systems that encode it turns on
statistics.9 While automated decisionmaking
systems “may reduce the impact of biased
individuals, they may also normalize the far
more massive impacts of system-level biases
and blind spots.”10 Rooting out biases and blind
spots in big data depends on our ability to
constrain, understand, and test the systems that
use such data to shape information,
experiences, and opportunities. This requires
more data.

Solutions to these problems are among the
hardest to conceptualize, in part because
perfecting individual choice may impair other
socially desirable outcomes. Fragmentation,
regardless of whether its impact can be viewed
as disadvantageous from any individual’s or
group’s perspective, and whether it is chosen or
imposed, corrodes the public debate considered
essential to a functioning democracy.

Exposing the datasets and algorithms of big
data
analysis
to
scrutiny—transparency
solutions—may
improve
individual
comprehension, but given the independent
(sometimes intended) complexity of algorithms,

The
decreased
exposure
to
differing
perspectives, reduced individual autonomy, and
loss of serendipity that all result from
classifications that shackle users to profiles used
to frame their “relevant” experience, are not
privacy
problems.
While
targeting,
narrowcasting, and segmentation of media and
advertising, including political advertising, are
fueled by personal data, they don’t depend on it.
Individuals often create their own bubbles.
Merely allowing individuals to peel back their
bubbles—to view the Web from someone else’s
perspective, devoid of personalization—does not
guarantee that they will.11

If privacy and transparency are not the panacea
to the risks posed by big data, what is?
First, we must carefully unpack and model the
problems attributed to big data.12 The ease with
which policy and technical proposals revert to
solutions focused on individual control over
personal information reflects a failure to
accurately conceptualize other concerns. While
proposed solutions are responsive to a subset of
privacy concerns—we discuss other concepts of
privacy at risk in big data in a separate paper—
they offer a mixed bag with respect to
discrimination, and are not responsive to
concerns about the ills that segmentation
portends for the public sphere.
Second, we must approach big data as a
sociotechnical system. The law’s view of
automated
decisionmaking
systems
is
schizophrenic, at times viewing automated
decisionmaking with suspicion and distrust and
at others exalting it as the antidote to the
discriminatory
urges
and
intuitions
of
people.13 Viewing the problem as one of
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machine versus man misses the point. The key
lies in thinking about how best to manage the
risks to the values at stake in a sociotechnical
system.14 Questions
of
oversight
and
accountability should inform the decision of
where to locate values. Code presents
challenges to oversight, but policies amenable to
formal description can be built in and tested for.
The same cannot be said of the brain. Our point
is simply that big data debates are ultimately
about values first, and about math and
machines only second.
Third, lawyers and technologists must focus
their attention on the risks of segmentation
inherent in classification. There is a broad
literature on fairness in social choice theory,
game theory, economics, and law that can guide
such work.15 Policy solutions found in other
areas include the creation of “standard offers”;
the use of test files to identify biased outputs
based on ostensibly unbiased inputs; required
disclosures of systems’ categories, classes,
inputs, and algorithms; and public participation
in the design and review of systems used by
governments.
In computer science and statistics, the literature
addressing bias in classification comprises:
testing for statistical evidence of bias; training
unbiased classifiers using biased historical data;
a statistical approach to situation testing in
historical data; a method for maximizing utility
subject to any context-specific notion of
fairness; an approach to fair affirmative action;
and work on learning fair representations with
the goal of enabling fair classification of future,
not yet seen, individuals.
Drawing from existing approaches, a system
could place the task of constructing a metric—
defining who must be treated similarly—outside
the system, creating a path for external
stakeholders—policymakers, for example—to
have greater influence over, and comfort with,
the fairness of classifications. Test files could be
used to ensure outcomes comport with this
predetermined
similarity
metric.
While
incomplete, this suggests that there are
opportunities to address concerns about
discrimination and disadvantage. Combined with
greater transparency and individual access rights
to data profiles, thoughtful policy, and technical
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design could tend toward a more complete set
of objections.
Finally, the concerns related to fragmentation of
the public sphere and “filter bubbles” are a
conceptual muddle and an open technical design
problem. Issues of selective exposure to media,
the absence of serendipity, and yearning for the
glue of civic engagement are all relevant. While
these objections to classification may seem at
odds with “relevance” and personalization, they
are not a desire for irrelevance or underspecificity. Rather they reflect a desire for the
tumult of traditional public forums—sidewalks,
public parks, and street corners—where a
measure of randomness and unpredictability
yields a mix of discoveries and encounters that
contribute to a more informed populace. These
objections resonate with calls for “public” or
“civic” journalism that seeks to engage “citizens
in deliberation and problem-solving, as members
of larger, politically involved publics,”16 rather
than catering to consumers narrowly focused on
private lives, consumption, and infotainment.
Equally important, they reflect the hopes and
aspirations we ascribe to algorithms: despite our
cynicism and reservations, “we want them to be
neutral, we want them to be reliable, we want
them to be the effective ways in which we come
to know what is most important.”17 We want to
harness the power of the hive brain to expand
our horizons, not trap us in patterns that
perpetuate the basest or narrowest versions of
ourselves.
The urge to classify is human. The lever of big
data, however, brings ubiquitous classification,
demanding greater attention to the values
embedded and reflected in classifications, and
the roles they play in shaping public and private
life.
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SENSOR PRIVACY AS ONE
REALISTIC & REASONABLE
MEANS TO BEGIN
REGULATING BIG DATA
Scott R. Peppet*
Let us start with a reasonably safe prediction:
It is unlikely that the United States will ever
enact comprehensive Big Data privacy
legislation. Privacy scholars have long
lamented the difficulties of enacting any
comprehensive legislative privacy reform. 1
Beyond that general inertia, Big Data
legislation is particularly improbable. Although
it is relatively easy to articulate broad
principles to control Big Data—such as those
in the Obama Administration’s Consumer
Privacy Bill of Rights—it is hard to imagine
how a comprehensive statute would define its
scope sufficiently broadly to have impact but
not so broadly as to bring every byte of data
within its purview. Moreover, the obvious
economic value of Big Data means that strong
constituents will seek to protect its growth
trajectory and limit legislative overreach.
Although even ardent proponents of Big Data
increasingly
acknowledge
its
privacy
implications and seek legal constraints to
prevent extreme privacy-violative uses,2 so far
there have been very few concrete proposals
in academic work,3 industry reports, 4 or
legislation to regulate Big Data. *
This lack of a realistic regulatory agenda is
dangerous for both privacy and the Big Data
industry. Without some realistic means to
constrain Big Data, its proponents’ calls for more
robust privacy protection will begin to seem
unhelpful, at best, or disingenuous, at worst.
This risks consumer disengagement and
skepticism: as the World Economic Forum
recently put it, “the lack of resolution on means
of accountability … contributes to a lack of trust
*

Professor of Law, University of Colorado School of Law.

throughout the [Big Data] ecosystem.” 5 How
then, to make real progress on regulating Big
Data?
Legislative momentum builds in response to
salient, concrete, urgent needs that are easy to
understand and act upon. Rather than wait for
an
unlikely
(and
potentially
unwieldy)
comprehensive Big Data law, we should focus
on the achievable: implementing data security,
data transparency, and data use constraints for
sensitive types of information in a localized,
sector by sector, input-type by input-type
fashion that attends to salient threats caused by
particular aspects of the Big Data infrastructure.
The key is to regulate uses, not types of data,
but in context-specific ways.
I nominate sensor privacy as the first candidate.
Concern about Big Data generally focuses on the
ways in which inferences can be drawn from the
online data available about each of us, such as
Twitter and Facebook accounts, Google
searches, and web surfing patterns. Far more
powerful, however, are the new streams of
information emanating from the millions of tiny,
largely unnoticed, sensors beginning to saturate
daily life. Whether in your smart phone, health
monitoring bracelet (e.g., FitBit or Nike
FuelBand), automobile black box, home or
“smart grid” electricity monitor, employee
tracking device, or even your baby’s Internetconnected and sensor-laden “onesie,” sensors
are suddenly everywhere.6 As the cost of such
sensors plummeted in the last few years, they
have become ubiquitous in consumer products
available at scale.7 Some estimate that by 2025
over one trillion consumer and industrial devices
will be connected to the Internet or each other. 8
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Sensor data are the stuff of Big Data dreams.
Unlike information gleaned from online posts,
Tweets, or searches, sensor data provide a rich
picture of actual behavior, not beliefs or selfprojections.9 Your FitBit shows whether you
actually exercise; your Facebook profile shows
only that you say you exercise. As inputs into
Big Data analytic engines, these data are
revolutionizing health care, energy efficiency,
management productivity analysis, and industrial
engineering.
At the same time, sensor data feed Big Data
analytics in ways that present serious and
particularly pressing privacy risks. Consider
three.
First, sensor data are inherently both sensitive
and migratory. Sensors may directly monitor
sensitive information: a health monitor may
reveal weight, exercise or eating habits, or
stress level, for example.10 Similarly, electricity
sensors—whether as part of a state-wide “smart
grid” or a consumer energy-saving device—may
show how much time you watch television or
how late at night you get home (e.g., just after
the local bars typically close). In addition,
however, sensors can easily reveal sensitive
information by supporting unexpected Big Data
inferences. For example, monitoring such
electrical signals can also reveal how responsible
you are (e.g., by showing whether you leave
your children home alone), how forgetful you
may be (e.g., by showing whether you leave the
oven on while at work), and even your
intellectual interests (e.g., research has shown
that one can accurately determine exactly what
movie someone is watching on television just by
monitoring the electrical signals emanating from
the person’s house).11
Most important, sensor data inherently migrate
across contexts. Although a consumer may think
that an electricity sensor will generate data only
to promote energy savings or that a FitBit’s
biometric information is useful solely for
wellness-related purposes, such data could
easily help an insurer draw inferences about that
consumer to set premiums more accurately
(e.g., amount of exercise may influence health
or life insurance), aid a lender in assessing the
consumer’s creditworthiness (e.g., conscientious
exercisers may be better credit risks), or help an

employer determine whom to hire (e.g., those
with healthy personal habits may turn out to be
more diligent employees). To the extent that
context-violative data use breaks privacy
norms—as Helen Nissenbaum and others have
argued—such Big Data use of consumer sensors
will disrupt consumers’ expectations. 12
Second, sensor data are particularly difficult to
de-identify. Without delving into the burgeoning
literature on de-identification generally—which
has consistently shown that anonymized
datasets are easier to re-identify than previously
assumed13—the point here is that sensor data
sets are particularly vulnerable. For example, Ira
Hunt, Chief Technology Officer of the Central
Intelligence Agency, recently noted that “simply
by looking at the data [from a FitBit] … you can
be one hundred percent guaranteed to be
identified by simply your gait—how you walk.”14
Sensor data sets are prone to what computer
scientists call “sparsity”—individuals can be reidentified relatively easily because sensor data
measurements are so rich and detailed that
each individual in the data set is reasonably
unique. For example, researchers at MIT
recently analyzed data on 1.5 million cellphone
users in Europe over fifteen months and found
that it was fairly easy to extract complete
location information for a single person from an
anonymized data set.15 To do so only required
locating that single user within several hundred
yards of a cellphone transmitter sometime over
the course of an hour four times in one year.
With four such known data points, the
researchers could identify 95 percent of the
users in the data set. As one commentator put
it, “what they are showing here, quite clearly, is
that it’s very hard to preserve anonymity.”16
Third, at the moment sensor data seem
particularly prone to security flaws. Because
sensors often must be small to work in
consumer devices, manufacturers currently may
forego robust security technology in favor of a
compact form factor. For example, a research
team recently showed that FitBit health
monitoring sensors could be hacked wirelessly
from a distance of fifteen feet. 17 Sensors in
automobiles—specifically, the tire pressure
monitoring systems that are standard in almost
all vehicles—can likewise be monitored from a
distance as great as one hundred feet. 18 These
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sorts of basic security problems threaten
consumer privacy, and the current lack of
regulatory consequences for breaches of sensor
security mean that the growing sensor industry
has little incentive to improve the situation.
The good news is that sensor privacy has
salience. The power of sensors to capture our
movements, behaviors, habits and even
personalities in such high resolution—and the
ease with which Big Data analysis can draw
uncomfortable inferences from such data that
could be used across a variety of contexts—are
likely to prompt much more public interest and
legislative response than “Big Data” in the
abstract. No one wants her Nike FuelBand to
unknowingly influence her credit score, or her
driving habits sold behind the scenes to a
prospective employer to assess her risk-taking
or sense of responsibility. Sensor privacy may
therefore be an easier regulatory target than Big
Data generally, and thus a way to begin to
ensure that Big Data analysis happens
responsibly. Again, the key to realistic but timely
progress towards accountability is to find
tangible, simple regulatory actions that will
constrain out-of-bounds uses without overly
limiting Big Data’s promise.
Here are some concrete first steps. In the last
decade, legislatures in all but a few states have
passed data breach notification laws that require
companies to disclose publicly serious computer
security violations compromising personal
information. None of these state laws currently
covers sensor data independently of other
personally identifiable information.19 Each
should. State legislatures could relatively easily
amend such statutes to include biometric and
other sensor data so that firms take seriously
their obligation to protect such information.
Given the uniqueness and difficulty of deidentifying sensor data, if FitBit gets hacked,
consumers should know.
Another fairly easy step: limiting the ability of
firms to force consumers to disclose sensor
data. Arkansas, North Dakota, Oregon, and
Virginia, for example, have forbidden auto
insurers from requiring consumers to consent to
future access to a car’s “black box” sensor data
as a condition of insurability or payment of a
claim.20 Such sensor data helps the auto

industry do data analytics to discover safety
problems—it was not meant to influence
insurance rates. This is a reasonable step that
other jurisdictions should mimic.
More weighty would be restrictions on using
sensor data from one domain—such as the
information from a personal health monitor—to
draw inferences in another domain—such as the
financial decision of whether to lend to a given
consumer. Just because your coffee pot knows
that you are lazy and sleep late (or your car’s
black box knows that you speed too much), you
shouldn’t be prevented from getting a mortgage.
As an example, several states have limited a
utility company’s ability to sell smart grid data to
third parties.21 Such use restrictions are
reasonable—sensor data firms should not be
tempted to exploit migratory uses. (If an
informed individual wants to knowingly sell her
data for such cross-context use, that is another
matter altogether.)
Finally, wherever possible we should enforce the
norm that consumers own and have access to
sensor data about them. Currently, sensor
manufacturers are free to use their privacy
policy to claim ownership of users’ biometric or
other sensor data. Some do—the popular
BodyMedia health monitoring armband is an
example.22 If just one state required
manufacturers of personal health monitors to
concede that consumers own and have access
to their sensor information, that would radically
clarify expectations in this domain. Similarly, the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) should rule explicitly that a consumer
owns and controls data generated by her
automobile’s event data recorder, following the
lead of several state legislatures.
Each of these first steps is politically feasible
precisely because each focuses on a specific,
concrete problem in a particular sensor privacy
context. This patchwork approach will no doubt
seem cumbersome and frustrating to some, but
it is the only realistic means to ensure
accountability and constraint in Big Data
analysis. Sensor privacy can be a model for
future context-by-context, precision regulation
of other aspects of Big Data infrastructure. If we
can find ways to reasonably regulate the
manufacturers of consumer sensor devices and
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the users of the data those devices generate,
both consumers and the Big Data industry will
realize that regulation and innovation need not
conflict. Good, fair uses will continue unfettered;
less reasonable uses will be limited one-by-one.
It will not be easy, but it will be worth it.
Ultimately, Big Data—if done responsibly—will
change the world for the better. Reassuring
consumers that basic accountability has been
provided is a necessary precondition to that
revolution.
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INTRODUCTION
Big data is all the rage. Its proponents tout the
use of sophisticated analytics to mine large data
sets for insight as the solution to many of our
society’s problems. These big data evangelists
insist that data-driven decisionmaking can now
give us better predictions in areas ranging from
college admissions to dating to hiring. 1 And it
might one day help us better conserve precious
resources, track and cure lethal diseases, and
make our lives vastly safer and more efficient.
Big data is not just for corporations.
Smartphones and wearable sensors enable
believers in the “Quantified Self” to measure
their lives in order to improve sleep, lose weight,
and get fitter.2 And recent revelations about the
National Security Agency’s efforts to collect a
database of all caller records suggest that big
data may hold the answer to keeping us safe
from terrorism as well.*
Consider The Human Face of Big Data, a glossy
coffee table book that appeared last holiday
season, which is also available as an iPad app.
Such
products
are
thinly
disguised
advertisements for big data’s potential to
revolutionize society. The book argues that “Big
Data is an extraordinary knowledge revolution
that’s sweeping, almost invisibly, through
business, academia, government, healthcare,
and everyday life.”3 The app opens with a
statement that frames both the promise and the
peril of big data: “Every animate and inanimate
object on earth will soon be generating data,

including our homes, our cars, and yes, even
our bodies.” Yet the app and the book, like so
many proponents of big data, provide no
meaningful analysis of its potential perils, only
the promise.
We don’t deny that big data holds substantial
potential for the future, and that large dataset
analysis has important uses today. But we would
like to sound a cautionary note and pause to
consider big data’s potential more critically. In
particular, we want to highlight three paradoxes
in the current rhetoric about big data to help
move us toward a more complete understanding
of the big data picture. First, while big data
pervasively collects all manner of private
information, the operations of big data itself are
almost entirely shrouded in legal and
commercial secrecy. We call this the
Transparency Paradox. Second, though big data
evangelists talk in terms of miraculous
outcomes, this rhetoric ignores the fact that big
data seeks to identify at the expense of
individual and collective identity. We call this
the Identity Paradox. And third, the rhetoric of
big data is characterized by its power to
transform society, but big data has power
effects of its own, which privilege large
government and corporate entities at the
expense of ordinary individuals. We call this
the Power Paradox. Recognizing the paradoxes
of big data, which show its perils alongside its
potential, will help us to better understand this
revolution. It may also allow us to craft solutions
to produce a revolution that will be as good as
its evangelists predict.
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Big data analytics depend on small data inputs,
including information about people, places, and
things collected by sensors, cell phones, click
patterns, and the like. These small data inputs
are aggregated to produce large datasets which
analytic techniques mine for insight. This data
collection happens invisibly and it is only
accelerating. Moving past the Internet of Things
to the “Internet of Everything,” Cisco projects
that thirty-seven billion intelligent devices will
connect to the Internet by 2020. 4 These devices
and sensors drive exponentially growing mobile
data traffic, which in 2012 was almost twelve
times larger than all global Internet traffic was
in 2000.5 Highly secure data centers house
these datasets on high-performance, low-cost
infrastructure to enable real-time or near realtime big data analytics.
This is the Transparency Paradox. Big data
promises to use this data to make the world
more transparent, but its collection is invisible,
and its tools and techniques are opaque,
shrouded by layers of physical, legal, and
technical privacy by design. If big data spells the
end of privacy, then why is the big data
revolution occurring mostly in secret?
Of course, there are legitimate arguments for
some level of big data secrecy (just as there
remain legitimate arguments for personal
privacy in the big data era). To make them work
fully, commercial and government big data
systems which are constantly pulling private
information from the growing Internet of
Everything are also often connected to highly
sensitive intellectual property and national
security assets. Big data profitability can depend
on trade secrets, and the existence of sensitive
personal data in big databases also counsels for
meaningful privacy and security. But when big
data analytics are increasingly being used to
make decisions about individual people, those
people have a right to know on what basis those
decisions are made. Danielle Citron’s call for
“Technological Due Process”6 is particularly
important in the big data context, and it should
apply to both government and corporate
decisions.
We are not proposing that these systems be
stored insecurely or opened to the public en
masse. But we must acknowledge the

Transparency Paradox and bring legal, technical,
business, government, and political leaders
together to develop the right technical,
commercial, ethical, and legal safeguards for big
data and for individuals.7 We cannot have a
system, or even the appearance of a system,
where surveillance is secret,8 or where decisions
are made about individuals by a Kafkaesque
system
of
opaque
and
unreviewable
decisionmakers.9
THE IDENTITY PARADOX
Big data seeks to identify, but it also
threatens identity. This is the Identity Paradox.
We instinctively desire sovereignty over our
personal identity. Whereas the important right
to privacy harkens from the right to be left
alone,10 the right to identity originates from the
right to free choice about who we are. This is
the right to define who “I am.” I am me; I am
anonymous. I am here; I am there. I am
watching; I am buying. I am a supporter; I am a
critic. I am voting; I am abstaining. I am for; I
am against. I like; I do not like. I am a
permanent resident alien; I am an American
citizen.
How will our right to identity, our right to say “I
am,” fare in the big data era? With even the
most basic access to a combination of big data
pools like phone records, surfing history, buying
history, social networking posts, and others, “I
am” and “I like” risk becoming “you are” and
“you will like.” Every Google user is already
influenced by big-data-fed feedback loops from
Google’s tailored search results, which risk
producing individual and collective echo
chambers of thought. In his article, How Netflix
Is Turning Viewers into Puppets, Andrew
Leonard explains how:
The companies that figure out how to
generate intelligence from that data will
know more about us than we know
ourselves, and will be able to craft
techniques that push us toward where
they want us to go, rather than where we
would go by ourselves if left to our own
devices.11
Taking it further, by applying advances in
personal genomics to academic and career
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screening, the dystopian future portrayed in the
movie Gattaca12 might not be that outlandish.
In Gattaca, an aspiring starship pilot is forced to
assume the identity of another because a test
determines him to be genetically inferior.
Without developing big data identity protections
now, “you are” and “you will like” risk becoming
“you cannot” and “you will not”. The power of
Big Data is thus the power to use information to
nudge, to persuade, to influence, and even to
restrict our identities.13
Such influence over our individual and collective
identities risks eroding the vigor and quality of
our democracy. If we lack the power to
individually say who “I am,” if filters and nudges
and personalized recommendations undermine
our intellectual choices, we will have become
identified but lose our identities as we have
defined and cherished them in the past.
THE POWER PARADOX
The power to shape our identities for us
suggests a third paradox of big data. Big data is
touted as a powerful tool that enables its users
to view a sharper and clearer picture of the
world.14 For example, many Arab Spring
protesters and commentators credited social
media for helping protesters to organize. But big
data sensors and big data pools are
predominantly in the hands of powerful
intermediary institutions, not ordinary people.
Seeming to learn from Arab Spring organizers,
the Syrian regime feigned the removal of
restrictions on its citizens’ Facebook, Twitter,
and YouTube usage only to secretly profile,
track, and round up dissidents.15
This is the Power Paradox. Big data will create
winners and losers, and it is likely to benefit the
institutions who wield its tools over the
individuals being mined, analyzed, and sorted.
Not knowing the appropriate legal or technical
boundaries, each side is left guessing.
Individuals
succumb
to
denial
while
governments and corporations get away with
what they can by default, until they are left
reeling from scandal after shock of disclosure.
The result is an uneasy, uncertain state of
affairs that is not healthy for anyone and leaves
individual rights eroded and our democracy
diminished.

If we do not build privacy, transparency,
autonomy, and identity protections into big data
from the outset, the Power Paradox will diminish
big data’s lofty ambitions. We need a healthier
balance of power between those who generate
the data and those who make inferences and
decisions based on it, so that one doesn’t come
to unduly revolt or control the other.
CONCLUSION
Almost two decades ago, Internet evangelist
John Perry Barlow penned A Declaration of the
Independence of Cyberspace, declaring the
Internet to be a “new home of [the] Mind” in
which
governments
would
have
no
jurisdiction.16 Barlow was one of many cyberexceptionalists who argued that the Internet
would change everything. He was mostly right—
the Internet did change pretty much everything,
and it did create a new home for the mind. But
the rhetoric of cyber-exceptionalism was too
optimistic, too dismissive of the human realities
of cyberspace, the problems it would cause, and
the inevitability (and potential utility) of
government regulation.
We think something similar is happening in the
rhetoric of big data, in which utopian claims are
being made that overstate its potential and
understate the values on the other side of the
equation, particularly individual privacy, identity,
and checks on power. Our purpose in this Essay
is thus twofold.
First, we want to suggest that the utopian
rhetoric of big data is frequently overblown, and
that a less wild-eyed and more pragmatic
discussion of big data would be more helpful. It
isn’t too much to ask sometimes for data-based
decisions about data-based decisionmaking.
Second, we must recognize not just big data’s
potential, but also some of the dangers that
powerful big data analytics will unleash upon
society. The utopian ideal of cyberspace needed
to yield to human reality, especially when it
revealed problems like identity theft, spam, and
cyber-bullying. Regulation of the Internet’s
excesses was (and is) necessary in order to gain
the benefits of its substantial breakthroughs.
Something similar must happen with big data,
so that we can take advantage of the good
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things it can do, while avoiding as much of the
bad as possible. The solution to this problem is
beyond the scope of this short symposium
essay, but we think the answer must lie in the
development of a concept of “Big Data Ethics”—
a social understanding of the times and contexts
when big data analytics are appropriate, and of
the times and contexts when they are not.
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BIG DATA:

A PRETTY GOOD PRIVACY SOLUTION
Ira S. Rubinstein*
INTRODUCTION
Big data—by which I mean the use of machine
learning, statistical analysis, and other data mining
techniques to extract hidden information and
surprising correlations from very large and diverse
data sets—raises numerous privacy concerns. A
growing number of privacy scholars (myself
included) have argued that big data casts doubt on
the Fair Information Practices (‘FIPs’), which form
the basis of all modern privacy law.1 With the
advent of big data, the FIPs seem increasingly
anachronistic for three reasons. First, big data
heralds the shift from data actively collected with
user awareness and participation to machine-tomachine transactions (think of electronic tollcollection systems) and passive collection (data
collected as a by-product of other activities like
searching or browsing the web).2 Thus, big data
nullifies informed choice, undermining the FIPs at
their core. Second, big data thrives on comingling
and sharing large data sets to create economic
value and innovation from new and unexpected
uses, making it inimical to collection, purpose, use
or retention limitations, without which the FIPs are
toothless. Finally, big data seems to make
anonymization impossible. Why? The amount of
data available for analysis has increased
exponentially and while much of it seems nonpersonal, researchers have shown that almost any
attribute, when combined with publicly available
background information, can be linked back to an
individual.3 There is a large and growing literature
on whether anonymization is no longer an effective
strategy for protecting privacy4 and to what extent
this failure makes it impossible to publicly release
data that is both private and useful.5*
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This indictment of the FIPs paints big data with
a broad brush. And yet a moment’s thought
suggests that not every big data scenario is
necessarily alike or poses the same risk to
privacy. Having reviewed dozens of big-data
analyses culled from the lay literature, I want to
explore whether they have distinguishing
characteristics that would allow us to categorize
them as having a low, medium, or high risk of
privacy violations.6 In what follows, I offer a
tentative and preliminary categorization of big
data scenarios and their varying levels of risks.
And I emphasize two supplemental FIPs that
may help address some (but not all) of the
riskier scenarios: first, a default prohibition on
the transfer of large data sets to third parties for
secondary uses without the explicit, opt-in
consent of the data subject; and, second, a
broad prohibition on the re-identification of
anonymized data, with violators subject to civil
and/or criminal sanctions. This approach is
partial and imperfect at best but perhaps offers
a pretty good privacy solution for the moment.
DISCUSSION
In a recent book explaining big data for the lay
reader, Viktor Mayer-Schönberger and Kenneth
Cukier describe dozens of scenarios in which big
data analytics extract new insights. 7 Several of
these scenarios are low-risk and raise no or
minimal privacy alarms. As they observe,
“Sensor data from refineries does not [contain
personal information], nor does machine data
from factory floors or data on manhole
explosions or airport weather.”8 What about
services using billions of flight-price records to
predict the direction of prices on specific airline
routes or popular web services using billions of
text or voice samples and “machine learning”
algorithms to develop highly accurate spam
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filters, grammar and spell checkers, and
translation and voice recognition tools? These
scenarios are low risk for several reasons: they
mainly involve first-party collection and analysis
of non-personal or de-identified data, they seek
to improve or enhance devices or systems that
affect consumers rather than specific individuals,
and they involve either very limited or predefined data sets that are not shared with
others. And the services have little incentive to
re-identify individuals; indeed, they may have
made binding promises to safeguard data
security.
If other risk factors are present, however, first
party collection and analysis of limited data sets
may be more troubling. Medium-risk scenarios
occur when (1) the data is personal and/or the
first party contemplates (2) sharing the data
with a third party for secondary uses or (3) a
broad or public data release. And yet it is
possible to reduce the privacy risks in each of
these cases.
A good example of (1) is Google Flu Trends,
which uses search engine query data and
complex models for the early detection of flu
epidemics. Although search queries are IP-based
and therefore identifiable, Google safeguards
privacy by aggregating historical search logs and
discarding information about the identity of
every user.9
A good example of (2) is any smart meter
system subject to California’s SB 1476, a
recently-enacted privacy law that “requires
aggregators of energy consumption data to
obtain consumer consent before sharing
customer information with third parties;
mandates that third parties may only have
access to such data when they are contracting
with
the
utility
to
provide
energy
management-related services; stipulates that
data be kept secure from unauthorized
parties; and mandates that electricity
ratepayers opt in to authorize any sharing of
their energy consumption data for any
secondary commercial purpose[s].” 10 Absent
such protections, utilities might be tempted to
sell consumption data for analysis and
secondary use by third parties for marketing
purposes or to determine insurance risk. SB
1476 permits first party data analysis for

operational purposes that benefit both
consumers and society while also addressing
the risks associated with third party sharing for
secondary uses.
A good example of (3) is using anonymized geolocation data derived from GPS-equipped devices
to optimize public transit systems. The analysis
relied on a research challenge dubbed “Data for
Development” in which the French telecom Orange
“released 2.5 billion call records from five million
cell-phone users in Ivory Coast. . . . The data
release is the largest of its kind ever done. The
records were cleaned to prevent anyone
identifying the users, but they still include useful
information about these users’ movements.”11
Locational data is highly sensitive and it has
proven very difficult to achieve anonymization by
removing identifiers from mobility datasets.12
However, the researchers who gained access to
the Orange data set had to be affiliated with a
public or private research institution, submit a
research proposal for approval, and sign a datasharing agreement.13 These agreements typically
prohibit re-identification of the data subject and
impose additional security and privacy safeguards
such as audits, privacy impact assessments, and
data destruction upon completion of the
research.14 This contractual approach seems to
finesse the “de-identification dilemma”15 by
avoiding both Ohm’s Scylla (that anonymized data
sets lack either privacy or utility) and Yakowitz’s
Charybdis (that all useful research requires the
public release of anonymized data sets).16
High-risk scenarios occur whenever big data
analytics result in actions taken regarding
groups with sensitive attributes or affecting
specific individuals. Mayer-Schönberger and
Cukier provide several relevant examples such
as startups that would determine a consumer’s
credit rating based on “behavioral scoring” using
rich social media data sets not regulated by fair
credit reporting laws; insurance firms that would
identify health risks by combining credit scores
with various lifestyle data not regulated by any
privacy laws; and the notorious Target incident,
in which the firm used big data analytics to
predict whether female shoppers were newly
pregnant and then marketed baby-related
products to them, even though they may have
delayed sharing this news with family
members.17 Why are these high-risk scenarios?
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First, the data sets are large and heterogeneous,
increasing the likelihood that analysis will reveal
sensitive or intimate attributes, even though we
think of the underlying data as non-personal.
Second, the data comes from multiple sources,
so individuals are unaware of how third parties
collect, store or use it and therefore lack any
ability to access their data or control detrimental
uses of inferred attributes. Third, when firms
rely on big data analytics to infer sensitive
attributes
(creditworthiness,
insurability,
pregnancy), they often skirt regulations limited
to the collection and use of specific types of
personal data. Another problem is that these
analytic techniques are imperfect and may result
in erroneous or unfair decisions.18 In any case,
the underlying privacy issues in high-risk
scenarios are far more difficult to address: at a
minimum, they require stronger default rules
and perhaps a major shift in business models
and new and innovative data frameworks.19
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BIG DATA AND THE
“NEW” PRIVACY
TRADEOFF
Robert H. Sloan & Richard Warner*
Predictions of transformative change surround
Big Data. It is routine to read, for example,
that “with the coming of Big Data, we are
going to be operating very much out of our old,
familiar ballpark.”1 But, as both Niels Bohr and
Yogi Berra are reputed to have observed,
“Prediction is difficult, especially about the
future.”
And, they might have added,
especially regarding the effects of major
technological change. In the Railroad Mania of
nineteenth century England, for example, some
made the typical prediction that a new
communication network meant the end of an
old one: namely, that that face-to-face
communication over the emerging railroad
network would entail a drastic drop in postal
mail. In fact, mail volume increased.2 Given
the difficulty of forecasting transformative
change, we opt for a “prediction” about the
present: Big Data already presents a “new”
and important privacy challenge. As the scare
quotes indicate, the challenge is not truly new.
What Big Data does is compel confrontation
with a difficult trade-off problem that has been
glossed over or even ignored up to now. It
does so because both the potential benefits
and risks from Big Data analysis are so much
larger than anything we have seen before.*
We confine our inquiry to the private sector.
Governmental concerns are critically important,
but they require separate treatment.
THE TRADEOFF PROBLEM AND BIG DATA
*

Robert H. Sloan is Professor and Head, Department of
Computer Science, University of Illinois at Chicago. Partially
supported by National Science Foundation Grant No. DGE1069311. Richard Warner is Professor of Law, Chicago-Kent
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We claim Big Data greatly exacerbates a now
decades old problem about how to balance the
benefits of data collection and analysis against the
relevant privacy risks. In the 1990s and early
2000s, before the current Big-Data era,
commentators typically identified the following
benefits of data collection: increased economic
efficiency,
improved
security,
better
personalization of services, increased availability of
relevant information, and innovative platforms for
communication.3 The tradeoff task was to balance
that relatively short list of benefits against the loss
of informational privacy. (By informational privacy,
we mean the ability to control who collects
information about you and what they do with it,
and data collection and analysis reduces one’s
control.) Unfortunately, while privacy advocates
and policy makers acknowledge tradeoff issues,
they typically pay little attention to them.4
Instead, they concentrate on the—also crucial—
task of ensuring free and informed consent to
businesses’ data collection and use practices. Big
Data compels a change: it involves such large and
important risks and benefits that there is no longer
any excuse for setting tradeoff issues aside.
“Big Data” refers to the acquisition and analysis of
massive collections of information, collections so
large that until recently the technology needed to
analyze them did not exist.5 The analysis can
reveal patterns that would otherwise go unnoticed,
and this has already yielded an astonishing array
of benefits from detecting drug interactions to
improving access to social services in India by
creating digital IDs for citizens.6 The risks are
equally serious. The risk of a massive loss of
informational privacy has become much larger,
and there are other risks as well. Consider
improving access to social services in India. A
significant improvement will increase the demand
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for the services. Meeting that demand may
require an increased investment in those services,
thereby creating at least two risks:
social
discontent if the demand is not met; and, the
diversion of scarce resources from other critical
areas if it is. An acceptable level of information
flow into Big Data analysis is one that yields
acceptable tradeoffs between risks and benefits.
The problem is to find a level of information flow
that does that. The current mechanisms for
determining the proper level are woefully
inadequate.
MID-20TH CENTURY INFORMATION PROCESSING
To see why, it helps to turn back the clock to the
mid-twentieth century. Data collection was in its
infancy, with only the beginnings of credit
reporting practices. Direct marketing was not
widely used until the 1970s because prior to that
time it was too difficult to differentiate among
consumers (the change came when the
government began selling census data on
magnetic tapes).7 People did disclose information
to businesses, governmental and private licensing
agencies, and so on, but the information was
typically
stored
in
paper
records
and
geographically scattered.
There was no
convenient way to search all of it or to retrieve
readily storable, reusable information. You could
by and large regulate the flow of your information
to private businesses in the way you thought best.
The sum of the individual decisions about data
collection provided the answer to how much
information should flow to businesses for analysis.
Did this yield an acceptable level of information
flow? The answer did not matter much because
mid-twentieth century information processing did
not generate significant risks and benefits
compared to today, but, in general, summing
individual decisions is not a good way to answer
“acceptable level” tradeoff questions, as the
following example illustrates.8 Imagine that in a
community that does not have a telephone book,
everyone would like to have one. However, each
person prefers not to have his or her phone
number listed and so refuses to consent to listing.
No phone book is the result—a result each regards
as much worse than having one.
Unfortunately, society has not yet—in the
opening decades of the twenty-first century—

changed its ways. Summing individual decisions
still plays a key role in answering the “acceptable
level” question. Summing individual decisions
works extremely well for setting prices in highly
competitive markets with no externalities, but can
work very poorly indeed when results of individual
decisions come with significant externalities. For
Big Data today, there are tremendous
externalities: Decisions by individual consumers to
withhold data may have large negative
externalities for society’s overall ability to reap the
benefits of Big Data, and decisions by individual
businesses may have large negative externalities
for citizens’ privacy.
THE CURRENT MECHANISM FOR SUMMING INDIVIDUAL
DECISIONS
Outside the health and finance sectors, private
businesses are relatively unconstrained in their
data collection and analysis practices, and
summing individual decisions still plays a key role
in determining the level of information that flows
to private businesses. We focus on the online
context, but similar remarks hold for offline
situations.
Online, the current summing
mechanism is Notice and Choice (sometimes called
Notice and Consent).
The “notice” is a
presentation of terms. The “choice” is an action
signifying acceptance of the terms (typically using
a website or clicking on an “I agree” button).
Implementations of Notice and Choice lie along a
spectrum.
One
extreme
is
home
to
implementations that place few restrictions on
Notices (how they are presented and what they
may or must say) and few restrictions on what
counts as choice (using the site, clicking on an “I
agree” button); the other extreme is occupied by
restrictive implementations requiring conformity to
some or all of the Fair Information Practice
Principles of transparency, error correction,
restriction of use of data to purposes stated at the
time of collection, deletion of data when it is no
longer used for that purpose, and data security.
Proponents of Notice and Choice make two claims.
First:
when adequately implemented, (the
appropriate version of) Notice and Choice ensures
that website visitors can give free and informed
consent to businesses’ data collection and use
practices. For purposes of this essay, we grant the
first claim.9 Our concern is with the second claim:
namely, that the sum of the individual consent
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decisions determines an acceptable level of
information flowing to businesses. We see little
reason to think it is true. As the telephone book
example illustrates, summing individual decisions
can lead to information flows that are inconsistent
with what the individuals making those decisions
would collectively agree is good overall. We
believe Notice and Choice will not yield results
good for society as a whole. In all its versions,
Notice and Choice leaves tradeoff issues largely to
the discretion of private business.10 The Notices
under which they collect consumers’ information
leave the subsequent uses of that information
largely up to the businesses.
By way of
illustration, consider one well-known example.
Microsoft allowed Dr. Russ Altman to analyze Bing
searches for search terms correlated with
dangerously high blood sugar levels. This was a
key step in Altman’s confirming that the
antidepressant Paxil together with the anticholesterol drug Pravachol could result in diabetic
blood sugar levels.11 Our point is that the decision
about how to use the Bing searches was
Microsoft’s. The Altman result is a life-saving one,
but not all uses of Big Data are so
uncontroversially good.
Target, for example,
infamously uses Big Data analysis to predict which
of their customers are pregnant,12 and it would be
remarkable if decisions by businesses about data
use reliably yielded acceptable society-wide
balances of risks and benefits. Each business will
balance in ways that serve its business goals, and
there is no reason to think that summing up
business decisions will yield an acceptable balance
of risks and benefits from the point of view of
society as a whole. This is just the “summing”
problem over again with businesses making the
decisions instead of consumers.
Since the
businesses do not suffer any of the negative
effects on consumers of the loss of informational
privacy, they will undervalue consumers’ interests
and reach an unacceptably biased overall tradeoff.

acceptable in the mid-twentieth century only
because back then information processing created
relatively small benefits and risks.
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Is there a way to balance risks and benefits that
reliably yields acceptable results? We will not
answer that question here.13 Our point is that this
problem is not new, but that Big Data does make
it both considerably more difficult and considerably
more important. We can certainly no longer
reasonably rely on an approach that was
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PRIVACY IN A POSTREGULATORY WORLD:

LESSONS FROM THE ONLINE SAFETY DEBATES
Adam Thierer*
No matter how well-intentioned, privacy laws
and regulations are being increasingly strained
by the realities of our modern Information Age,
and that fact should influence our strategies for
dealing with the challenges posed by ubiquitous
social media, Big Data, and the coming “Internet
of Things.”1 Specifically, we need to invert the
process of how we go about protecting privacy
by focusing more on bottom-up solutions—
education, empowerment, media literacy, digital
citizenship lessons, etc.—instead of top-down
legalistic solutions or techno-quick fixes.2 In this
regard, we can draw important lessons from the
debates over how best to protect children from
objectionable online content.3*
NEW REALITIES

Gilmore once noted.5 But this insight applies to
all classes of information. Whether we are
talking about copyright policy, cybersecurity,
state secrets, pornography, hate speech, or
personal information, the reality is always the
same: Any effort to control information flows will
be resisted by many other forces or actors in the
online ecosystem. Moreover, once the genie is
out of the bottle, it is incredibly hard to get it
back in.
These two realities are the byproduct of the
Internet’s decentralized, distributed nature; the
unprecedented scale of modern networked
communications; the combination of dramatic
expansions in computing and processing power
(also known as “Moore’s Law”)6 alongside a
steady drop in digital storage costs; and the rise
of widespread Internet access and ubiquitous
mobile devices and access.

Lawmakers and policy advocates who worry
about how best to protect online privacy today
must contend with the fact that, for better or
worse, we now live in a world that is ruthlessly
governed by two famous Internet aphorisms.
First, “information wants to be free.” Sometimes
that fact is worth celebrating. “Unfortunately,”
notes computer scientist Ben Adida, “information
replication doesn’t discriminate: your personal
data, credit cards and medical problems alike,
also want to be free. Keeping it secret is really,
really hard,” he correctly notes.4

Compounding matters further still—especially for
efforts to protect privacy—is the fact that we are
our own worst enemies when it comes to
information containment. Ours is a world of
unprecedented individual information sharing
through user-generation of content and selfrevelation of data. On top of that, we now have
decentralized peer-on-peer surveillance; new
technologies make it easier than ever for us to
release information not only about ourselves
abut about all those around us.

A second well-known Internet aphorism explains
why this is the case: “The Net interprets
censorship as damage and routes around it,” as
Electronic Frontier Foundation co-founder John

Traditional information control mechanisms are
being strained to the breaking point in this new
environment and we need to be discussing how
to come to grips with these new realities.

*

Senior Research Fellow, Mercatus Center, George Mason
University.
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A CONVERSATION FEW WANT TO HAVE
Unfortunately,
we’re
not
having
that
conversation today. Or, to the extent we are,
we’re focused on the wrong set of issues or
solutions. Discussions about protecting online
privacy and reputation are still predominately
tied up with philosophical (“What privacy rights
do we have?) and legalistic (“How should we
enforce those rights?”) debates. Outside of
some very narrow contexts (i.e., sensitive health
and financial information), consensus about
privacy rights has been elusive here in the
United States.
The urge to delineate a tidy set of neatlydefined privacy rights and then protect them by
law is completely understandable. But it is
becoming more of a pipe dream with each
passing year. Call me a defeatist, but esoteric
metaphysical debates about the nature of our
privacy rights and heated policy debates about
how to enforce them are increasingly a waste of
time.
Moreover, at some point the costs associated
with regulatory controls must be taken into
account. If we conduct a careful benefit-cost
analysis of various regulatory proposals—
something that has been woefully lacking on the
privacy front in recent years—we find that many
complex economic and social trade-offs are at
work.7 Regulation is not a costless exercise and,
as noted, there are reasons to doubt it will even
be effective if pursued.
NEW APPROACHES
We desperately need a new approach and I
believe we can find it by examining the debate
we have had about online child protectio over
the past 15 years.8 Since the dawn of the
commercial Internet in the early 1990s, online
safety and access to objectionable content has
been a major public policy concern. As a result,
countless regulatory schemes and technical
solutions have been proposed. But those efforts
were largely abandoned over time as
policymakers and online safety advocates came
to realize that legal hurdles and practical
realities meant a new approach to dealing with
access to objectionable online content was
needed.

Between 2000 and 2010, six major online safety
task forces or blue ribbon commissions were
formed to study these concerns and consider
what should be done to address them, including
legal and technical solutions. Three of these task
forces were convened by the United States
federal government and issued reports in 2000, 9
200210 and 2010.11 Another was commissioned
by the British government in 2007 and issued in
a major report in March 2008. 12 Finally, two
additional task forces were formed in the U.S. in
2008 and concluded their work, respectively, in
December of 200813 and July of 2009.14
Altogether, these six task forces heard from
hundreds of experts and produced thousands of
pages of testimony and reports on a wide
variety of issues related to online safety. While
each of these task forces had different origins
and unique membership, what is striking about
them is the general unanimity of their
conclusions. In particular, the overwhelming
consensus of these expert commissions was that
there is no single “silver-bullet” technological
solution or regulatory quick-fix to concerns
about access to objectionable online content.
Many of the task forces cited the rapid pace of
change in the digital world when drawing that
conclusion.
Instead, each of the task forces concluded that
education should be the primary solution to
most online child safety concerns. Specifically,
these task forces consistently stressed the
importance of media literacy, awarenessbuilding efforts, public service announcements,
targeted intervention techniques, and better
mentoring and parenting strategies.
As part of these efforts to strive for “digital
citizenship,” experts stressed how vital it is to
teach both children and adults smarter online
hygiene (sensible personal data use) and
“Netiquette” (proper behavior toward others),
which can further both online safety and digital
privacy goals.15 More generally, as part of these
digital literacy and citizenship efforts, we must
do more to explain the potential perils of oversharing information about ourselves and others
while simultaneously encouraging consumers to
delete
unnecessary
online
information
occasionally and cover their digital footprints in
other ways.
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These education and literacy efforts are also
important because they help us adapt to new
technological changes by employing a variety of
coping mechanisms or new social norms. These
efforts and lessons should start at a young age
and continue on well into adulthood through
other means, such as awareness campaigns and
public service announcements.
THE ROLE OF PRIVACY PROFESSIONALS & THE DIGITAL
DESIGNERS OF THE FUTURE
Finally, education and digital citizenship efforts
are essential not only because they teach
consumers how to navigate new information
environments and challenges but also because
they can guide the actions of current or future
producers of new digital technologies.
We’ve spent a great deal of time in recent years
encouraging digital innovators to institute
“privacy by design” when contemplating their
new products. But real privacy by design should
be a state of mind and a continuous habit of
action that influences how designers think about
the impact of their products and services before
and after creation.
The role of privacy professionals is equally vital.
As Deirdre Mulligan and Kenneth Bamberger
have noted, increasingly, it is what happens “on
the ground”—the day-to-day management of
privacy decisions through the interaction of
privacy professionals, engineers, outside experts
and regular users—that is really important. They
stress how “governing privacy through flexible
principles” is the new norm.16
We should continue to consider how we might
achieve “privacy by design” before new services
are rolled out, but the reality is that “privacy on
the fly” through those “flexible principle” may
become even more essential.
CONCLUSION
So, while law and regulation will likely continue
to be pursued and, at the margin, may be able
to help with egregious privacy and security
harms, the reality is that, outside narrow
exceptions such as health and financial
information, the case for regulatory control

becomes harder to justify as the costs will
almost certainly exceed the benefits.
That’s why it is so essential to have a good
backup plan for when control is impossible or
simply too costly. Education is the strategy with
the most lasting impact. Education and digital
literacy provide skills and wisdom that can last a
lifetime, enhancing resiliency. Specifically,
education can help teach both kids and adults
how to behave in—or respond to—a wide variety
of situations. Rethinking privacy from the
bottom-up and engaging citizens in this way will
ultimately serve us better than the top-down
approaches being pursued today.
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HAS KATZ BECOME QUAINT?

USE OF BIG DATA TO OUTFLANK
THE FOURTH AMENDMENT

Jeffrey L. Vagle*

INTRODUCTION
On December 14, 2010, a federal court, upon a
government motion, entered an order pursuant
to the Stored Communications Act (“SCA”)
requiring Twitter to turn over to the government
subscriber information concerning the accounts
of three Twitter users. The order demanded only
“non-content” data: names, addresses, and all
records of user activity, including dates, times,
and IP address data for all subscriber activity
since November 1, 2009.*
The subscribers filed a motion to vacate the
order on grounds that it was insufficient under
the SCA and violated both the First and Fourth
Amendments. The motion was denied by the
magistrate judge.1 The subscribers then filed
objections to the magistrate judge’s ruling. 2 The
district judge denied the subscribers’ objections,
agreeing with the magistrate judge that the
subscribers lacked standing to challenge the
SCA-based order on non-Constitutional grounds.
The court also rejected the subscribers’ Fourth
Amendment challenge, stating that “any privacy
concerns were the result of private action, not
government action,” and thus the “mere
recording of . . . information by Twitter and
subsequent access by the government cannot by
itself violate the Fourth Amendment.”3
The problems illustrated by this case are
twofold. First, in the age of big data, the
collection and analysis of “non-content” data can
yield far more information about someone than
was thought when the SCA was first drafted.4
Properly applied, big data analytics can make
*

Mr. Vagle is an associate with Pepper Hamilton LLP. J.D.,
Temple University Beasley School of Law; B.A., Boston
University.

record data more illuminating to the analyst
than content, heightening concerns over
reduced SCA protections for non-content data.
Second, since this data is collected by third
party providers, the government can obtain this
data without dealing with Fourth Amendment
protections,5 possibly bypassing the courts
altogether.6 Furthermore, the government’s
focus on national security since 2001 has
resulted in an increase in requests for such data,
some of which remain unexamined due to
government claims of state secrecy. 7 This essay
argues that the nexus of ubiquitous computing
and big data analytics has rendered existing
standards of Fourth Amendment protection
inadequate, and calls for a reexamination of
these doctrines based on today’s technologies.
MOSAIC THEORY AND THE AGE OF BIG DATA
In recent years, data storage capacities have
increased by orders of magnitude, while
associated costs have plummeted. Processing
speeds have increased to the point that most
people carry smartphones that are far more
capable than the computers that sat on their desks
a few years ago. These factors have combined to
enable real time analysis of massive quantities of
data, spurring research advances in fields as
diverse as atmospheric science, genomics,
logistics, and disease prevention.
These capabilities have not gone unnoticed by
governments, which have employed big data
analytics to reach previously unheard of
dimensions of intelligence analysis.8 These
techniques have spilled over into domestic law
enforcement, yielding some positive results9 while
at the same time posing new challenges to Fourth
Amendment doctrine. And we are the ones
supplying the data.
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Most Americans own cell phones. We carry them
everywhere, and are generally never more than a
few feet from one at any time. We use them to
send emails and text messages, post messages on
Facebook or Twitter, take photos and share them
with friends (or the world), and sometimes even to
make calls. They are always on, and always on us.
Most cell phone users understand that, in order for
a cell phone to work, it must be in constant
communication with the provider network. The
information that is passed back and forth between
the phone and the network includes subscriber
and location information, and any content that you
send or receive. All of this information is collected
and stored by the service provider, often without
our knowledge.

the same expectation in non-content (“record”)
information shared with their service provider.

In fact, providers of all kinds of services make it
their practice to collect every bit of data we
generate—explicitly or implicitly—and store it for
some amount of time.10 Various privacy laws exist
at the state and federal level to prevent the
collection of personally identifiable information
(“PII”), but big data analytics obviates the need for
personal information by leveraging the vast
amounts of non-PII data we constantly provide.11

Under current doctrine, the Fourth Amendment
does not prohibit the government from obtaining
information revealed to a third party who then
conveys that information to government
authorities, even if the information was revealed
on the assumption that it will be used only for a
limited purpose and the confidence placed in the
third party will not be betrayed.16 This third-party
doctrine has been the basis for courts holding that
information “voluntarily disclosed” to service
providers, including IP addresses, files shared on
private peer-to-peer networks, and historical cell
phone location records, does not have Fourth
Amendment protection.17

THE SHRINKING DISTINCTION BETWEEN “RECORD” AND
“CONTENT” DATA UNDER THE SCA
The SCA was enacted in 1986, and was intended
to extend privacy protections to new forms of
telecommunications and computer technology
then just emerging, e.g., cell phones and email.12
The core of the SCA is 18 U.S.C. § 2703, which
articulates procedures by which the government
may obtain electronic communications and related
information. Section 2703 distinguishes between
“content” and (non-content) “records,” giving
greater protection to the content of a
communication.
This distinction is based on Congress’s original
purpose in enacting the SCA. Because Fourth
Amendment privacy protections leave gaps when it
comes to information sent to—and stored by—
third parties,13 the SCA was enacted to fill those
gaps by providing additional statutory privacy
rights against government access to information
stored by service providers. It was reasoned that
users may have a “reasonable expectation of
privacy”14 in the substance of their stored
communications (“content”), but would not enjoy

Thus, if the government seeks access to noncontent subscriber records under the SCA, their
agents may get this information without a warrant,
using either a subpoena or a “specific or articulable
facts” order, and are not required to provide notice
of this access to the subscriber.15 But, armed with
the ability to perform real-time analytics over vast
amounts of this data, the government can make
non-content information more illuminating than
content information, thus skirting the original
intent of the SCA’s content/non-content distinction.
THIRD-PARTY DOCTRINE

But courts have begun to question the application
of this doctrine as applied to current technologies
and use patterns. This nascent recognition of the
advent of ubiquitous computing, made possible
through Internet-enabled laptops, tablets, and
smart phones, and the resulting “voluntary
disclosure” by millions of Americans of vast
amounts of non-content information to third party
service providers, has raised concerns that the
aggregation and analysis of these enormous data
sets may be more revealing than content
information. For example, one court has observed
that cell service providers “have records of the
geographic location of almost every American at
almost every time of the day and night,” enabling
“mass or wholesale electronic surveillance” by the
government, and holding therefore that “an
exception to the third-party-disclosure doctrine
applies to cell-site-location records.”18
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CONCLUSION
As Judge Garaufis recently observed, “[i]n order to
prevent the Fourth Amendment from losing force
in the face of changing technology, Fourth
Amendment doctrine has evolved . . . and must
continue to do so.”19 For most Americans, the use
of “always on, always on us” technology has
become an indispensable part of everyday life,
forcing us to accept the fact that private service
providers collect the data we constantly generate.
Under existing Fourth Amendment doctrine, this
non-content data is afforded few protections, even
though it may be more revealing than content
data. Courts should therefore recognize that our
current Fourth Amendment protections must
evolve to adapt to the age of big data analytics.
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BIG DATA THREATS
Felix Wu*
The pros and cons of big data are the subject of
much debate. The “pro” side points to the
potential to generate unprecedented new
knowledge by gathering, aggregating, and
mining data, knowledge that can be used for
everything from earlier detection of drug side
effects to better management of electricity and
traffic.1 The “con” side says that big data raises
privacy issues.2*
To talk about a big data privacy problem,
however, is far too imprecise. In this context,
the concept of “privacy” stands for a diverse set
of interests.
In order to evaluate those
interests, weigh them against competing
interests, and design appropriate regulatory
responses, we need to disentangle them.
Consider the issue of online behavioral
advertising, that is, the targeting of advertising
based upon one’s prior online activity. Perhaps
the problem with behavioral advertising is that
the tracking technologies that make such
advertising possible cause users to feel
surveilled as they go about their business, online
or off. The problem could also be that stored
tracking information might be revealed, to
acquaintances
or
to
the
government.
Alternatively, it might be the targeting itself that
is the problem, and that it is wrong to use
tracking information to determine what
advertisements a person sees.
Similarly, think about the story of Target, which
apparently computed a pregnancy prediction
score based upon its customers’ purchases and
used this score to determine to whom to send
coupons for baby products.3 Maybe it makes
Target shoppers “queasy” to think that Target is
*

Associate Professor, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.

able to predict whether they are pregnant, or
even to think that Target is trying to do so. 4
Target’s practices might also lead to inadvertent
disclosure, as when a father supposedly learned
of his daughter’s pregnancy for the first time
from seeing the coupons Target sent to her. 5
Perhaps it is a problem for pregnant women to
get different offers than non-pregnant women.
While there might be nothing wrong with
targeting baby products to the people who
might actually buy them, perhaps differing offers
for other products, or on the basis of other
predictions, might be more problematic.
In the context of big data in particular, it is
helpful to think not just in terms of privacy in
general, but in terms of specific privacy threats. 6
When faced with a big data practice, the key
question is: “How could this go wrong?” Even
for a single practice, that question has many
potential answers.
One can conceive of at least three broad
categories of big data threats: surveillance,
disclosure, and discrimination. By surveillance, I
mean the feeling of being watched, which can
result from the collection, aggregation, and/or
use of one’s information.7 The feeling of being
surveilled might be an intrinsic problem, akin to
emotional distress. It might also be a problem
because such a feeling can affect how people
behave, if they start to think twice about the
things they do, read, or search for. 8 On this
account, one problem with pervasive web
tracking is the possibility that people will avoid
certain searches or certain sources of
information, for fear that doing so inevitably
reveals interests, medical conditions, or other
personal characteristics they would rather
remain hidden.
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Surveillance can arise from the mere collection
of information, as when visits to sensitive
websites are tracked. As in the Target example,
however, it can also arise from the particular
form of processing that the data undergoes.
Presumably any unease that customers feel
from receiving baby products coupons comes
from the sense that Target “knows” about their
pregnancy, rather than from knowing that
Target has recorded a list of their purchases.
Thus, it can be the data mining itself or the
characteristic being mined for that converts a
mere collection of information into surveillance.
Other problems arise because of the disclosure
of data beyond the entity that initially collected
it. One disclosure threat might be the nosy
employee who looks up people he knows in a
corporate database.
Another might be an
identity thief who successfully hacks into a
database. Problems of insecurity are in this
sense problems of disclosure. Less maliciously,
information might be revealed to people who
happen to be nearby and see the ads on
another person’s computer. Similarly, as in the
Target example, people in the same household
might see one another’s mail. Disclosure to the
government is a different potential threat.
Government as threat is also not a monolithic
one, and could encompass everything from a
rogue government employee to a systematic
campaign that harasses people on the basis of
lawful activity.
Other big data problems are problems of
discrimination, that is, treating people differently
on the basis of information collected about
them. Again, there are many different kinds of
discrimination threats. The most obvious might
be those based on predicted membership in
some protected class, such as race or religion.
Some might further object to any discrimination
that is correlated with a protected characteristic,
whether or not it forms the explicit basis for the
targeting. Beyond the traditionally prohibited
forms of discrimination, consumers seem also to
have a visceral reaction against certain forms of

price discrimination.9 On this view, a problem
with big data is its ability to enable highly
personalized pricing.
Personalized persuasion is another form of bigdata discrimination that might be problematic. 10
The idea here is that rather than simply altering
the price or product being sold, the advertiser
alters the sales pitch itself so as to best exploit
each individual’s own cognitive biases. 11 Big
data may make it more possible to identify
widely shared biases, and this might already be
a source of concern. Even if we are willing to
tolerate the exploitation of widely shared biases,
however, the exploitation of individual biases
raises additional concerns about an imbalance of
power between advertisers and consumers.
Lack of transparency can in some ways
constitute a fourth category of threats. Without
transparency, individuals may be stuck in a
world in which consequential decisions about
them are made opaquely, and over which they
are unable to exercise meaningful control. 12
That sense of helplessness, distinct from the
feeling of being surveilled, might itself be a
problem with big data.
On the other hand, transparency might also be
understood as a tool to mitigate some of the
other threats identified above.
Appropriate
transparency could, at least in theory, make it
possible for individuals to choose to deal with
companies that minimize disclosure risks.
Transparency
could
also
diminish
the
effectiveness of personalized persuasion, again
at least in theory.
Even though the word “threat” implies that there
is something problematic about the occurrence
of the threat, in speaking about threats, I am
not necessarily arguing that everything laid out
above should in fact be a cognizable threat.
One could, for example, hold the view that
certain types of discrimination are perfectly
acceptable, even desirable.
Similarly, some
might argue that some of the negative
consequences of big data that I have described
are not privacy problems at all, but problems of
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a different sort.13 Here, I am not trying to
delimit the boundaries of privacy versus other
types of harms.
Nor does distinguishing among threats
necessarily mean we need distinct regulatory
responses. The threat of discrimination might
be dealt with by restricting the practice, but it
may be far easier to regulate the collection of
the relevant information than to detect its
misuse.
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My goal here instead is simply to catalogue
some of the different meanings that people may
have when they say that there is a privacy
problem with big data. Doing so helps better to
frame the big data privacy analysis. It can help
us determine when tools like de-identification
can be effective at balancing privacy and
utility,14 and it can help us determine in what
contexts the benefits outweigh the burdens of
big data analysis.
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